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RAILWAY CLERKS

BONUS MEASURE

BILL

Compromise Program of Republican Leaders Is Approved at a Conference of
Majority Senators,
WILL TAKEACTION
BEFORE

ADJOURNMENT

Soldiers
Will Be Provided During
the Present Session of
Congress; Decision,

Relief for Former

(By The Associated

Pmi.)

19. The
June
Wash!;.ston,
compron-.- '
program of republican lenders to defer action on
s
soldiers' bonus bill until after the tariff measure has been
disposed of, was approved today
at a conference of majority senThe vote was 27 to 11.
ators.
At the same time the conference
went on record as favoring final
action on the bonus before anv
of conreceto or adjournment
v
gress.
a resolution
Before adopting
the
this program,
embodying
conference rejected, 30 to 9 a
motion by Senator McCumber,
North Dakota, to lay
aside the tariff for action on
the bonus. Mr. McCumber, who
has charge of both measures,
then offered the compromise resolution. Despite the conference
action there will be an open
fight In the senate to get the
bonus bill up before the senate
returns to consideration of thr
tariff measure laid aside last
week for the naval appropriation
t'--

bill.

Several Senators on both the
republican sides were prepared
tj offer a motion tomorrow that
the bonus be taken up Immediately but republican leaders
peared confident that such a motion would be defeated.
1'lght on Soldier Bonus.
Should the majority's compromise program be put throusT..
final senate action on the bonus
probably would not come before
September. Estimates today were
that the tariff bill could not be
brought to a vote before August
1
at the earliest. With senators
on both sides prepared to make
a determined fight on the bonus.
It is fiUFl- - that it will tak"
from a month to six weeks to
put that measure through.
Some senators favorable to the
bonus fenr a filibuster if the b'U
goes over until after action on
ine tarirr. Tins is understood :o
be one of the elements in their
determination to put the senate
on record now on the question'
of whether there is to bo
delay.
Under tho resolution adopts,!
by the majority conference, the
bonus would be made the unfinished business of the senate immediately after final action on
the tariff and it would be ke:.t
before the body,
continuously
laid
"except when temporarily
for matters of immediate
exigency."
.Sharp Controversy.
There was a sharp controversy
in the confercr.ee over the language of the resolution which a
number of senators construed as
binding them to vote for tho
bonus. Senator Lodge, of Massv
rhusetts, was said- to have assured senators that this was not
the case. Those voting against
the re.'olutlon are counted as opponents of the bonus. .
a--
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HARDING TO

DESIRE Til TAKE
STRIDE, BALLOT

PENDING ACTION

Tfff

EDITION

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, June

WILL SIDETRACK

ON

CITY

STOP STRIKE
COAL

Whistles Sound Dinner Call

IN

Official

Sanction

y
y

(By The Anocluted Freu.)
rem.)
(Bj The A kick''
Cincinnati, June 19 (by the AsPresident
Washington, Jvsi.
sociated Press). Fiilway clerks in Harding was us'.
jday to take
various parts of the country today

are seeking official sanction to take
a strike baliot against recent wage
reductions of the railroad labor
board, according to the statement
tonight of 15. H. Fitzgerald, president of the Brotherhood of Rail-da- y
and Steamship Clerks, freight
handlers, express and station employes.
Mr. Fitzgerald stated the matter
of taking a general Btriko vote is
up to the committees of the roads
and that officials of the union can
not sanction to strike until tho men
acby ballot have asked for such
tion. He said that general comroads
today
mittees of four large;
asked the brotherhood officials to
send out a strike ballot. He declined to give the names of tho
roads.
In his statement, Mr. Fitzgerald
said that the clerks would be called
out on strike if they vote to give
their officials authority for such
action. He said it was impossible
to say when a decision on a strike
will be reached by members of his
organization, but added'that "it can
be definitely announced that the
officials are prepared to issue a
strike call, if the membership vote
for such action."

COEDUCATIONAL
SCHOOL

SYSTEM

SWEDEN'S PLAN
Stockholm, Juno 19. Sweden's
educational system today faces reorganization the purpose of which
is to place full educational advantages within close reach of every
child in the land irrespective of the
child's social standing in the community.
Under the new plan all of Sweden's public schools, from the elementary grades to the universities,
At preswill be
schools
ent only the elementary
and the universities receive both
comschool
sexes.
The Swedish
mission proposes to - .open the
"realfikola"' and the "gymnasium"
to girls as well as boys. An Important change will be the elimination of several subjects as compulsory and the concentration of Individual students on a smaller
group of subjects, logically rolated
to- tho occupation
or profession
which most interests them. Students will be permitted to start specializing much earlier than at present.
It is now proposed that virtually the whole educational work of
the country, with the exception of
a few private schools, be taken
over by the state. Tuition fees will
be practically eliminated, and students will not be encumbered by the
study of
subjects.
The estimated cost of the new system will be about $1,000,000 a year
more than at present.
It is proposed also to establish
a school, new to the Swedish system of education, to be known as
"lyceum" which in seven years will
take, a pupil directly from the elementary school to matriculation
for the universities.
Among the'languages offered under the new plan will be Latin and
Greek and three modern languages
in addition to Swedish, namely,
English, French and German.

SPONTANEOUS WELCOME GIVEN

TAFT IN LONDON;

JURIST IS

steps to end t'(ys? Al strike in a
joint appeal '? $ Aed (n hit,, nu
the commissi
the church and
e federal council
social servlc
I. which are affiliof.churche
ated thirty
lI Protestant communions, the department of social
action of the national Catholic welfare council and the social justice
commission of the central conference of American rabbis.
This is the first time, as far as is
known, that theso representative
organizations of the Protestants.
Human Catholics and Jews ha"?
taken Joint uction in an industrial
matter.
The churches in their appeal
'
asked the president:
To call a national coal conference;
To get tho facts of the coal Industry through a government investigation;
Not to wait until the suffering
women and children of the mining
camps has become a national calumny, and,
To end the coal strike now.
Aien of Churches.
Tho statement expresses gratification that the press, as a whole,
has been successful in recording tho
facts in the strike. The appeal of
tho churches In full Is as follows:
To the President of tho United
Stales:
"Wo desire to express to you on
behalf of the three great religion
organizations that re represent our
convictions that the time has arrived when our government should
act to bring about a conference in
Mhe bituminous coal industry to end
tho present strike. We believe that
the majority of the people of this
country are unwilling to havesub-its
vitally important industries
ject economic combat as a means
of settling disputes.
"Whenever either side in a controversy declines to employ tlte
methods of conference and arbitration it becomes proper for the government to intervene. It is inconceivable that public action slfould
wait until the sufferings of women
and children in mining towns
should have reached the proportions of a national calamity.
Urged Uoveriuiieiit Action,
."On March 31, U23. representaon the
tives of1 the commission
church and social service of the
federal council of the churches or
Christ In America, and the department of social action of the national Catholic welfare council pat
adopted
before you a resolution
by their respective bodies urging
action
looking toward
government
tho settlement of the coal controversy. At that tlmo it was pointed
out that the operators in one central competitive field, comprising:
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western
Pennsylvania, had pledged themselves two years previously to confer with the union in order to negotiate a new contract.
"We wish to express our approval of the action of the administration in publicly fixing responsi- a
bility for the failure of such
conference upon certain of the coal
to be
operators who were unwilling
governed by tho terms of their
lurtner
resolution
agreement. Our
called the attention to the lack of
concerning
accurate Information
the facts necessary to adjust settlement of the controversy and urged
'.e
that a thorough Investigation of fedindustry should be made by
eral authority.
o Conference Held.
"Tho administration at that time
did not feel warranted in "k'"
action beyond the issuance of tne
statement to which we have referheld, tn.
red. No conference was now
constrike ensued, and it has
extinued through ten weeks, fields
clusive of the anthraciteIn
progstill
where conferences are
a
ress, there are not far from half
million idlo in this country.
Strike Kxteiwlve.
ex"The strike has been moresince
tensive than was anticipated, n
the miners In several
.m. Mna pnfnmnn cause wltn ice
United Mine AVorkcrs of Americv.,
busiFollowing a period of intense
has
ness depression, the strike min
caused much suffering to the
ers' families and tne
rapidly increasing.
Orderly.
Remarkably
satis"It is a matter of profound
lias been
strike
the
faction that
also
remarkably orderly. We have he
been gratified to note that sucpress has made an unusually
cessful effort to record tho facts
Nevertheless,
of this conflict.
to
nothing effectual has been dono
bring it to an end.
the
of
desire
"In spite of tho
government to avoid interference
in the controversy, It has become
of
necessary for the secretary
commerce to request the operators
n
fields and the rein the
tailers not to take undue advanr
taga of the situation by excessively
inoreaKlng the price of conl, This
action, manifestly necessary under
nevertheless
the
circumstances,
serves to show the helplessness of
the nation and the increasing danger to the public In the face of
so great an Industrial struggle. The
coal reserves are being steadily depleted; the suffering of the miners
and their families is becoming
more acute and the bitterness attendant upon the conflict will inevitably increase."
"In the anthracite fields where
conferences are still In progress
the lack of full Information regarding the financial facts of the indusof all at-- ,
try may cause the failure
tempts to negotiate a new agreeresent
ment. Tho consumers
high
prices for coal but are unable to
form an intelligent Judgment as
to the cause, on account of the
lack of authoritative Information.
"We urgo therefore that If It is
not feasible to restore to the federal trade commission the authority which it formerly exercised, the
conrecommend
administration
gressional action fronting an authoritative body which shall have
power to secure and make public
all' the essential facts of the Industry. Any settlement of the
present strike, no mutter how it Is
.H.'0uuuue4 pfi fit 9 two.)
non-unio-

GUEST OF HONOR AT BANQUET
Britain's Foremost Statesmen, Jurists and
Lawyers and Many American Friends Join
in Impressive Reception; King and Prince
of Wales Send Messages of Greetings.
(BY TUB ASSOC 'lATIZD PRESS.)
London, June 19 (by the Asso- eous welcome. The king, the
ciated Press). Britain's foremost Prince of AVales and the Duke of
statesman, jurists and lawyers and Connaught, sent messages of greeta great body of American friends ing, and the Earl of Balfour and
joined an impressive reception to the Very Rev. William Ralph Inge,
William Howard Taft, chief Justice dean of St. Paul's, testified to the
of the United States, upon his first affection and admiration In which
publlo appearance in England to- Mr. Taft is held by the English
night. He was the guest of honor people.
Introduced by Balfour.
at the Pilgrim's banquet, to which
Mr. Taft was introduced by the
five members of the cabinet, many
former cabinet ministers and the Earl of Balfour, who expressed the
greatest legal minds in the country hope that the distinguished visitor
would not measure the warmth of
lent their presence.
Barely before has a visiting Great Britain's greeting by the
American received such a spontan- - prevailing chilly weather.
Mr. Taft was followed by Dean
Inge, who pleaded for greater solidarity betwen the two nations.
"The United States and" the allied powers should make It their
sacred duty," he said, "to keep up
the comradeship of the trenches,
no longer against Germany or any
FOrtECAST.
New
19.
other power, but in the service of
Denver, Colo., June
Mexico:
Tuesday and Wednesday, the great principles for which milfair, except possibly local shower lions gave their lives."
In east portion Tuesday; warmer
Those who sat at the principal
table with Lord Deshorough, Chief
portion Tuesday.
Arizona: Tuesday and Wednes- Justice Taft and Ambassador Harday, fair; little change In tempera- vey included the Archbishop
of
ture.
Canterbury, the Earl of Balfour,
Devthe Earl of Derby, the Earl of
LOCAL REPOTIT.
onshire, Viscount Cave, Lord
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
of Fareham, Lord Carson,
Lord
6
hours ended at
p. m. yesterday, Buchmaster,
Lord Sumner and
recorded by the university:
James M. Beck, solicitor general
92 of the United States.
Highest temperature
R4
The other guests Included VisLowest .
29 count Astor, the American consul
Range .
.
78
Mean
general, Robert P. Skinner, and the
51 staff of the American embassy.
Humidity at 6 a. ni
SO
Mr. Taft opened with a graceful
Humidity at 6 p. m.'
.07 tribute to the Earl of Balfour and
Precipitation
a
.
.
46
.....
Wind velocity
.1
compliment to Great Britain for
East possessing such ti statesman and
Direction of wind
Character of day, . , ,1'a.rtly cluutfy
IL'ouUnued. no. lotst Two,)

WEATHER

north-centr-
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Cincinnati Convention Directs Federation Officers
to Fight Proposal With

"Unabated Force."
DEFECTS lilUDGET
SYSTEM ARE CHARGED
Make Redeclaration
of a
Unreto
Policy Opposed
stricted Immigration; To
End Meeting This Week.
(B

TURLEYHELD BY
1?

VOICED

BY LABOR

h

U

i

m

ARMY STRENGTH

(Br The Aaaorintnl rrml.)
Washington, June lit. The
Intention of house and senate
conferees on the army appropriation bill to fix the enlisted strength of the army at an
average of 125,000 men during
the next fiscal year will mean
that for that year the United
Slate will stand seventeenth
in the strength of its regular
army among the powers of the
world instead o' Tenth, as at.
present. Statistics obtained at
the war department
today
show that 16 nations maintain
more than
men in
their peace time standing
armies.
The reduction from the average of 150.000 for the current year will make relatively
small difference in the comparative standing of the United States when all organized
military forces, including such
troops as the national guard
are considered,
The United
States taking in such forces
now stands twenty-fiftin the
list, only Austria, China and
Brazil having smaller military
establishments active and inactive, in proportion to the
population of the country.

DISTRICTS

Vote to Walk Out As

5. WILL RAM OPPOSITION TO
17TH IN WORLD
TAX
RETAIL

U.

Work on Leviathan Stops as

to Churchman Appeal to Presi-- I
a
dent Not to W
Until
Protest Against Wage
Sufferings y lining
Cut By Labor Board.
Camps BecotWACUte. j

Seek

Dally by Carrier or Mull. 5c a Month
Single Copies So

1922.

20,

DENVER JURY Of

The AmnrlaliU TreM.)

Cincinnati, Ohio, Juno 19, (By
the Associated
Press.)
Opposition to a retail sales tax, with a
warning that effort can .be expected Io have it written Into the
soldier bonus bill and the
of a policy opposed to
unrestricted Immigration, marked
the action today of the American
of Labor convention
Federation
as it settled down to its final
week's work.
By unanimous
vote, the convention directed officers of the
federation
to wage the fight
against the sales tax with
force," the decision of tlv,
delegates coming without debate
on tho legislative committee's report.
The Immigration
policy
only brier discussion during which Max Gcenstein, of the
workers'
jewelry
union, urge 1
unrestricted immigration at least
for skilled workers, while Charlos
L. Bayne, of the shoo workers'
urjlon.
replied there was "too
much unemployment In this country ,.ow without bringing in mora
Immigrants."
Federal Budget Law.
of the federal
Administration
budget law also was brought before the convention by the
e
report, asserting that thu
"budget administrators have
the high purpose of the
budget system by using it for political propaganda," Tho commit-tec- ,
however, declared In favor
of a "satisfactory budget system."
and its report as adopted with
the provision, instructing the federation's executive council to uso
every "effort to correct
defects which are
operating to the disadvantage of
the present budget system."
Faced with a big work program for the final week, the delegates were not Inclined to doluy
action.
Quick action gcncrall
ruled in the disposal of all questions
and when adjournment
camo""ti6 more work whs ready
for immediate consideration.
Meeting With Lawyers.
A development outside the convention, was the meeting tonight,
of the federation's special
polluv
with a number of
committee,
who will
lawyers,
uide tlu
in drafting a procommittee
gram for combatting the supremo
court's recent decision in th
Cornnado coal case.
While committee members
an Intention to favor a
leport proposing a constitutional
amendment permitting a congressional veto of court decision.",
their discussion with the lawyeis
was understood to have centere I
on what more speedy action, it
any, might be proposed for offsetting decisions opposed by orIn this connecganized labor.
tion, committeemen
pointed out
that adoption of a constitutional
amendment was a slow procorw,
and said if success were ultimately achieved that the
might in the meantime bo
subjected to various suits, based
on the Coronado decision.
Pending; Kills Draw Fire.
Several pending bills in congresi
brought fire from the convention.
The measure of ltepresentatlva
Johnson, republican, Washington,
providing for registration of immigrants, was termed "a legislative
absurdity'' by the legislation committee, it being contended that tho
measure would be harmful to labor
during Industrial disputes by opening a possible avenue for deportation proceedings.
A bill, permitting fewer able seamen and less life saving equipment,
introduced by Representative Scot",
republican, Michigan, was declared
to "make drowning easier," as weli
as being an attack on the seamen 8
law.
Senator Nelson, republican,
Minnesota, was named as author of
a bill permitting removal without:
preliminary hearing, of residents of
one state wanted to answer charge
In other
before federal courts
states. This measure was said to
be doomed in the house judicial y
committee, apparently on aceoun :
of labor's protests against it. Four
measbills known as
ures, were said by the committee tn
be aimed at preventing the normal
activities of labor, and the committee reported that the vigilance of
the officers of the federation hatl
prevented any progress being mad
toward enactment of these measures. The committee's report on
all the measures was approved by
the convention.
between organized
labor and the farmers in behalf of
legislation was urged by the legislation committee, and the convention approved such a policy.
"una-bate-

MURDER CHARGE

d

pro-ok-

of

Slaying
Workers leaving Leviathan is lis o'clock whistle blows.
The great steamship Leviathan
the remodeling is completed it is
ewpoi t News for truns-Atlaformerly the pride of tho Germa:. Lie passenger service. The ship believed tho Leviathan will be one
merchant marine as the "Vater-land,- was used as a transport after the of the most
lineis
palatial
now being
remodeled at seizure during the war. Whenlafoat.

Ni

BILL IS

MBS

L

A

FIELDS

ADOPTED; SENT
CONFERENCE
Measure as Passed By the
0
Senate Carries
and Provides
86,000 Enlisted Men.
$295,-450,00-

(lit The AwHird I'reiO
" Washington,. June' 15.' The uannual naval appropriation bill carryJ 295,400,000,
ing approximately
and providing for an enlisted personnel of 86,000 men, was passed
late today by tho senate and sent
to conference with the house.
Aealon Is Final.
Action on the enlisted personnel,
now about 115,000, is final, as the
senate accepted the house decision
and the question will not come before the conferees who will deal
principally with senate increases of
about $44,000,000 over the houso
bill. There was no record vote on
final passage and no effort was
made to reduce the enlisted personnel.
efforts to end
Unsuccessful
American occupation of Haiti, the
Dominican republic and Nicaragua,
and to launch a congressional investigation of navy administration,
marked the final day's debate. An
amendment by. Senator King, democrat, Utah, providing for withdrawal of American marines from
the two republics and Nicaragua,
December 31, next, was rejected,
42 to 9.
Investigation of naval administration was proposed by Senator
Illinois,
McCormick, republican,
but his resolution drew objection
from Senator Dial, democrat, South
Carolina, and was referred to the
naval committee. It contemplated
a survey to abolish useless navy
yards and stations.
Amendment Rejected.
An amendment by Senator King
to cut the marine corps from
men to 17,600 'men, was rejected without a record vote.
Supporters of tho King withdrawal amendment declared thnt
American intervention
in Hall,
Santo Domingo and Nicaragua was
causing feeling in Latin America
and also in Europe
against the
United States. '
Senator Pomerene
declared it
would be "little short of a crime,"
to terminate American supervision
In Haiti co soon while Senator
charged thnt German propaganda in support of American
withdrawal had been circulated by
interests in German owned property in Hawaii. Senator Oddie s;iid
it would be "barbarous and inhuman for America to now withdraw Its protection from Haiti, he
and Sonator Pomerene asserting
that civil war and revolutions prob'
ably would result.'
Our Policy
senator Borah Opposed.
.declared that
all Central America and
South American nations are many
very
mU,C.V
2 ODP"itlon to our poliov In
Haiti, Santo Domlnen
and Guatemala.
cans, he said, regarded intervention as an "invasion" and that the
United States Intended to "annex"
the countries occupied. American
forces, he added, would not be
withdrawn ; until American debis
were paid.
19,-5-

Od-d-

'i,.s

11

RETURN TO
Pittsburg,

Kans.,

June

19.

Open shop mining was begun by
one of tho largOHt coal companies in tho Kansas field today.
men went to work
Thirty-on- e
in one mine owned by the J. II.
Crowe Coal and Mining company
at Croweburg. Company officials
assurance-that-tsld they had 125
men would bo
full force of
at work Wednesday.
Tho Bcalo accepted by the men
who went to work is $4 a day
for the day work and 90 cents a
ton for diggers.
All of the Sheridan Coal company's mines were reported working today under the
system
plan. In tho
the mines are leased to the mine
workers. The men put coal on
cars at a certain price and the
company attends to the selling of
the product. The men are paid
and tho division of the proceeds
is made by the men themselves.
The company retains general supervision of the property.
Kans., June 19. Approximately 1,500 miners have
gone back to work in the Kansas coal fields, according to reports received by Governor Allen
today. The governor Bald that the
number insures the state against
any shortage of coal for threshing. Six Kansas coal companies
today notified the governor that
they can supply sufficient coal to
meet tho threshing demand.
Topeka.

Topeka. Kans., Juno ID. Opening of the Crowe, mines in the
southeast
Kansas roal fields is
tho beginning of tho state's program for resuming coal production, state officials said today.
Although no order has been given
by the state to open the mines.
Governor Allen Bald a demand
for coal apparently has appeared
and the operators are carrying out
their agreement with the industrial
court.
.

COL,

TlliPSO ill

INDICTED

ON

A

SERIOUS CHARGE
Son-in-La-

of

w

Harvey

Ambassador

Charged With
to Violate the

Is

Conspiring

Neutrality Laws.
Trenton, N. J June 19. A federal indictment today was madt
public, charging Lieutenant Colonel
.

II. Thompson,
Harvey, ambassador to
the court of St. James, with conr
spiring to violate tho neutrality
laws by attempting to ship arms to
sinn felners aboard the freighter
East Side, in whose bunkers were
found 495 machine guns when she
was seized at llohoken a year ago.
.Marcellus
of George

son-in-la-

With Colonel Thompson, was Indicted the Auto Ordnance company,
of which ho Is president, and seven
other Individuals, including alleged
purchasing: agents, fsalcBmen and
DEMPSEY WILL LEAVE
truck men. Colonel Thompson,
who served with distinction in tho
FOR THE EAST TODAY American expeditionary forces, and
two other defendants, pleaded not
(By The Amoctatcd
guilty In Newark this afternoon and
Oakland. Calif. iin.Pre.)
io Tai- were released In f 2,600 bail each.
world'sDempsey.
heavyweight
champion, who has been In Oak- GUN FLAY I'D lllfi PART
land several davs: exnacts tn leave
IX VUMT AT CLOYXES
tomorrow for the east, stopping at
Salt Lake City, his old home, en
Belfast. .Tune 19. The Thompson
route.
gun played a big part In the Cloyn
According to
station fight last February, when
were killed.
Dempsey's next three fights, rr four
said, will be Rffdinat mn Rmnnsin At the inquest a constable who had
Jess Willard and Georges Carpe.-- - received six bullet wounds, said he
ne uarnrntier hunt w
ne met a man with n
gun
held In Europe before the end of who wounded hi in InThompson
the left arm
and abdomen.
19:3, v.;
:

-

-

special-constable-

NEW SENSE

QF

RESPONSIBILITY
PLEA

pGHES

Must Frown on Efforts to
Create Suspicion; Cannot
Have Peace In a World
of Hate, Declares.
(Ry Th AMoclaUd Freu.)
Ann Arbor, Mich., June 19. A
pica for a "new sense of civic responsibility in matters of international concern," in the United
States ns the most certain basis of
promoting peace in the world, was
made here today by Secretary
Hughes at the commencement exercises of the University of Michigan.' "Sound public opinion" was
most necessary to support the nation's peaceful diplomatic aims,"
he said. "It must frown upon the
constant efforts to create suspicion,
distrust and hatred," he continued. "There can be no assurance
of peace, and few of the necessary
and just settlements which make
for pence, In a world of hate.
"It should be recognized that
what is more necessary than formulas is a new sense of civic responsibility in matters of international
concern. The chief enemies of
peace are those who constantly Indulge In the abuse of foreign peowho
ples and their governments
asperse their motives and visit
them with ridicule and insult.
is so easy
"Intercommunication
thnt domestic discussions of foreign
affairs are not confined within the
three-mil- e
limit but are Immediately published abroad as indicative
not of the sentiment of particular
individuals, who may be of little
relative consequence but as indicating sentiments of our people. It
is in this way that peoples become
separated by mutual distrust, even
where their rewponsible agents of
government are endeavoring ' to
bring about beneficial settlements
and mutual confidence.
PrlnolimJ Difficulty.
"The principal difficulty at this
tlmo in our conduct of foreign affairs, is not with methods, or organization, or aims, but with the
untruthful, prejudiced and Inflammatory discussions in which some
of our citizens and certain portions
of the press permit themselves to
Indulge.
"If there Is to be Jess reticence
In diplomacy, there must be if not
a greater reticence, at least a keener sense of responsibility, in the
discussion of international questions.- Often diplomacy and blatant and injudicious utterances will
not go well together. The corrective can only be found In that state
of the public mind which will unsparingly condemn' and ostracize
those who by their base Imputations Imperil our friendly relations
with other eations."
Mr. Hughes dwelt on the difficulty of' obtaining
true "publlo
opinion on matters of foroign policy,' aside from certain readily recognized viewpoints approved by
of statesmen
generations
anil
which only a revolution opinion
can change.
Complicated States of Fact.
"But In a host of matters," he
added, "indeed in most cases there
Is no such criterion. Thero are
complicated states of fact which
cannot ho understood without an
Intimate knowledge of historical
background and a pslnstaklng and
discriminating analysis of material.
There are situations of controlling
importance which are wholly
t0 the general Public and
which cannot be appreciated without the special Information available only to officers of the government.
"The people cannot Judge
wisely
without being informed
and the
problem is how to inform them.
In dealing with the problem of developing sound opinion .the fundamental consideration must always
be thut misinformation 1s the
s
worst enemy, more, potent for
evil than all tho conspirators that
are c5iwnonly feared,
.

pub-lie'-

Mrs.

Wise

Is

Characterized as "One of
the Most Atrocious in the
History of West."
(Bt Tbn Aatociated PreM.)
Denver, Colo., June lit. Characterizing the slaying of Mrs. Emma
house keeper as
Wise, rooming
"ono of the most atrocious in the
history of the west," a coroner's
jury here late this afternoon returned a verdict finding Orville J.
Turley guilty of the murder. The
strangling of Mrs. Wise, the Jury
declared, was "wilful, premeditated
and the Jurors
and felonious"
recommended that the district attorney prosecute the case to the
fullest extent of tho law,
A copy of Turley's alleged confession, detailing the slaying of the
middle-age- d
widow was read to the
jury by detectives who discovered
the body in the air shaft crypt tnio
which it had been jammed by the
murderer after ho had thrown a
rone around her neck and choked
Mrs.
l er until she was unconscious.
Wise was slam Tuesday, uer ooun
was found Saturday.
Turley was not taken from the
city jail to the Inquest, but was
transferred instead to the county
jail where he is being held. Hu
mors of moo action are saia io nave
prompted officers to have taken
this means of safeguarding their
prisoner.
ltufus M. Snaveley, who said h3
was Turley's attorney, announced
todav ho had telegraphed his
brother, C. P. Turley, of Van Buren,
Missouri, of Turley's arrest. Snaveley said Turley was born and reared
In Texas and comes from a prominent Fort Worth family. He declared Turley's father and stepmother and another brother live
near Fort Worth.
Snaveicy said Turley is a
and has been in charge or
various branch offices o the Western Union
Telegraph company
er

throughout the

west.

BUSHELS
OF WHEAT LOST LAST
YEAR BY BLACK RUST

22,800,000

Washington, June 19. Losses to
wheat growers from tho ravages of
black rust aggregated 22,800.000
bushels In 1921, according to estimates made by the department of
agriculture, the American Farm
Bureau federation announced today. The average loss during each
of the preceding four years was
26,500,000 bushels. In 1921, as In
previous years, virtually all the
damage was reported from middle
western states.

TREATYITES
IRISH

III

ELECTION

LEADING FIELD

torn-ntte-

pro-titut-

labor-union- s

anti-sediti-

Dublin, June 19 (by the Associated Press.) Only fragmentary
election returns were available at
a late hour tonight, but the results
thus far known show heavy voting
for the independent candidates,
and as between the treatyites and
on the panel, a
the
predominance of support for the
former.
Generally, the results confirm
the Cork conclusion that the labor-It- s
oversecond
preferences
whelmingly favored the treaty and
y
was
less
that the
poll
than
that given for the
treaty. Nevertheless, at the headquarters of the republicans it was
declared that the republicans did
not count on a diminution In their
strength by more than fifteen
members of parliament. The most
pessimistic estimate there was forty republican members of the dall.
Kamon de Valera evidently is
awaiting full results before venturing a statement on the elections.
It ,is now considered doubtful
whether a coalition can be formed.
The difficulties of army unification have not been overcome and
all prospects for peace are said
to depend on an arrangement with
the regular forces.
anti-treat-

one-four-

BALLOON F.NTIUES.
Geneva. June 19. The Gordor.
Bennett balloon race committee haa
received official entries from three
American aeronauts, Major Oscar
Westover, Captain II. E. Honey,
well and Lieutenant w: v. Heed
The latter won the recent balloon
which was started in Milwau- -

DENVER CLUB WANTS
A CAPABLE
MANAGER
(Bj Th Aanorlnlrd Prn.)
Denver. June 19. Wanted: X
first class manager for the Denver
club of th Western lenguc, capable of playing second base or shortstop, and Instilling a lot of "Pep"
into a tall end ball club.
This was the appeal of President
Tearney of the Western league toall
night, who, after exhausting
other means of finding a capable,
Associated
the
loader, requested
Press to use the story In an effort
to find the right man.
"Probably a hundred or mora
capable baseball managers will eo
this in the papers tomorrow and
we'll find the man we are looking;
for," President Tearnoy said.
Whoever is selected to take tho
Job faces a difficult task tor tho
Denver club, at the bottom;
tho
.stern
heap In tho race for the
league pennnnt. has wonjv y about
of its games,
.

one-thir-
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WORLD WAR'S GREATEST HERO PREACHES;
REFUSES FABULOUS THEATRICAL OFFERS

DISCUSS RESULT

f

DECISION

MORNING JOURNAL
DAY NURSERY FUND

OF

!

I. a A,.,, uura
'I u
vi7
K ery fund for the
'
mnst fltirwii line
phllanturopy In

' Albuquerque
sllnnvlv
pirtura
L$v' The splendid big

SUPREME COURT

sms

the fuud

Separation of

Xf

Southern

Pacific and Central Pacific Being Considered at
San Francisco.

TreM.)
(By Thr AMOclnled
19.
San Francisco, Calif.. June trom
commissioners
Public utility
and
Nevada
California, Arizona,
discussed here today the pos-reBults of the United States
''
supreme court decision
of the Southern l'aAM?"
separation
Pacific
Central
nc and
light on the
gain further to
nuoon! they decided counsel for
V.i.,,7
Ham F. Ilerrin. generalcompany and
Facilio
he Southern
m K. Calvin, vice president of the
company, to
Union Pacific railroadtomorrow.
:;:
them
appear before the
belief was exAlthough
session of
if
;
pressed at the corning
Pros
ihe counference, calledof by
Calithe
lent Hurley Brundige
that
fornia railroad commisbion
act of 1920 conthe transportation
ferred power on the Interstate
F. A. Williams.
Alvin York and his fathor-in-laCommerce .commission to group
the Southern Pacific andthoCentral
World
war's
Alvin York, acclaimed the
greatest hero, has refused
court
Pacific together, despite of
he is devoting his time to preaching in
Instead
offers.
fabulous
opinconsensus
stage
decision, a later
mortgage on his farm was paid off by
would the Kentucky hills. Recently
ion was that the two roads
earned more than enough merely
popular subscription yet he could have
have to go through an
'
be peron the stage. ..
ty
appearing
process before they would
mitted to unite again as one system.
Opinion Is Divided.
SPONTANEOUS WELCOME
Public opinion in the west as to
or the IS GIVEN TAFT AT A
whether the Union Pacific
the
Southern Pacific should control
IN
LONDON
Central Pacific is somewhat divid- - BANQUET
ed, according to the opinions glvCHINA
(Continued from Page One.)
e'Vhe 3New Mexico public utilities
CaliPilto
tho
the
his
voiced
commission telegraphed
gratitude
that grims for this expression of their
fornia railroad commissionPacific
E
separation of the Central
good will,
and Southern Pacific would bethea
He proceeded brirfly to review
authorized
and
"fatal mistake,"
of the relations between
California body to protest In Its the history
Kritain and America, in the
name to the Interstate Commerce Great
Sun's Downfall Is Said to
course nf which he said:
commission. Chairman E. F. John"No troublo arises between tho
Be Complete; Three Man
son of the Arizona corporation two countries that we nf America
commission said at the meeting do not all of us look forward to
churian
Provinces Are
that public opinion In his state, its settlement either by negotiation
judging from about 25 telegrams or by arbitration. Any other event
Ready to Support Plan.
he had received today, considered Is not considered for a moment.
the separation a bad thing for Ari- This American stale of mind Is a
(Br The Associated Frnt.)
zona. President Brundige of the constant factor in our relations; it
Pekln, June 19 (by the Associated
commission expressed sometimes produces an apparent
California
Press.) Two significant develop
himself similarly for California.
indifference or lack of excitement
nients
pointed to a reunited
On the other hand, the Oregon on the
of our people over Ir- China intoday
the near future. One was
public utilities commission declined ritating issues that is misleading found In official advices from
to take part In today's conference, to the British observer."
Canton that Bun
down
saying opinion In western Oregon
He alluded to another source of fall was complete. The other came
was divided along sectional lines. misunderstanding
the
gigantic in a telegram from the three pro
A. R. Heywood of the Utah com- experiment which America was en- inces of Manchuria, where Chang
mission, and W. II. Simmons of the gaged in trying to Americanize Jso-U- n
to estab
has
Nevada commission said public masses of immigrants congregated lish a separateattempted
empire, that tho
opinion apparently had not been In large cities where they retained three provinces were ready to Join
formed in their states, the latter the same environment as in their me united China movement.
The telegram from the Man
remarklngahat his people were to own homo countries and did not
a certain extent, awaiting the out- feel the Americanizing influences churian assemblies
stated that
come of tho present meeting here. to which earlier Immigrants were while Manchuria enjoys self govern
raTwo
Outlines
l'luus.
was willing
and
ment,
home
whose
it,
nnd
nevertheless,
'
subjected,
to join in the program for unlfica'
A large part of the day was tak- cial prejudices had not been miti
en up with a report by Richard gated, as had been Moped, Dy living Hon.
Sun Is Eliminated.
Sachse, chief engineer of the Cali- under the American flag.
fornia commission, outlining two
Mr. Taft referred to the reaction iio Advices from Canton, made pub- by the Pekin government, de
plans which the Interstate Com- following the overwhelming strain
former
merce commission had had under of tho war and tho interval of con- clared that Sun
consideration before tho supreme valescence, which was not a period president of South China, although
court decision was handed down. of good nature or common sense still unconvinced of his defeat, had
The first, called tbe lilpley plan, and which all the allied peoples teen entirely eliminated from the
field of Chinese politics and thar.
contemplated
uniting the Union were now experiencing.
uenerai Chen Chlung-Minardent
Pacific and Central Pacific, the
of Recovery.
Symptom
of the unification move
latter continuing the present trans"Wo must regard bickerings and proponent
was
In
of
ment,
control
complete
portation system, but with a num- unreasonable sensitiveness," he ad- the former South
China capital.
ber of improvements.
ded, "not as a discouragement, but
The Canton dispatches said that
Sachso argued that the Ripley as a symptom of recovery."
Sun's gunboats had
fire on
plan would give the Union Pacific
He was ttnahlo to touch upon the the city in a desperateopened
to re
a predominant position In the west, question of why America did not trieve their commander'seffort
lost con
with the shortest route to southern enter the league of nations, but trol, but that the attack had
been
California via the Los Angeles and could only say, looking back over repulsed.
Halt Lake Railroad company line, the controversy,
that American
reunion of China under a
fcarly
to central California by tho Cen- membership In the league would constitutional government Is fore
d
tral Pacific and to the northwest have had to overcome a
cast by the Chinese press, as a re
by the Oregon Short Line. He fapopular conviction, confirmed sult of the elimination of Sun lat
vored the second scheme, called by a century and o. quarter's expe- Pen and the overthrow of Chang
the Interstate Commerce commis- rience, of tho wisdom of America
sion plan.
It is understood here that Presl
out of European entangle- The Ripley plan, Sachse said, keeping
dent 1.1 Yuan-Hunbefore accept
ments.
also would weaken the Atchison,
"Of course, the world war Itself ing the presidency, had received tha
Topeka and Santa Fe railway by shook this conviction," he said, pledge of General Chen Chlung-Min- g
that the latter would attempt
bringing two new competitors Into "but the reaction from that su- to
abolish the Canton government
California, the Union Pacific and preme effort restored some of its
ind that Chen's coup of last we 5k
the Burlington system, through a strength."
The chief Justice spoke of some was carried out in furtherance of
proposed consolidation of the lat-e- r
this
promise.
with tho Western Pacific Rail- of the peculiar functions of the
In his agreement between TJ and
road company and by making the American senate, which was a facGeneral Wu Pel-Fcompetition between the Southern tor In every international situation Chen, to which
was a
Pacific and Santa Fe more keen In which America was concerned, conquerer of Chang
the following stipulations
because both would have purely and "strengthens the hand of those party,
are said to have been made consouthern routes across the
rigidly standing for the Monroe tingent on the fall of Sun
Doctrine and its supposed corolFirst, that tha old republican
lary, the doctrine of hands of Eu- parliament be recosniied as the na.
Journal Want Ads Bring Results. ropean questions."
tional legislative body with unlimited power to elect a president of
the republic;
Second, that If the parliament
elects as president any other than
INFAHTS and
L.I
yuan-liunpresent chief ex
ASK FOR
ecutive, Its choice shall be undis
puted, LI withdrawing without pro-- i
Ho
test;
Third, that all the provinces of
the Original China shall enjoy autonomy with
rights similar to those of the state
Avoid Imitation in the American union;
Fourth, that all armies shall be
ana Subititutes reduced to the minimum needs of
national defense.
Rich milk, mtfted eriln extract In Powder
Parliament Meeta August I.
for Xnftnti, InviSdt tnd Grades Children
DiMtibIe
It Is expected that parliament
No Cooking
NourUhtng
For All Ace
The Original
will be able to muster a quorum for
a meeting August 1. All tha Canton members hava been urged by
to procaed 10
Chen Chiung-MIn- g
Pekin for the reconvening of th
old republican body.
Several of the provinces aireaay
have signified their willingness to
disband their separate armies. Th
tuchun. or military governor, of
Shansi has asked other provincial
Sure To Please and Fully Guaranteed.
commanders to Join him In nil
stand that China needs only
of her nresent standing army,
The tuchun of Chekiang has gone
a step further and has declared h'l
willingness to resign.
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opened
may
ImvA mhimI the
smaller contributors to hesitate
unking thlr donations to the
the nursery. No one would
withhold a contribution ever so
small which wonld add to the
happiness and comfort of the
working mothers and their
babies.
A visit to tho day nursery,
nnd visitors aro welcome exafternoon nap
cept during
hour, will convince one of then
oicollcnt work which the
Is doing for tho children
of lone parents wlio must lie
tho brend winners during the
dny. Although a small fee is
charged caoh Httlo patron
for his care, the Income is not
sufficient to keep the nursery
going and to ralso Its indebtedness. Jt is for this purpose
that the Morning Journal is
raising a popuhvr fund.
Contributions to the nursery
will be received at tho Journal
office nnd neknowlodment will
he mado each day.
171
Previously reported
1
A friend

J.

Hardware Department.

Phone 878

CONTEST TO BE
HELD AT MEADOW CITY

FOR TUESDAY 0!1LY 69c
Water Pails, Combinett, Dish Pans, Mixing

Bowls, Stew Kettles, L. L. Kettle.
This is a high grade No. 1 Blue Granite
UeJC
Ware; all large sizes. Choice

mm

(fn

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.
J

I
Cormpondrncs to The Joomnl.)
The
Las Vegas. N. M June
Cowboys' llcunion association of
Las Vegas is offering 800 In prizes
to Instill Interest In a band contest
to be held during the reunion, July
3, 4 and 5. Every band In any community may enter. There are di-no
entrance fees. The prizes are
vided as follows: First, $00; second, 20; third. $126; fourth $75.
There will be three thousand visitors In Las Vegas from this state,
and from two to three thousand
from other states during the reunion and "F. F.
Highway association convention, nnd this Is a
splendid opportunity for the bunds
of various communities from all
over the southwest to advertise
their sections. All are welcome.
Mountain and lake trout fishing,
also bass fishing, hiking and a real
show and convention.

(gpocl:

More than 20,000 Chinese womsn
earn a living as lactory workers in
.
Shanghai,

L
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Now on Sale
Dance Records
Soma Sunny Day.

Fox-Tr- ot

Ray Miller and Hit Orchetlra

....

Georgia.

Total
v;..
Write a check for $10 and sign
on that dotted lino for tho Day
Nursery Albuquerque's clianec
to help itself by helping oth-

Fox-Tro-

75c

t.

Ray Miller and His Orchestra

Stumbling.

Fox-Tro-

t.

Ray Mitter and Ei Orchestra
Who Tied the Can on the Old Dog's Tail?
t.
The Columbians
'
Where the Volga Flows. Fox-TrFrank Wesiphaland His Rainbo Orehestra

75c

Fox-Tro-

CTS,

ot

ASKS HARDING TO
STOP STRIKE IN
COAL DISTRICTS

Birdie.

Fox-Tr-

v

ot

Frank Westphal and Hit Rainbo Orchestra
t.
In Blue Bird Land.
Paul Biese's Orchestra
t.
75c
I Want You from Marjolaine.
Ray Miller and His Orchestra,
Knickerbocker Orchestra
Bygones. Fox-TrUnder the direction of Eddia Elkins A 3602
t.
Poor Little Me.
75c
Fox-Tro-

Fox-Tro-

(Continued from Page One.)
reached, will have only temporary
by
force unless it is accompanied and
provision for full knowledge
facts
the
publicity concerning
organizaupon which a satisfactory
based.
must
be
tion of the industry
"We call upon our governmentof
well
the
being
for
concern
out of
the nation a.i a whole, the health
the
and comfort of the miners and
induspreservation of tho mining
to
Immediate
steps
try, to take
or
bring the disputes together in
der to secure a just seuicincni.
the present strike and an organization of the coal industry on the
basis of the maximum service to
the nation.
"You, Mr. President, succeeded
In bringing the nations together
In conference to reduce armaments
and the incitements to war. We
respectfully urge that a national
coal conference and a federal investigation of the coal Industry
would have far reaching consedomestic
quences In promoting
and abridging the
tranquility
causes of Industrial strife.
(Signed)
on the
Commission
"The
Church and Social Service of the
Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ In America.
"The- Department of Social
Action of the National Catholic
Welfare Council.
Commis"The Social Justice
sion of the Cetitrai conrerence
of American Rabbis."

ot

--

Fox-Tro-

Knickerbocker Orchestra

Under the direction of Eddie Elkins.

Song Hits
All Over Nothing At All.

.

Furman and Nash

Encore!!"

as the audience in the theatre
PJST
until the song hit is sung
again, so will the folks in your home
"demand "more of the same" after
hearing it on a Columbia, Record.
You can play the very hits that are
the rage now on Broadway and the
records are made by the same stars
who are putting them over on the
stage. Furthermore, you can play
your records as often as you wish,
while the actor on the stage cannot

MISS HARVAT ELECTED
MAYOR MMOWA CITY
(Br The AMoclnlfd Prom.)
Iowa, City, la., June 19. Miss
Emma Harvat, for the past fifat
teen months an alderman
large, was unanimously elected
Iowa
of
this
City
morning
Mayor
at a special session of the city
She succeeds
council.
Ingalls
Swisher, who resigned yesterday
following his dismissal Saturday
of Mike Malone, as chief of police.
Miss Harvat In a statement, said
she Intends to enforce the law.
Evils of the past, such as bootlegging and gambling, unearthed
by recent Investigations of state
agents, must go, she asserted.
Parents who send their children
to the University of Iowa here
will be assured that conditions In
Iowa City are proper, the new
mayor stated.

Nora Bayes

Nora Bayes
Kindness.
Von and Schenck
California.
Van and Schenck
Sweet Indiana Home.
Frank Crumit
Down on Avenue A.
Mamma Lores Papa, Does Papa Love
Front Crumtf
Mamma.
Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Sheen.

ncore !

-

When Those Finale Hoppers Start HopFurman and Nash
ping Around.
Maybe You Think You're Fooling Baby.
Marion Harris
Marion Harris
Malinda Brown.
Hart Sisters
Honey Lu.
Wake Up. Little Girl. You're Just Dream
Shannon
Four
ing.
Little Grey Sweetheart of Mine.

75c

Charles Harrison
Only a Smile.
Edwin Dale'
My Machree's Lullaby.
Erin, You're Wearln' a Wonderful Smile.

75c

'

75c
75c

Grant Stephens

A -- 3605

75c

Charles Hart.

'

Achln' Hearted Bluee.

1

Leona Williams and Her Dixie Band

Struttln'

75e

Blues.

Lma

Williams and Her Dixie Band

Opera and Concert
) 80320
Tandy. Mackenzie and Male Quartette $1.00
Largo "Ombra mai fu" (Air from the opera
Carmela Ponselle
Xerxes)
Carmela Ponselle $1.50
Ave Maria.
Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes.
7989S
Charles HaekeU $1.00
Barbara Maurel
Do Dreams Come True?
Barbara Maurel $1.00
At Eventime.

Maryland, My Maryland.

j

15

Riccardo Straedari

MatrJnata.

be so obliging.

Just

The artists whose names blaze

for You. Hulda Lashanska

Berceuse from Joeelyn.
Serenade.

forth in electric signs make their
records for Columbia. On the
Columbia Records you not
only get the newest things first, but
you get the best things best There
is a clearness and sweetness of tone
that make' the reproduction worthy of
the original and that is saying a lot

79701

$1.00
798SS

$1.00

Sascha Jaeobsenk-3S9- 7
Sascha Jaeobsen) $1.00

New-Proces- s

VISIBLE SCPPLY OF GRAIN.
New York, June 19. The visible
supply of American grain shows
the following changes; Wheat, de
creased 1,14,000 bushels; corn, Increased 2,129,000 bushels; oats, decreased 1,436,000 bushels; rye, decreased 1,077,000 bushels; barley,
Increased 220,000 bushels.
So much interest are English wo
men taking in sports today that a
woman's amateur athletic- associa
tion Is being organized to regulate
and control their energies.

Gypsy Love Song from

Records to keep them up to date in
music.

The Fortune Teller
Wilfred GUnn
Campbell and Burr

Eileen AHanna.
I Ain't Coin to Study War No More.

75c

You Hear the Lambs
e tslc university Jubilee Singers

75c

Fisk University Jubilee Singers

Just look over the new numbers and
ask the nearest Columbia Dealer to

Live members of every community
in the United States rely on Columbia

will be gladts
WOMEN of
ft laxitfvA
th at operates without
or weakening,
riping
louaands will tell you
they get more aatlafactorr
results from Dp. CaldwAlra
Syrup repain than from salts,
pills and draatio cathartics,
ruo Peoain Is a mild, arentla
eleanaer and regulator. It coats only
sdoui s cent a aose.

play them on the Grafonola. You
:

will be most welcome.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE
New York

COMPANY

33

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Talcs Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Papain

when conatipated, bilious, headachy
or out of aorta. You will And your general health and complexion so improved that leas eoametica will be
needed. Thousands of women have
provad this true.

BAND

1

'

insti-unio-

one-sixt- h

KORBER & COMPANY

wdicii
was

E

BOTTLE

FREE

Few oeaN contrtMtfon. m
n ( jmj do
not requira a. laxative at rhu moment Ut ma
out you
Half unct Trial Boole of mj
Shtu
FREE OF CHARQE o that
you mill Juve it handy whon needed. Simph
imd your name and addtttt to Dr. W. B,
WtuhftiftonSi., MontfceUo,
WiU,
IU. Wriw matador.

Bring Your Roofing
Troubles to Raabe and
Mauger's or Phone
305.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAB
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

a

Pln

jm

Famous Sulphur
Hot Springs

Now under new management who assures better
CHICKEN DINNER accommodations than ever
before. Hotel has been
Eat a Chicken Dinner st
Tuesday. Dinners, Tuesdays
renovated.
thoroughly
and Thursdays, $1.25, served at
6 and at 7. Make reservations
SUge, round trip Sulphur
before 10:30 dinner Jajs.
Springs $18.00
MIKAMONTES . ON THE MESA For further information,
phone 9ft? f -- recall at
203 South second street,
Albuquerque.
Mlra-mont- es

They Can't Beat Us

For Service, Quality and Prices

Duke City Cleaners

Phone Ut.

1101

North Fourth

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

.

Wind Shield
4.
411

Glass-Lumb-

C BAMftn(iB
Smith First Street,

C. TARTAGLIA,

er

LVMREB

rtaoos

CO.

40.

Proprietor
Sulphur Springs Hotel

Albuquerque
Lutnbsr Co.
423 North First Street

ALL THE ABOVE LISTED

COLUMBIA
RECORDS
HOW ON SALE AT

mm
117 South First St.

fB7
I
Phone 9174

COLUMBIA GRAFOiSOLAS
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS

June 20, 1922.
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SCHOONER ON LONG TRIP

GOAT-PRAIRI- E

STRUCK

'

'

Delegations From Chicago
and Deadwood Arrange
Stop Overs; Cars' Needed
for Visitors.

v,vv-.-

.

P-

.

,

them on short trips through the
city and to points of especial interest in this vicinity.
It was announced yesterday that
every member of Iiallut Abyad
temple will bo at the station with
a car to assist in entertaining the
guests. Trips will be made to Old
Albuquerque, the University and
out North Fourth street pike.
will
The visitors
include the
Deadwood. South Dakota, Shrlners
and Ihe Chicago delegation which
6HX 'a
will arrive at 3 0 o'clock in three
special trains. Arrangements have
been made for the visitors to have
Domesticated mountain
the use of the "Y" showers and
As
the
Chicago
of
A team domesticated Rocky
swimming pool.
patrol boasta one of the finest
mountain goats, hitchsd to a
bands in tho entire country, it Is miniature prairie schooner and
possible that a short concert orwill
at driven by Boy Scouts, officially
bo given either at the station
Masonic temple, where a reception
has been planned.

AIRPLANE PASSENGERS
IS NOT EXCESSIVE
By Ttan AKHoclniei
Chicago, June 19

HELPS

S'

PREPARE

SCI

LEAGUES

OPEN

1ES

3

county is In progress.

ditor, arrived yesterday from Santa
Fe to assist the county and city
boards of education in preparing
the levies. Mr. Joerns stated last
night that the levies probably would
bo completed today.
Mr. Joerns
has visited 17 county seats and expects to visit every one in tho state
before July 17.

seven-innin-

v

STAXDIXGS.

Senior League.
Tildillos
Browns
St. Mary

UsthSERVICeHecars.

Oden-Buic-

company maintains a

k

complete Buick service station.
Only Buick trained mechanics

,

accepted for attention, makes

is

the service rendered at this

It keeps your Buick IN SERVICE.
If you have ever driven a car you'll know what this
If you haven't, ask your

car-owni-

friends.

In fact, you can get your best Buick information from

the

Buick

templating

owners in your neighborhood.

If you are

con-

-

the purchase of a car, ask them what you can

expect from Buick in the way of performance and eco
nomical upkeep.

And Ik

Fifth and Gold.

-

Phone 1200

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE
BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
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Junior League,
W.

L.

S. A. T
1
Highland Laddies
Little Tildillos
Eagles
Wildcats
Sawmill Sluggers
Midgets
Pigmy League.

0

Barelas Tigers

W.

L.

1

0
1

0
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means.

0

Kirefighters
O. T. Scouts

Athletes
Wildcats
Dragons

are employed. Their know

the car, and the fact that no other make car

ledge of

1

High School'

right time, means much to the life of any car.
For this purpose the

L,

To Puke City Whites

this attention IS expert, and to get it at the

Tct.

W.

,

Do Molay4

need a certain amount of expert attention.

be sure that

AT FORT BAYARD
DISPATCH

,
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1.000
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.000

5 DUMP

REIVED

WITHIN
The notorious Central avenue
bump will disappear when the
City Electric company constructs
its railway tracks from the curve
at First street to tho curve on
Central avenue t Broadway. City
Manager Bert Calkins announced
yesterday that he had taken the
matter up with the City Electric
officials and that it Is claimed the
connecting tracks will be constructed within 90 days.
The bump, which is responsible
for a number of broken noses and
automobile springs, is located at
the spur track just east of tho
Santa Fe main crossing. The track
is several inches higher than the
street paving and abrupt connections make the bump a dangerous
one for autoists.
At a meeting of the city commission several months ago, It
was decided to remedy the matter
and the city manager was instructed to take action toward securing tho New Mexico Construction company to do' the work
while it is completing the paving
of several city streets. As the
work would have to be torn up
when the new street railway
tracks' are constructed, the city
manager stated yesterday that
he believed it would be economy
to .wait and do tho work when
Die tracks were built. .

A well a few hundred feet from
the gassor was drilled in by the
Midwest some time ago, but was
ruined by a heavy flow of water.
Tim pressure on the Farmlngton
well is so great that it has not yet
been placed under control so that
an actual test could be made of
its volume, but the 60,000.000 cubic
feet production is believed to be a
conservative estimate. It 19 possible that an effort will bo made
to case off tho gas and to proceed
with tho drilling for oil. Drilling
was stopped of necessity when the
gas was reached as the pressure
was heavy enough to blow the tools
out of the hole.
The Producers and Tteflnersr have
started drilling another well near
this location.
Tho wells are located on a
structure which has been
the object of geological Investigation for some time. The wells are
on an Indian reservation nnd leases have been made through the Indian service of the department of
the interior. The roar of tho
big
gasser can be heard for many
miles.
well-defin-

ItFKCIAL
JOUNMALj
Beat Browns; S. A. Silver
June 19.
City, N. M
Stricken suddenly with a heart
Tigers Defeat Little Til- attack
while In his office this
dillos and Barelas Tigers morning, Henry C. Moriarty, editor and publisher of the Mountain
Best Athletics.
Breeze, official paper of UnlU'd

Bay-onn- e,

imposed on any car.

10

IRS SUCCUMBS

Tho Albuquerque Boys' leagues
being
opened yesterday, games in
all
played at Washington park
schedules
three leagues. Regular
will bo played each day under the
direction of High School Coach
I'F.NFIF.l.l) IS TK.1.
Addison Moore, who has complete
SMITH OL'TfOlNTS MOIIA.
New York, June 19. Frederic
charge of the leagues.
Courtland Penfteld, former United
Milwaukee, Wis., June 19. Jeff
Senior League.
States ambassador to Austria, died Smith, light heavvweluht of
The Tildillos) romped off with
Bob
N.
avenue
at
home,
J.,
his Fifth
tonight outpointed
tonight
their first game, defeating the
Moha, Milwaukee, In every round Browns by a score of 7 to 0. The
following a short illness.
of a
boxing bout, sport game was fast, the score being 0
Journal Want Ads fcring Results. lug writers unanimously agreed. to 0 until the fifth inning when
tho Tildillos broke the tie and kept
tho advantage
throughout the
game.
Tildillos
Tho "batteries were:
Browns
Ortia and Valencia;
Cordon and Keller.
Firefighters will play St. Mary
this afternoon, starting at 6;30
o'clock.
Tunic; TA'aguc.
g
game
In a fast
opening the Junior) league play
TiA.
S.
the
yesterday afternoon,
gers took the measure of the Little
Tildillos. 7 to 2.
Highland Laddies will meet the
Midgets in tho second game of tho
season this alternoon
at u:iU
o'clock.
Piffiny league.
Barelas Tigers started off their
league play with a bang yesterday
There are more Buick cars in service in New Mexico than afternoon
when they overwhelmed
the Athletes with a score of 45 to 7.
The Tigers, however, have been or
ganized for some time, while the
any other make, except one.
Athletes are a new team and have
never even practiced before. They
claim they will give a good account
of themselves before tho season is
finished.
mile
made
This Rfternoon at 2 o'clock the
rec
of
them
have
100,000
Remember, many
Wildcats will meet the Dragons in
the second league game of the sea
ords in the face of the most severe driving; conditions ever son.

AH cars

Going-to-the-Su-

VETERAN OF

Pi

AT

L LEVIES

John Joerns, state educational au

Sixty million cubic feet a day Is
the estimated Initial flow of gas
from the Midwest well drilled In
a few days ago on La Plata river,
12 miles north of Farmlngton, ac
cording to Judge Stephen B. DavisJ
m iiim irtv iuexicu supreme cuui i,
and State Kngineer
Charles A.
May, who passed through Albuquerque after making a trip Into
the Karmington section last week.
Tim tremendous
gas volume,
sufficient to heat a small city, was
encountered at. a depth of 2,300
feet when drilling for an oil sand
supposed to bo located at a lower

will haul 1,800 miles.
n
mouncrags of
tain in the park when but a few
days old. They are expected to
make the trip in two months.

Preparation of the school levies Tildillos
for the city of Albuquerque and
Bernalillo

Midwest Test Well Producing Sixty Million Cubic
Feet of Gas Daily; Other
Wells Being Drilled.

-

goats and "prairie schooner", they
will dedicate the' new Glacier
trail from St. Louis to Glacier
National park this summer. The
goats were taptured among the

rrf s.i

The number
in
of deaths of passengers riding
airplanes is not excessive, tho counwas told
cil avaiittlon committee
today when a resolution providing
for an ordinance to prohibit "gypsy''
pilots was up for consideration. asnnlph C. IMgglns, an aviator,
signed to Asbburn Field, told the
committee that in the last year only
fourteen persons out of 275,000 who
have flown 7,500,000 miles, have
been killed in airplane accidents.
"There are more people killed
hy mules in Missouri than by airplanes In the country," Mr. Biggins
"instead of legislation ti
paid,
prohibit, legislation to encourage
flying should be passed."

iW

level.
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NUMBER
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lpf wfjyj

than

900 Shriners and their
families will arrive, in Albunuerque
this morning- before 10 o'clock.
been arrangLong
ed and it is tho intention of the local Blirinora and the Chamber of
Commerce to entertain the visitors
who are returning from the Shrine
convention on tho coast, by taking
More,

CLOSE

occk Otule

PAY PENALTY
ON

OLD STORE WITH

GALLOW

TO FARMINGTQN
Pablo

if 111

iSTH

o

SLAYER MUST

SKER IS

HERE"

Page Three.

TO MflRNINO

States Veterans' hospital 55. Fort
Bayard, died this afternoon, without regaining consciousness.
Ho was one of the most popular men at Fort Bayard and the
hospital mourns his passing. He
wuh untiring and unselfish In his
efforts In behalf of his less
buddies.
Hoctors two
months .m warnmi 1U
lu icttfle HiifiiuuuH worn else '.l
would cost him his life, but ho
preferred to "din in the harness"
as he himself told them.
Deceased was 41 years old and
was born in Kort Wayne, Indiana. Ho was a leader in all activities of the American Legion
and Veterans of Foreign Wats,
being a member of both organiIn last, year's nation.il
zations.
convention of the American Le
at
Kansas
City, ho was the
gion
author of several of tho principal resolutions for better hospiinl
facilities and benefits for
men, which since have
been enacted tnto laws by congress.
Mr. Moriarty was a veteran of
tho world war and saw active
service in Franco as a lieutenant
of infantry.
He also served in
n
the
war and on
the Mexican border.
to
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TODAY'S BIG SURPRISE

Ybarra, Once Reprieved and Sent to Asylum, Captured After Es-

cape;
taPlCIAl OII'ATCM

YO

VnqNINa

JOURNAL!

Silver City, N. M., June 10.
Tablo Ybarra, convicted slayer,
sentenced to hang In March, 11)17.
reprieved by the governor and
later committed to tho state hospital for the insane at Las Vegas,
after having been adjudged insane, has again been condemned
to dlo on the scaffold at the
Grant county jail here on Friday,
July 7. Ybarra escaped from the
hospital In 1910, and recently
was arrested at El Paso and sen- tonced to thirty days in jail for
smuggling liquor from Mexico,
where ho fled following his es- cape. Ho was extradited
and
brought back hero by Sheriff
John K. Casey. IIo was resentenced
to hang by District Judgo Kay- mond 11. Ryan. Ilis case is a
unique one In tho criminal an- nais or new Mexico, i harra was
convicted of murder In the first
degree for the killing of a woman
at Hurley, whom he stabbed to
death in a jealous rage.

Theaters Today

Nineteen Cent Sale
j

Cotton Dress Coods
My, how every woman who makes her own summer frocks, or has them made by her own dressmaker, WILL LOVE TO PICK UP AN ARMFUL
OF PATTERNS from this amazing collection.

J

J

"B" Thrater Adolph Ztikor pren
sents the
and popular
film star Betty Compsorr in
"The
Green Temptation," a Paramount
picture; also presenting a reel or
two of "Current Events" pictures.
Lyrlo Theater Charles Dickens'
last complete novel, "Our Mutual
Friend," with an
cast; also
showing "By Way Champions," a
Review
Goldwyn Sport
comedy. Extra added attraction, namely: Roy
McManus In hlsh-clas- s
vaudeville
acts.
Crystal Opcrn, House The Lor-en- z
Hypnotic Vaudeville company
will open a
engagement
with tho first performance tonight.
Doors open at 7:30; curtain rises

Of course, it's a mixed up variety, made up of all
kinds that were almost sold out, as well as other
kinds that didn't sell fast enough, much of this
little of that.

well-know-

Percales, Madras, Poplin, Dress Ginghams, Shirting, Cheviot, Cotton Challie, Apron Gingham,
Printed Voiles, Pique, Pajama Checks, White
Check Dimities and Long Cloth.

all-st-

Reduced from Values as High as 35c.
All at 19c a Yard Today

s'

at 8:30 p. m.
NET TEAM
1'n.stlmo Tlirater Shirley Mason
LEADS BY 2 MATCHES
as tho leading slar in an
all seem to want to get Into
cast, Is repeating today for tho court as soon as possible. police
E
(By The Anawliitrd rrM.)
In "The Ragged Heiress;" miles an hour poems to beForty
last
time
the
Beckenham, Kngland,
June 19 also
the
"Fox
News"
picrepeating
of most drivers
(by the Associated
average
Press.) By
and Harold Lloyd in tho com- and soinospeed
make ten or twenty
winning both matches In sincles to. tures "Non-Stop
Kid."
edy,
clay, tho
more
semiles
at that they
and
team
tennis
WHS'
cured a lead of two matches to onp
wonder why they're pinched."
USB,
in tne nrst round of the Davis cup LORENZ HYPNOTIC
Those who contributed yesterabsolui
Dr.
that
iiuirri
hsi
pnwf
were
In the firs'.
piay witn Kumania.
rounded up Sunday,
day
b
haaled In all climates
on
AT
COMPANY
OPENS
J.
11.
mree
won
Include
1.
4"
sets
f). bj THB INHALANT METHOD. Beaulta
they
'
Winter,
two after having lost the first
For fjrthfr partlculara
CRYSTAL TONIGHT Mandell, Karl Mathewinnn, It. W. era natlen-wldtwo sots to Nichols Mlshu.
The
Hobbs, H. lletrlck and Tubby ad1rea THB INHALANT METHOD CO.,
score was
09 Union Lmku
Stilta
Ilcrrera.
Bldr Kay No.
Tonight tho Ixirenz
12. Los Ancelea,
Calif.
their
15
company begins
Only
per cent of the women six
WOMEN'S SOCIETY OF
of China are able to read.
nights' engagement at the Crystal opera house. Fun runs riot on
METHODIST CHURCH TO
tho program, and Dr. lxircnz confines his work mostly to comedy
MEET THIS AFTERNOON
and keeps tho house in roars of
ALL-INDI-

A

all-st-

flKBBUaiS

Wall

Ml""

Spanish-America-

Hypnoti--Vaudevill-

BEDS

DOLLAR S

THROWN
Salt Lake Woman
Know

Funeral arrangements are

anoyance, pending word
sister in California, his
known relative.'

In
from a

The funeral of Napoleon G. B.
Zollinger, 7 years old, who died
near Trinidad, Colo., last Thursday
was held yesterday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at French's chapel. Mr.
Zollinger was on his, way here to
make his home with his daughter.
Mrs Charles N. Davis, of 10J3
East
L. B. Schick, of
Copper avenue.
Clovis, was in charge of the service;
assisted by Elder Bert Bray, of the
local Seventh Day Adventist ehurr.li.
The members of the G. A. IT. held
their rites over the remains of their
old comrade.
Music was fu rnishe i
by the French quartet nnd the folas
acted
nallhenrers- - F il.
lowing
Kewcomb, George Davis, O. L. Peer
ing, w. w. Donald and Mr. Tipton.
Burial was In Falrview cemetery.
One of the foremost women astronomers In the world is Mrs
Isabel M. Lewis, who has had long
service as expert astronomer at the
United States naval observatory !
Washington.

r
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Did Not

Day

for

Years Until She Took
Tanlac; Gained 20 Pounds
and Is in Splendid Health.

nearest

ZOLLINGER FUNERAL
HELD 2:30 YESTERDAY

a Well

JDST

"I wouldn't take anything In
world for tho health and
happiness Tanlao has given me,"
said Mrs. S. J. Hutchinson, of
351
Chicago street. Salt Lake
City, Utah.
"For years my stomach gave
me no end of trouble and I never
knew what a well day was. The
gas that formed from undigested
food caused my heart to palpitate until I. thought I had heart
trouble and I had such smoththat I could
ering sensations
scarcely breathe. I was terribly
nervous and restless and spent
many sleepless night. I was so
weak I couldn't do my housework and I wasted hundreds of
dollars trying to get well.
"Tanlac has proved a wonderful blesBihg to me. Why, I eat
now
and everything
heartily
agrees with me perfectly; In fact,
I've gained about twenty pounds
In weight, and I'm simply In
splendid health."
Tanlac Is sold by all good druggists. Adv.
tho

laughter as long as he Is in action.
Xrero is nothing serious, no propaganda; on tho contrary a refreshing and highly entertaining session
of tho most hilarious fun and Innoamusement.
cent
(if all tiio
varied uses of hypnotism there is
more
none
appreciated by
probably
tho theatergoer ttinn tha sheer fun
it makes
watching the
through
actions of the hypotized subjects.
Dr. Lorenz is clean with his work,
n
there is nothing objectionable
any Instance; it is just a rollicking
that keeps
snappy entertainment
his audience in tho best of spirit!
during tho whole program. He announces that each night will find
him making new demonstrations
which means an entire change of
program every night.
The Lorenz company comes to
Albuquerque direct from having
toured the entire Panlages Vaudeville Circuit of Theaters, and they
Mil dtipllcato In their engagement
here at the Crystal opra house
that same success that made them
the headline attraction over that
big circuit.

The Women's Missionary society
of tho Central Avenue church wiH
hold a regular monthly literary
meeting this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the homo of Mrs.
311 South Walter street.
Mrs. Bird will be the leader for
afternoon.
the
Kin-gre-

a,

Refrigerators
New and
Used

Beauty Contented
Youartalway confident
that vour beaut
developed to the highest
of iu onuibiliUu alter
Oriental
using Gouiaud

hebn

.

Cream.
Send 1 5c for Trial St

Before you make
your purchase see
our extensive line
of new and used
refrigerators.
It is very possible
that wo can save
you quite a substantial amount of
money.
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HALF DOZEN MAKE
TO
TREASURY

CONTRIBUTIONS
CITY'S

Half a dozen Albuquerque motorists contributed $15 each toward the upkeep of tho city yesterday via the polico court route
Most of them were showing considerable speed on the East Central paving which Motorcycle Officer Carter .claims has a fatal
and
for
expensive fascination
autolst
that
every
practically
travels it.
"I can't figure what happens
to the minds of drivers when
they hit that stretch of street,"
Carter claimed yesterday. "They

SAVOY HOTEL

ELMS HOTEL

Opp. Santa Fe Depot

304 North First St.

FINEST ItOOMS IN TI1E STATE. STEAM HEAT. HOT AN'O
COLD WATER. ALL OUTSIDE ROOMS.
Transient Rates: Single, $1 and (1.60; double, $1.60 and $2.00,
With bath, single, $2.00 and $!.50; double, $2.50 and $3.00.
Weekly Rates: With or without private bath, $4.50 to $10.00
per week.

CORSET CLEARANCE

The Entire Stocks of Warner and La Camille Corsets Have Been Put Into This Sale at Drastic Reductions,
in order to completely clear the stocks. There are also many broken lots and odds and ends of other well
known brands. For convenience they have been assorted into

8 Big Lots of Corsets for Your Selection at
95c $1.45
$1,95
$2.95
$5.95
$7.95 $9.95
$3.95
7 Lots of Brassieres and Bandeaux, priced from 29c to $2.99
Because of the
very low prices
we must decline
approvals and
'exchanges during this corset
sale.

&

H.

Stamps

add

Green
3

to

on cor-

your savings
set purchases.
S.

&

II.

The

Trading

Stamp Premium Parlors are installed on
our mezzanine floor.
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THIS ROOKIE IS
BLOOMING UNSEEN
ON MACK'S BENCH

DQDGERS DEFEAT

HE

G

BUT N.

Score is 6 to 5; St. Louis
Hits Douglas Hard and
Makes It Two Straight
From Giants, 5 to 4.

Pittsburgh.
AB. R. II

l'r.

Barnhart.

.

5
0
0
3

3b
ss

Traynor,
Itohwer, rf
Grimm, lb
Gooch, c
Glazner, p
Hamilton, p

6

0

Totals
One out
scored.

0
0

. . .

...

6

..
..

B

...
...
...
.

0

fi

1

6
5
2
3

1

1
0
0

52

5

when

2
2

1

B

3

6
1
0

1
1
2
2

1140

21

0
0

Brooklyn.
High, 3b

Janvrin,

3b

Johnston,
T.

..

It. H. PO.

2b..

Griffith, rf.

Decatur, p ...
Wheat, If ....
Myers, cf ....
Mitchell, lb ...
Olson, ss
Deberry, C ...
Vance, p
B.
Griffith, rf

3

O

2

O

6

3

5
1

6
5
5

O
O
O
O
O

fi

1

5
3
3

1
O

1
1
3
1

0
2

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
3
2

1

3
0

110
6

1811

0

0
2
0

4

1

1

3
6
2

2
3

E.

(c) U. and U.

1
1
0

On

Frank Calloway.
most every big league club

7 24 IB 0
2
33
Totals
x Batted for Hoffman in ninth.
xx Batted for Jones in ninth.
Cleveland.
AB. R. H PO. A. E.
0
2 0
. . .
If
Jamteson,
2
Wambsganss, 2b
0
Speaker, cf
1
Gardner. 3b ... .
1
.
.
.
J. Sewell, ss.
11
Mclnnls, lb
0
3
Graney, rf
10
3
O'Neill, c

....

you'll find at least one likely look1
O
1
0 0 0
ing youngster adorning the bench,
sRuether
not because be lacks the stuff, but
O
0 0 0
0
xNels
because the machine has been per0
1
61
6 13 42 IB 4 fected without him. Frank CalloMalls, p
Totals
0
0
way is such an unsung star. Con- Utile, p
ix Batted forT. Vance inin ninth.
0
ninth. nie Mack has him handy, confident zNunamaker ... 1
Ran for
Griffith
that he can play any infield posiBy innings:
4
13 1
27
5
31
10
Totals
tion capably when called upon.
Pittsburgh.. Out 000 022 000 00
z Batted for Mails in eighth.
Brooklyn .000 100 004 000 016
Two-bahits
By innings:
Summary:
100 000 010 2
Grimm, Gooch, High, Deberry, in 6: off Causey, none in 2; of f V. New York
010 000 03x 4
Johnston. T. Griffith, Janvrin. Barnes, none in 2. Losing pitcher Cleveland
e
hits Witt,
Stolen bases Carey,
2; Gooch,
Summary:
Douglas.
Nunamaker,
Speaker.
Gardner,
Myers. Double plays Vance to
Three-bas- e
Home
Jamleson.
6.
hit
Olson; Olson, Johnston to MitPhiladelphia, g; Chicago,
chell. Base on balls Off Glazner,
June 19. A hom9 run Ruth. Double plays O'Neill
Philadelphia,
and
4; Vance, 1. Struck out By Glaz- run drive by Pinch Hitter Peters, and Gardner; J. Sewell
Base on balls Off
ner, 3; Vance, 5; Hamilton, 1. De- scoring two men ahead of him m Wambsganss.
catur, 2. Hits Oft Glazner, 9 in the ninth inning, gavo Philadelphia Mays, 1; Mails, 8. Hits Off Mays
3
Vance, 6 in 9; Hamilton, an 8 to 6 victory today over Chi 9 in 7
off Malls, 6 in 8; off
4 in 4
Decatur. 5 in 6. Win- cago. In the Cubs half of the same Jones, 1 in
Uhle, 1 in 1.
scorn
Recruit
the
with
tied,
Decatur. Losing Inning
Struck out By Mails, 9; Mays, 1;
ning pitcher
a
smashed
home
Pitcher
Kaufmann
Hamilton.
2.
Uhle,
pitcher
Winning pitcher Mails.
run with Wilts on base.
Mays.
Losing
pitcher
E.
R.
H.
Score:
St. Louis, 5; New York 4.
010 003 0026 8 S
New York. June 19. St. Louis Chicago
St.
2
Louis,
3;
Philadelphia.
hit Douglas hard in the early in- 1 hiladeiphia.000 001 3048 9 1
St. Louis.
Mo., June 19. The
Batteries: Stueland, Kaufmann Browns strengthened their hold on
nings today and made it two
straight from New York, 5 to 4. and Wlrts; Weinert, Winters and first place by one game by defeatPfeffer was helped by splendid sup- Henllne.
ing Philadelphia today 3 to 2. This
port, especially by the infield.
puts the locals two and
games ahead of New York. The
Hornsby failed to hit safely, but
MUCfflNJ
MIUIK
cored his 15th run, the first Nawinning run was scored in the
McManus' single
tional leaguer to reach that mark.
when
seventh
Score:
brought In Tobln from second
Tobin was safe on first on GalloSt. Lenin.
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
way's low throw and was sacrificed
O
1
0
1
0
0
to second by Gerber. Score:
Flack rf
O
4
0 8 0
0
Philadelphia.
Mann, cf
A B. R. H. PO. A. E.
J. Smith, rf.... 4 2 3 1 0 0
1
4 0
1
4
I
2b
5
0
0
Young,
Hornsby, 2b ...
Johnston, lb... 3 0 0 9
McHenry, If ... 4 O 1 3 0 0o YANK MGR.
4
Walker, If
Fournier. lb ... 4 1 1 10 0
4
1
3
4
1
0
Welrh, rf
Stock, 3b
4
4
4
0
1
0
0
cf
Miller,
AMERICAN LEAGIE.
Alnsmith, c
3
4
0 1 2 2 0
L.
W.
Pet. Perkins, c
Lavan. ss
.
4
0 0 0 0 0 St. Louis
. .37
24
.607 Galloway, ss. . . 2
Pfeffer, p
.
3b.
.15
27
.565 Dykes,
New York....
38
28
.5H3 Heimach,
32
6 9 27 9 0 Detroit
p.
Total
'
.5C0 Nay lor, p...
30
30
New York,
Cleveland
31
29
.48 xBruggy .. . .
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Chicago
32
29
,47'i
Bancroft, ss . . . 5 0 2 2 7 0 Washington
4
7
2
6 24
29
Total
31
.415
22
Rawllngs. 2b .. BB 0 1 4 11 0 Philadelphia
St. lionls.
34
.404
O
1
2
0 Eoston
23
Frlsch. 3b
E.
A.
PO.
H.
R.
AB.
3
0
0
4
2
1
Meusel. if
.. 3 2 01 0 02 00
Tobln, rf
4
0 0 2 0 1
Young, rf
0
3 0
1 Gerber, ss
2
1
10
2
4
1
Kelly, lb
JOHN M'ORAW
2
4 0 0 10
lb
1
0
0
Sisler,
4
0
0
Cf
Stengel
McManus, 2b. .. 4 0 2 2 31 0
4
1 2 1 0 0
E. Bmith. c
Jacobson, cf.... 2 0 0 14 0 00
1
0 0 1 0 0
Douglas, p
Williams, If.... 4 0 1 S 1 0
xCunningham .. 1 OO 0 00 00 00
4 0 0
c
Severeld,
0
0
o
Causey,
2 1
2
1
4 0
Ellerbe, 3b
xxRobertson ... 0 1 " 0 0 0
4 1
Kolp, p
JL 2
J)
V. Barnes, p.... 0 0 0 1 2 0
xxxShinners ... 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
6 27 13
3
32
Totals
a.
x Batted for Heimach In eighth.
37
4 10 27 13 2
OMHT . MSB,,
Total
By innings:
x Batted for Douglas in 5th.
020 000 0002
Philadelphia
xx Batted for Causey in 7th.
002 000 lOx i
Louis .
St.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
xxx Batted for V. Barnes In 9th.
Twn.hntaA hits Mil
c..v,n,atf
w. U Pet.
Score by innings:
Perkins,'
Young, Kolp, Williams.
21
37
.6:!t ler,
203 000 0005 New York
St. Louis
vvuuii
base jacoDson.
Stolen
26
84
.573
St.
Louis
000
020
1014
New York
io,-MxManna And Sisler: GaliO- .519
28
H
E.
hits
Pittsburgh
on
ball- sSummary:
Base
29
31
.517 way and Johnston.
hit
Brooklyn
v
Smith, Bancroft. Three-bas- e
BirucK uui
3.
Off
Helmacn,
29
.482
27
E.
Smith.
Chicago
OU
J. Smith. Home run
.13
.407 Heimach, 3; Kolp, 5. , Hits 2 ir.
28
Cincinnati
Pfef1:
Off
on
balls
Base
Causey,
31
.428 Heimach, 4 in 7; off Naylor,
23
fer. 1. Struck out By Douglas. 1; Boston
34
.338 1. Losing pitcher Heimach.
19
Pfeffer, 8. Hits Oft Douglas, 9 Philadelphia
Detroit, 11; Boston, 9.
Detroit, Mich., June 19. Detroit
h stralirht game to
9 'n
day by defeating Boston 11 to
a .slugging match. Heumann
Fullerton
fourth
by
stopped In the
safe
after making ten consecutive
hits. Pratt hit a homer over the
score board in the eighth inning
with two runners on.
B- - HE;
Score:
1
9 12
Boston ....010 040 040
1
15
11
00X
150
Detroit ....311
Fullertoi.,
Batteries:
Quinn,
Piercy and Ruel; Stoner. Oldham,
Johnson, Dauss and Bassler.

110

,

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Washington at Chicago.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
New York at Cleveland.
Boston at Detroit.
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0
0
2
0
0
0
0

0

NATIONAL LEAGUE,

Pittsburgh at Brooklyn. s
St. Louis at New York.
'
Cincinnati at Boston.
Chicago at Philadelphia,

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
to be set

...

0

A.
0

12

....

run

winning

AB.

0M

0
0

7

0

1215

2
1

Cleveland. June 19. Cleveland
defeated New York today, 4 to 2,
defeats
making it eight straight
brilfor New York. Mails pitched
a pincn
liantly until taken outHefor
struck out
hitter in the eighth.
Ruth
nine batsmen, including Babe home
twice. Ruth, however, hit a
inrun with none on in the firstfrom
ning. He later was ejected
for
the game by Umpireon Dlneen
NunamaK-e- r
disputing a decision
at second in the eighth. Score:
New York.
,
AB. R. H. l'U.A. Ji.
3
ct
McMillan,
2
2
0
4
McNally, 2b
Ruth, If
0
0
0
0
Miller. If . ..
2
2
4 0
Meusel, rt .
0 13
5 0
Plpp, lb
0
4
0 0
Ward. 3b ..
1
0
4 0
Scott, ss . . .
Hoffman, c
8
Md vh n . . . .
0
Jones, p
l
xWitt
1
xxBaker

PO. A. E.

117
112

2b. 6

I

0
0
0

...

se

Two-bas-

3;

one-ha-

lt

The

Club

1

....

TUX!

ilODAY!

GAMES

i OSES

Cleveland Defeats Yankees,
4 to 2, Making Eight
Straight Defeats for
American League Champs
ciati
(By fne

(By The Aitaclatrd I'rrM.)
Brooklyn, June 19. Johnston'
single, followed by Decatur's sacrifice and Wheat's single, scored
the winning run in the fourteenth
innintt and enabled Brooklyn to
defeat Pittsburgh 6 to 6 today.
The Dodgers staged a thrilling
rally to tie the score onIn the
three
ninth, scoring four runs
roubles and two singles. Score:

Maranvllle,
Carey, cf
Blgbee, If

HERE'S ENGLAND'S
NEW GOLF KING

RUTH GETS HIS

SE VENTH HOMER

III

PITTSBURGH
14-IN1-

Ho seems

Brave hurler with the movie Idol
moniker.
Fillingim. who turned In 15 victories and io defeats for the
hist season, was away off
form for several weeks until he
got back Into his stride and now
- hnlnlnir th Bravpsi null what mav
grow into another Miracle Man
drive.
Dana's baseball life has been a
hectic one. When he broke Into
baseball with the Aioany. ua,, team
in the South Atlantic league back
in ialf ha tvA full nf hone. How
he clung to it during the next six
E. W. H. Holdernesa.
mis secona
years is a mystery,
V.
W. H. Holderness won tha AnM r,itf fnnnj Vilm with Pnrrlole
He served
in the Empire circuit.
amateur golf championship of Eng time
with that outfit until Augusi
land at the recent tourney ai rresi-wicSouthern
Atlanta
the
when
1914,
England. He may be seen in 20,
to
league team bought him only the
America before the summer ends.
send him back to Charleston in
Sally league.
t. Ancmat nf ihth fntlowlnflT vear
he was sold to the Athletics for the
staggering sum ot dou, dui uiu
following spring he got a return
trip ticket after a brief tryout.
Then the Cleveland club became
him and took a chance
Interested in
.im tnt- - tsnn Thev closed the
on June 15 1916, and
him
deal for
on July 1 notified mm mat no imu
been loaned to Coiumous ior
couple of weeks. On July 25 ho
was given another ticket to Charles- NATIONAL LEAGUE.
The next fall the Indianapolis
Rt. Louis, 5; New York, 4.
got him via the draft
6;
Pittsburgh, 5: Hooslers
Brooklyn,
route and gave him his first real
(fourteen Innings.)
20
chance. Ho proceeded to win for
Philadelphia, 8; Chicago, 6.
games while losins but nine
rain.
the Indiana learn aim
hherl him the fol
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cov
lowing spring, sending Crum,
Detroit, 11; Boston, 9.
oi
ington and a rou him.
Cleveland, 4; New York, 2.
to Indianapolis for
Chicago. 2; Washington, 0.
u !.. V,a nnni showing OI
St. Louis, 3; Philadelphia, 2.
the Braves in recent campaigns
Fillingim did fair worn,
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
.
son was n
r
Memphis, 2; Birmingham, 1.
winning games was ooncerncd.
Little Rock, 5; Atlanta, 2.
He is only zs now.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Indianapolis. 2; St. Paul, 8.
Columbus, 7; Milwaukee. 4.
Toledo, 7; Kansas City. 3.
Louisville, 7; Minneapolis, 10;
(eleven innings).
I
WIISTEKV LEAGUE.
Oklahoma Cl!y, 4; Des Moines, S.
St. Joseph. 9: Omaha. 3.
Tulsa, B; Hloux City. 7.
Wichita, 4; Denver, 8.
Bean-eate-

YESTER
DAYS

to

IDS FIELD

COAST LEAGUE.
San Francisco, 6; Portland.

BRITlfffi

4.

rr-.-
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Pimples Keep
Young Men

KN(ffl

We know that genuinely good Silk Socks at 75c
are unusual these days.
That's why we think you ought to know about them
You can have them in black, white, mahogany,
w
blue, tan and grey.
And you know that we wouldn't offer them to you
if they weren't up to our standard.

Bl 'KID' LEWIS

blood-cleans-

m

K

M

MmW,

M

M,Al''.0'M.X!i. m

218 West Central.

Phone 335.
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"THEY NEVER GET AWAY"
HEAR

Harry J. Loose Tell WHY?

at Chautauqua

PINKERTON DETECTIVE SHOWS
WHY CRIMINALS ARE CAUGHT r
tends the full length of the block
on the north side ot the plaza.
Palace avenue was closed on this
block, and seats built In rising
tiers, extending into the shade of
the plaza.
The permanent structure Is being erected In the patio of the
palace, which runs clear through
from Washington to Lincoln avenue. The seating capacity will be
approximately 1,800, it Is said by
Walter M. Danburg, secretary
of the chamber of commerce,
under whose auspices the pageant Is produced. Visitors from all
over the. United States came to
the ancient capital last year to
attend the historia festival, and
several of the largest motion picture producers sent expert cameramen to "shoot" the big scenes.
OUTFIELDER REPORTS.
Chlcngo, June 19. Lee WIllarR,
an outfielder from the University of
Colorado, Boulder, Colo., reported
to Manager Gleason of the Chicago
White Sox today. Wills rd Is a sixteen letter man and said to be one
of the greatest turned out by the
Colorado institution.
He weighs
about 155 pounds and-I- s
5 feet, 9
Inches tall.
The grasshopper can jump 200
times Its own length.

IMPROVEMENT
DISTRICT
NO. 9, OF THE CITY OF
RATON, STATE OF NEW
MEXICO.

'
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Bf The Mcmirn
1 J.
Sandwich, England, June
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
R. II. E CBv the Assoctaieu
f
tho.Bri.ish open-gol2 Hutchison.
7 13
finn Anirelo
loaay
3 champion,
3
9
the tourAhllene
the qualifying round of
ng
Batteries: Henry, Ray and Rob nament
in which he is defend the
over
ertson: Edgar and Burch.
Playing
title.
turneJ
R. H. E. his
course. Hutchison
from the
1..7 14 3 Prince's
Stamford
in aholesi-3- of 71 strokes
1
8
2
out and 38 homo.
3
18
Ranger
Batteries: Morten and Edwards.
whi.
Roberts and Clayton.
wood went around in 75
-- '
R. II. E. Jim Barnes renuirea ...
m
ieun.
10 15 1 Edward
van
Sweetwater
3
6 11
Lubbock
made a 90.
City,,
I
nnnep rT tllfta bril-Bl.Batteries:
Smith,
Rlchburg.
played
Paris,
Brooks and Pipkin, White; Green, Cloud,
club, ...
ItowiHO did
.
no oa
.1 j
Morgan and Allen.
-anl..ro,Vr
Wer- ocer
hi
...
R. H. E. M nrry v a u im . ,
ama- 9 0 gered.. one of the English
5
Amarillo . 3 10
1 teur Btars, prorcu a. n,
,
Clovis
Batteries: Hill, Smith and Doug- with Bevcn others at this figure.
CarCvril Tolley and Captain Willie
las; Mickey, Erwin and Watzel.
had 77's.
ter two amntcura 79
and George
Hunter made a
scored
Duncan 81. 3nrk White
W. R.
77 and James Braid 79.
.
t tnplrnnrt made a 73
and T. Walton ot Lytham Sranncs
e
Two hundred and twenty-fivhud entered the tournaplayers
ment and all except nine started.
the lowThe eighty men having
est aggregato scores in the qualiand tofying rounds r.f today to commorrow will be eligible
championship.
pete for the open
today
Hutchison's score of record
a
as
Puxxlel
Make
professional
Women, Too, a
ranks
They'
How S. S. S. Stops Skin
for the course. His card was as
follows:
Eruptions Poutively.
Out 633 434 34433
skin
a
and
have
eruptions
Pimples
In 455 443 54438. Total 71.
0.
Washington,
2;
Chicago,
price, you pay for every pustule,
Chicago, June 19. An eighth to black-hea- d
and pimple on your face.
OF COURT
rally today enabled, Chicago
Pimples produce prejudice and prevent JUDGMENT
shut out Washington 2 to 0 inanda prosperity. Your heart may be gold.
CO.
BERNALILLO
IN
pitching duel between Schupp
Mogridge. Schupp had wonderful
HAS BEEN REVERSED
control in the pinches, permitting I. . 8. Will Bid To
the Senators only four hits and t the
(gneclnl Correipondire tn The Journal.)
Criihlng Pirn- struck out ten men.
Santa Fe, June 19. Judgment
00002 46 00
Washington.. 000 000 02x
of
the district court in Bernalillo
000
Chicago ....000
county has been affirmed In the
Batteries:
Mogridge and Ghar-rlty- ;
case of W. W. McDonald and' J.
Schupp and Schalk.
p. Gill, appellees, against C. H.
DeWitt and Emma B. DeWitt,in
appellants. This was a suit to
which the plaintiffs sought
under a
recover
compensation
contract to sell a ranch whlah
was owned by Emma B. DeWitt,
the sale having been made. In the
OUT
district court a Judgment for $500
was awarded. The opinion la by
Chief Justice Raynolds, Justices
but who wants to kiss eruptions? Parker and Davis concurring. The
Pimply men don't look like the owners syllabus says:
of anything. Pimply women, too, are
"Findings supported by sub
and itb
puzzles, with no prospects
eviaenco win not oe
power. Young men and women, here's stantial on
appeal."
out.
Physics and
London, June 1 (by tha Associat- the positive willway
fall. What you need
ed Press.) Ted "Kid" Lewis, Eng- fmrgatlves
8. S. 8. PREPARATIONS BEING
champion, Is one of the most powerful destroyers
middleweight
lish
knocked out Frankie Burns, Aus- of blood Impurities. You can prove this
MADE FOR THE ANNUAL
In in a short time. 8. S. 8. has been
tralian middleweight champion,bout
passed on by a jury of millions of peoFIESTA AT SANTA FE
the eleventh round of their
ple Just like yourself. It is considered
here tonight.
one of the most powerful vegetable
both
of
the
gong
At the sound
and
In (Special Corrcapnmlenre to The Journal.)
men began fighting in earnest. existence. That's why you hear of so
Santa Fo, June 19. Construcmany underweight people putting oa tion work has been commenced
Burns had the worst of the infight- lost
in
a
flesh
hurry, why you hear of se on the stage and amphitheater for
ing. Lewis wae the better man at many rheumatics
being freed from this
close quarters but Burns was his scourge,
with 8. 8. 8. ' Start today with the celebration of the 210th anniwork.
and see your face clear and versary of the Santa Fe fiesta, to
8.
8.
8.
superior Jn long range
In the eleventh round the Aus- your skin get ruddier, your flesh be held as usual, In September.
rive you a boost In your For the past three years, the core,
tralian was showing considerable firmer. It8. will
8. 8. is sold at all drug monies have been staged in front
speed in his footwork when Lewis career.
In
two
sizes. Tbe larger aia
stores,
to
of the Palace of the Governors,
the Jnw Is the more economical.
landed a right punch
erected in 1609, and which ex- which cent him down and out.
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NOTICE TO PAVING
Public notice la hereby given that

the City Council of the City of

Ra-

ton, State of New Mexico, will at
8:00 o'clock P. M., on the 80th day
of June, 1922, at the City Hall In
said City, receive sealed proposals
for the construction of pavement,
curb and gutter, and other improve"
ments Incidental thereto, In conformity with thft resolution adopted
by said Citv Council on the 14th
day of June, 1922, determining the
kind and character el the improve

ment to be made tn said Improvement District No. 9, and In accordance with the plans and specificaSaid
tions of the City Engineer.
resolution and said plans and specifications are now on file with the
City Clerk. Tho Davement will be
of one ot the following classes, and
proposals mav be made upon any
one of them, namely:
(1) A concrete pavement of six
Inches in thickness:
(2) A concrete pavement of five
Inches in thickness.
(3) A concrete pavement of five
Inches In thickness, with a
bltultthlo too:
(4) A concrete pavement of four
Inches in thickness, with a one and
Inch bltulithlo top;
(5) A crushed rock pavement of
six inches in thickness, with a 2
Inch bitulithio top;
(6) A crushed rock pavement of
four Inches in thickness, with a 2
Inch bitulithio top:
Approximate quantities of the
work are as follows:
Paving, 47.395.42 square yards,
Curb and gutter, 14,209.82 lineal
feet.
Alley curb. 563 lineal fet.
Valley curb. 70 lineal feet.
Excavation. 12.000 cublo yards.
A
concrete conduit, 100
feet In length.
The proposal or proposals shall
be accompanied
by a certified
check in the sum of Five Thousand
($5,000.00) Dollars, payable to the
City Treasurer of the citv or liaton
and in the event a contract shall
be awarded to any bidder and he
shall fail to enter Into a contract
and bond In the penal sum of
Thousand ($25,000.00)
Twenty-fiv- e
Dollars with a surety company authorized to do business In the State
of New Mexico, as surety thereon,
in the form prescribed by the City
Engineer and approved by the City
Attorney, within ten days from the
awarding of such contract, . said
money will be forfeited to the City
ot Raton, Each proposal shall fix
the price In cash for the construction of said improvement, and shall
also fix the price in six per cent
ten year bonds of the City of Raton,
in form and substance substantially
as provided hv ordinances Nos. 247
and 241 of the City ot Raton, for
one-ha-

lt

'

the construction

of said Improve
The Cltv Council shall have
the right to reject anv and all pro
posals, and shall have the right to
accept any proposal as to a part
of tho work and to reject the remainder of said proposal.
Dated at Raton. New Mexico,
this 14th day ot June, 1922.
WILLIAM J. LINWOOD,
As Mayor of the City of Raton,
State of New Mexico.
Attest:
MRS. ALFRED JELFS,
As City Clerk.
ment.

ORDINANCE !
No. 114.
An Ordinance changing the name of
wainut Htreet to Oak Street.
Be it ordained by the City Comi
lvissiou of the City ot Albuquer-Mi(COMMISSION

e:

.

Section J. That the name of that
certain street in the City of Albu.
querque. heretofore known and denominated Walnut Street, by and
the same is hereby changed to Oak
Street, by which name said street
shall hereafter be known and der
nominated.
Section 2. All ordinances and
Paris of ordinances In conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
Section 3.
This ordinance In
hereby declared an emergency
measure on the ground of urgent
public need and Is hereby declared
effective from and after this 14th
dsy of May, 1922, and legal publl-- .
r.'ion hereof.
WM. R. WALTOK,
Chairman of the City Commis
sion and
Mayor.
' ttest:
r,
'
i
V. MALONE, City Clerk,
1 .ised and
approved June 1, 192 J,
lo

'
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CHAPTER 1.
; Gertie Cummings hugged her
knees as she brooded over her
HI luck. "Hor thin face was
s,
her brown eyes troubled,
older looking by many moons
than when she smiled. All the
years seemed to be mirrored In
Tier yes her fear, her dread of
them.
She had commenced to
realize her inability to cope with
the world and still hold her
ideals, dream her girlish dreams.
A sound of footsteps, a quick
openlnjr and closing of the door,
and Lilly Arnold, her chum, was
in the room. Lilly was
slim and blonde.
Her bobbed
hair clung in ringlets about hor
face, and neck, her blue eyes
danced. She hastily undid a parcel she carried, unrolled a pair
of lace-thi- n
stockings, and holding them out at arm's length exclaimed:
At
I "Ain't they scrumptious?"
the same time she ran a hand
into one of them and drew It
smoothly over her arm.
"They sure are the real things,
LIU! Where did you make
the
raise?"
V Gertie
and
relaxed,
bending
over picked up the other stocking
Which had dropped to the floor.
She also ran her hand into the
silky length of it, a feeling of envy
stirring faintly within her.
"You remember that tall guy
I danced with last night at the
Palace Garden?"
! "Yes. He was nice
looking, Liil.
Not handsome, but he had an
.honest face."
"Well, he said he was going
to send me a box of candy, and
1 told him no girl could afford to
cat candy nowadays, it made us
too fat. But I wasn't going to
let him off easy just for that. So
J told him if he was dying to
give ine something, and couldnt
me
sleep on account of it, to
a pair of silk stockings, give
that I
had worn mine full of holes dancing with him. It was true, too. I
showed him."
"Oh, mi Arnold! You never
didV
' "Didn't 1?
Ain't them stockings the pront I'm tellln' the
ruth? Hp was too funny.
He
was too funny. He asked what
kind I wanted, and I told him
the thinnest ones he could find.
He thought I was trying to he
economical because I asked for
thin ones. He said he would get
them M thick ns I liked. I told
him no one but old ladles ami
freaks wore them thick any more
and see what I got:"
ser-fou-

blue-eye-

Br WALT

Miss Katherlne Abel will enterfor Miss Vietorine With at
I was as smart as you, tain
2:30 p. m.
Lill."
Marriage of Mls Genevieve Tier-ne- y
"You got too high Ideas, Gert:
Samuel Pollock at bride's
Come down off your parch. homeand
at 8 p. m.
Sweat shop girls and cabarjt
dancers ain't got much show In
this town. Not much chance to FOULARD FROCKS
run up against a decent guy.
That kind don't want us. They APPEAL TO MOST
wants the girl that lives homo
PRACTICAL WOMEN
and has a parlor to let them sit
in, horse hair furniture don't
phase them as long as a girl has
a ma and a pa. I mean the kind
you are always mooning about."
"But, Lilly, I always have had
a sort of notion that perhaps
Just perhaps I would have a

"I

w'ish

nice little home and perhaps"
"Listen to her rave! You nre a
Come
pipe dreamer for fair.
down to earth, Gert. There ain't
no such things for girls like us
ui.less we marry some boob and
take in washing to say we could
It's the real good
get married.
girls that don't have to put up
no bluff, or the real bad on as
that Jknow how, or else them
girls they could get awiy
with murder.
But us! Why,
Gert. no one thinks we amount
to much, and I guess if they did
it wouldn't make any difference
cause they wouldn't believe it."
"But we know we are' good."
"That don't get us nowhere."
"It makes us feel better, like
ourselves better.
Say Lill, :t
must be awful for a girl that
I don't see
knows she's bad.
how they dast go to sleep." Then:
"I ain't no good, Lill, not like
you. How I wish I had a pair ot
Mine look !!?
them stockings.
woolen ones, they are so thick.
And honest they are silk for
about six inches, the rest is cot-

Mrs. G. N.: "Pleaso publish re-

cipes for Dill Pickles, Mustard
Pickle, Chile Suuce and Flain
Pickles."
Answer: If you will send me a
stamped, self addressed envelope,
o
I will send you my
set of pickle
multigraphed
entitled "Eight Popular
Tickles." This set of recipes includes the four pickles you mention, as well as Mixed Pickles,
Dixie Relish, Corn Relish and
Pepper Relish. Any reader win
sends a stamped and self addressed envelope may have it.
Mrs. J. B. S.: "I wonder how
have tried
many housekeepers
Rhubarb Short Cake? My husband says it is as good as the
best, and much cheaper. Prepare
the crust as for biscuits, roll in
two ..quares, and bake a light
brown. Stew the rhubarb in a
little water and plenty of sugar
a long time. Spread this thickly between the layers and on top
of the crust, sprinkle with sugar,
and serve with cream or rich
milk. It's fine."
Answer: Thank you, Reader
I also want to thank
Friend.
you for the hints and other recipes you enclosed in your letter, which I will publish soon. 1
two-pag-

KEEPING

in

would like the other 'cake recipe
you mention.
Subscriber: "Please publish
for Cream Pie and Washington Pie."
Answer: Cream "Flo"; Cream
d
cup of butter, add one
cup of granulated sugar, the yolks
of two eggs well beaten, ona-hacup of sweet milk, and or.o
and
cups of flour
teasifted with two and
spoons of baking powder and
teaspoon of" salt. Fold
in the two
stiffly
beaten and bake in two round
layer cake pans for 30 minutes
in a hot oven. Put together with
the following filling between the
layers and sprinkle the top wUh
powdered sugar.
Stir together
Cream Filling:
two tablespoons of sugar, 3 cup
of flour, and a pinch of salt;
add two slightly beaten eggs, two
cups of scalded milk, and cook
15 minutes in the top of a doublo
C ml
boiler, stirring constantly.
and flavor with one teaspoon of
vanilla.
Washington Pie: Mix and bake
the same as Cream Pie, but put
raspberry Jelly or Jam between
the layers Instead of the Cream
Filling.
Sprinkle top with pow
dered sugar.
A Friend: "I have no regular
one-thir-

lf

three-fourt-

one-ha-

one-ha-

lf

lf

egg-whit-

t

Jt

it
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BY KMHSE.
Ginghams, voiles, linens, and
organdies may bo the accepted materials for summer frocks but there
is one fabric which is a boon to
It
every practical minded woman.
'
is not only
is foulard. Foulard
as
is
cool
but
and
it
smart
practical
well, a feature of paramount imthe summer
portance
during
months.
Blue and white foulard with coin
dots makes this simple little gown
for informal wear. It has a draped skirt, a plain blouse with kimono sleeves and a soft girdle of
self material. The only trimming
on the frock is a tab collar of tucked net edged with lace and cuffs to
mntch.
A frock like this one in one's
summer wardrobe gives a feeling
of security which is appreciated
when all one's tub frocks are in
the wash and a last minute invitation to some affair arrives on
wash day.
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SPECIAL!

Some grocers may have

hip

the
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xtra Fancy Bermuda Onions,
each pmi
7c

19c
Cliquot Club Ginger Ale, each. .
,19c
Cliquot Club Root Beer, each. . ...
,.
Budweiser, per bottle
........15c
Royal Purple and Welch's Grape Juice, pts. 35c
Royal Purple and Welch's Grape Juice, qts. 65c
Royal Purple and Welch's Grape Juice,
Half gallon
$1.08
DID YOU ATTEND OUR SOAP SALE? COME
AND SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW MUCH SOAP
YOU GET BY POUNDAGE WHEN YOU BUY
YOUR SOAP AT KAHN'S.

.......

frfmk
I

5 Lbs. Silverlsaf Lard

tglf

- Mr

J. Riley Green.
'
Mrs. J Riley Green 'of Wolfe
City, Texas, is the only woman in
the United States who is engaged
in business as a .'.ales manager of
high grade' dajry cattle. Vr

mo-

10 Lbs.

Lard

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

ADDRESSES

0.

Starleaf

1

v

ASSEMBLY Oil

VQCATIONALWORK
President Harry L. Kent, A. M
of the New Mexico college of agriculture and mechanic arts, yesterday morning delivered the first of
his series of fivo lectures at the
dally assemblies of the slate university on the subject of "Voca-- ,
tlonal Education." Dr. Kent's lecture yesterday centered about the
social and economic phases of vocational education.
Dr. Kent, after being Introduced
to the student body by Dr. David
Spence Hill, president of tho university, spoke in part ns follows:
"After the public was awakened
to the advantages and efficacy ot
tho public schools," President Kent
said, "the establishment of universal secondary or hiKh schools came
about. At first it proved to be nn
education for the few, as tho
founder of the system merely based
the curriculum on tho previously
used rouwes of study. Througn
evolution and because ot criticism

i

SELF-SESUL'-

GROCETERIA

iS

the parents of the pupils it was
realized thnt the training of Individuals
for
solely
collegiate
education or for professional occupations was unfair to the Individuals who desired preparation ti
special lines of endeavor which
they planned to enter upon the
of their secondary
completion
school training."
"The old subjects in the common school curriculum," ha continued, "must be tnusht in a new.
practical nud efficient
way,
with the strlrtly vocational
subjects. Tho individual should re.
echo somo training to mako him
by

most fit for his life work, on the
cultural side but these subjects
should me made as practical as
possible for his needs."
Dr. Kent will address the student
body every day this week at the
assembly hours.
The committee on student affairs
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 4
o'clock In room two of the chemistry building,
A

"new

costume

society" has

I.een organized by women in

Japan,

with avowed purpose of bringing
about tho general adoption of modern dress for the ancient garb.

(g.

t'ertuin Powders Arc Good for the
Hair.

For one thing she should go without a hat whenever possible. When
fMa uhnmnnnfl hat Vinln cti. ehmilrl

tight-fittin-

one-ha-

lf

pail-covo-

6

lee

s

VV

V

JZM.

Bootd

aflir-noo-

,

a few cans left of Dr. Price's
bearing the label with the special advertising offer
recently announced. A big value at its regular price,
Dr. Price's is an unparalleled bargain at this special
sale price. Don't fail to see if your grocer has some left!

'

n

n

89c
S1.73

:

If

Large Can, 12 Ounces, Only 25c
,

1

(choose a warm, sunny day and dry
it outdoors. It would be an excellent thing it she could go about part
of tho day with her hair brushed
loosely back and hanging In a braid
down her back. This is excellent
for the hair itself and restful to
steamer, how can I steam clams the scalp.
at home?"
She should not be afraid of sunAnswer: Buy the clams in tho light. Some women
feel they musi
shell alive,
them, scrub- cover their hair immediately wits
rash
bing with a brush and changing
the water several times.
Put
them in a pull which has a
g
cover, adding
cup
of hot water to four quarts of
claims.
Now 'put on the
r,
tying it on by winding
around
can
from ton
the
string
to bottom, and sink this
in
a large pot in which is pail
enough
rapidly boiling water to rise almost to the top of the' pail. The
clams must be steamed till their
shells partly open (after an hour,
remove cover from pail and look
at the clams, putting covered pail
back into the boiling water, if
the shells are not opened.) Serve
with melted butter in individual
dishes. Many pooplo like a
of lemon Juice or vinegar
Pop was playlns tennis with
added to the butter.
Mr. Jones next store out in the
park yestidday aftlrnoon and me
and ma was setting on tho f runt
steps waiting for him to come
home so Me could eat suppir, me
saying. There, a lxcltlng movie
erround at the Little Grand tndty
nil about cow boys and things,
do you think pop will take us
erround after suppir, ina?
If he beet Mr. Jones this
he proberly will, but if Mr.
Jones beet him he proberly wont,
sed ma.
Wlch Jest then pop and Mr.
Jones terned erround the corner.
Mr. Jones tawklng and looking
as if he felt grate and pop Jest
lissenlng and looking as if he
felt fearse, ma .aying, O deer,
he lost. And they came ' up, Mr.
Jones saying, Well, Mrs. Potts, I
certeny trimmed
the ears off
your husbind today, haw haw
haw.
He who laff. last laffs best,
sed pop. Meening himself, and
Mr. Jones went In hi. house and
ma sed, Jest for that if I whs
you Willyum I wouldent let him
beet me agen, I know ixackly wy
you let him beet you, because
he'. Jest the kind of a man that
wont play unless he wins, and
you haff to have somebody to
play with.
Well, to tell the truth that
Jest about the size of it, sed pop.
And ho started to look a. If he
was starting to feel better, and
we went in and started to eat
suppir, being Irish .tew nuthlng
speshll, and pop kepp on tawk-In- g
about how he could of beet
Mr. Jones If he had of wunted to.
saying. Jest as you say, the trub-bl- e
with Jones Is, if he dont win
he ack. a. If he'd Jest lost his
best trend or the werld was coming to a end or something of that
kind, and wat. the natural result? Wy the natural result Is, 1
give him every chance In the
werld to win, and wat. the natural consequent.?
The naturu!
consequent. 1., once In a wile he
does.
,
Well the next time you Jest go
ahed and beet him and
let him
suffer, sed ma, and pop sed, 1
I
Im
will,
tired ot humorbleeye
ing him. And he started to look
mutch better I
"". i f f'It
ssked him if he would take us to
the movies after uppir and he
sed ho would,
Wich he did,

Powder

Use itandSave!

parasol

ment the sun comes out. To much
blazing hot sun, of course, will not
do, but the hair can stand an
enormous amount of heat and
direct sunshine.
Oiliness is a morbid condition of
the scalp, and too much shampooing only does it harm. Some women say they must shampoo every
week to keep the hair
Thia
is much too often. Oncefluffy.
every two
weeks or once every throe weeks is
quito enough. If the hair becomes
greasy in the meantime it should be
kept fluffy with specially colored
powder. Directions for colorins
powder were given recently.
E. P. F. Your scalp is In need
of a good tonio which will also act
upon the coloring. I do not think
the treatment you mention can restore grey hair to Its natural shade.
Patricia.
If you take a blooo
tnormmous amount of heat and
e
simple
remedy for this is
made from flour of surphur am
molasses, merely rubbed togethe."
until it looks like a paste. The dose
is a teaspoonful three times each
day for three days, then omit It for
thrco days and repeat the dose
again for another three days. After
you have taken as much as nine
days' ot thene doses, wait for aboil
ten days before you take any morn
and if the skin is clear you should
not continue with it.
old-tim-

iff

A Pure, Sure
Healthful
Baking Powder
at an
Phosphate
Economy Price
Baking
Contains no Alum

feet, of hempen ropo, a broad-a- x
and a knife, a pint or so of deadly
dope and thus escape my wife.
I'll pack with bombs my old valise, and Jump into a pond; for 1
must have the rest ami pence that's
billed for the beyond." Tho foolish woman had no thought of vows
her husband swore, until one evening he was brought her upon a
door. And then at last her conscience struck, remorse within her
burned; "I might have let him
keep a buck," she moaned, "from
what he earned."

a hat, or put up a

THE HAIR FLUFFY.

In the late winter and early
spring an extraordinary number ot
women write to me complaining of
oily hair. This is probably because
the hair gets very little exposure to
sun or to outdoor weather during
the winter months. The woman who
has suffered from too much oil
should tr.ke advantage of this part
of the year to bring her hair to
such good condition that she will
have no trouble 'next winter.

er.-vl- cd

By LACRA A. K1RKMAN.

LETTERS.

briflge-whiste-

ton."

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
AN SW EKED

gain some gold. And gold he won,
for he was wiso In commerce and
in trade, but in his darkly brooding eyes no sunshine ever played.
He was the husband of his wife,
and she. a social queen, pursued a
vain and giddy life that called for
much long green. She "enterd
tained" three times a week,
once or twice, and her sad
husband, worn and meek, went
forth to raise the price. She
moved In pomp and circumstance,
her hats and gowns were fine; and
James with patches on his pance,

GROCERY
PHONE 353

would in a chophouse dine. He
saved a nickel now and then, and
he
mart
Among the toilers In the
placed it in a can; "Some day," ho
wrought till he was old; he labored sighed, "when I have a yen, I'll
with a broken heart, that he might carry out my plan. I'll buy twelve

By Edna Kent Forbes.

"yw

KAMI'S

MASON.

BEAUTY CHATS

.

CATTLE SALESMAN

THE WIFE'S HUSBAND.

ty

"Well say. Gert! Forget all thai
dream stuff you was talking
about a home and everything.
Slake the boys pay for your sowhen
dance
with
ciety
you
thorn."
"I'll try, Lill."
Lilly gave her chum a look of
half loving disdain, halt disgust.
She was no older than Gertie,
yet she could look v out for herself and' get all that was comlrR
to her, why couldn't
Gertie?
Lilly considered her chum weak,
and laughed at her. Yet deep
down in hor heart she rather
her. and her ability to
dream.
Lilly Arnold had no It
lusions about life. She knew it
turned a stony face to girls like
herself and Gertie. Long ago .mt
had determined to snatch all she
could get from It and still
honest.
She had set herself a harder
task than she realized.
Tomorrow Discussing Marriage.

SHE'S ONLY WOMAN

RIPPLING RHYMES

B5f JANE PHELPS.

INTRODUCING THE TWO

Page Five.

qooa
breakfast
ahead
"pHE crispiest, most appetiz-in-

g

flakes of goodness you
ever tasted a serving that sets
appetite thrilling with delight
Post Toasties for your breakfast
or lunch!

Strengthening and satisfying, too; there's energy-buildin-g
nutriment, and ease of digestion
in a helping of Post Toasties.
Fill the bowl right from the

package, and fill it full add
cream or milk and there's
nothing more to do but enjoy
yourself.

Post Toasties are real corn
flakes, with their own, special

name. Be sure to order Post
Toasties by name and get
the Yellow and Red package.
Your grocer has a fresh package ready for you today.

Always in good fasfe

Improved Corn Flakes

Made by Postum Cereal Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
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Charles W. Boggs, Jr.,
Three Years Old, Ends
Scientists' Search-W- ins
$500 Prize
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TkeMUlion Dollar Smile"
of

school

ldren
A m

TJze

Prize itemiKfoBscfc;

our
chiIn

erica

possess
curvat u r e
in some
gree.

But

de-

little

Charles
Jr.
Boggs
A

By Dr. F. A, Knglcliart.
LOXCi search has been ended.

After months of careful study,
after thousands of children have been
carefully examined, the trail .f a perfect spine has led to Oklahoma Cits-- .
The boy with a "million dollar"
smile has been awarded the prize for
the- most perfect spine In America.
In winning he has defeated tens of
thousands of the sturdiest dojs and
girlsr in the United States.
He is truly a perfect boy.
His sunny disposition,
the soldtn
smile that he
all bear evidence
of the fact that good health, happiness
antl the quality to inspire the love of
others are wrapped up in proper care
of the yount;.
Kor a perfect spine, a woll developed
back, does not necessarily bear the imprint of heredity. All babies under
normal conditions come into the world
with perfect spines. Hut it is in the
first few months of their tiny lives
that the damage to this great central
tystem Is done.
Babies permitted lo sit erect on the
floor when too young often develop
curvature of the spine.
Falls from the bed, tumbling while
In play, any of a number of common
causes develop what are known us
spinal lesions. Curvature of the fiiiK
In some degree is a most prevalent
ct.uso of weakness, i'ully 7i icrcfjit
flai-hci-

1'

a

n
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is virtually
perfect in every respect. Certainly
there is no boy known in America
who can rival the perfection of the
fjilnal structure that he possesses.
This is tho heritage of every little
boy and girl in America. It Is pitiful
to consider the fact that fully 75 percent of them are robbed of this attribute of good health before they enter
school.

Charles Boggs Jr. Is In perfect condition because lie hag been properly
cared for by his mother. When his
little spino was soft, in the days of his
Infancy, he was tendurly attended. Opportunity for Injury never came his
way.
Today Charles Boggs Jr., 3 years and
R months
old, has never had but one
full and that was three weeks ago. It
is small wonder that he has a perfect
spine.
Charles is not different from other
boys in any respect other than he has
his birthright of tho foundation of per-fohealth well developed and properly eared for. He Is different from
other boys only in the degree of his
good fortune in being the son of a
mother who has Jealously guarded his
health.
He plays like the normal child that
lie is. Jlis fun is no different from
lliat other boys experience. When ho
becomes older he will enjoy sports.
He will find zest In schoolground play
that children less fortunate In their
condition of health are unable to experience. Ho should, with bis Initial
advantage over less happily born chil

rt

.

1

search for a perfect spine has

been In progress for more than
one year. The prize of $500 for the

most perfectly developed back of a
child under 12 years old and the $1,000
award for the most perfectly developed spine In an adult were offered
by the national association for the
prevention of spinal curvature.
Tliis organization was formed In
J fl 16.
Dr. F, F. Jlillard of Toronto,
Ontario, was made president of the
organization. Last winter he visited
Oklahoma City and held clinics during a stato convention of spinal specialists.
At that time he examined Charles,
whom I had previously scored and entered In the national contest.
Dr.
Millard was greatly pleased with the
result of the most careful examination
that he was able to give. Through
the months that ho has attended clinics in various sections of America lie

r-- r
f

I

II
I

i

dren, excel In any line of
athletic endeavor that he
may enter.
He will carry this advantage into the schoolroom.
There will be no
nervousness induced by inequalities in vertebrae construction to hamper him in
study. His mind, if his
SUSS
general health is good,
should be clearer than
that of the average boy. There is no
reason to believe that his general
health will not continue as excellent
as it is so long as his spine Is perfect.
He will never be a victim of desponWith a clean mind and a
dency.
healthy body his ebullient spirits will
always find an outlet In healthful,
clean pursuits.
This is a heritage of a perfect spino.
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Charles
leg held In conjunction with specialists
in most of the large
cities of America.

Science

that

tell

ui

the human

spine Is weak because man has ambition, because he tried
centuries ago to lift

History

Charlei W. Hogg Jr., 611 Went SiJteenth street, Oklahoma City, OUl.
nCltN January 4, JS10.
UIRTIt Normal.
B1UKNRSS Measles at age one, prodromal
symptoma alight, no bad after
normal time, was never alck from thera.
effecta.
Teeth developed about
Nevi-- t
Inu had an operation.
Never haa had tonftllltts.
At nine months wa given
DIET Mother nuraed htm first nin months.
ccw'i milk from a herd till ono year, when gruels
bottle ot wBter-dtlute- d
Ilun rover had auKar on ceretila or
and othor aoft fooda wore aO'l'd.
fruits or aa aeaaoninfc In uyUo'-- ny. ltoa never had candy as a hahtt, baa
tlmoa In lifo.
Not hearty eater, altmted enndy ierhaya two
though loon's never disagree wiili him. farenta have mad special effort to select proper !lf:t.
HTOIENR AND EXERC1SK From a few days of aga !)
always slept on
when ttiklmr hort trips away from home. Kntlre
sleeping porch, except
Ja put lo bed from 1 to 1 p. m. dally. If ha
life lived hy the clock.
sleeps in the afternoon he laIs put to bod at olght at S p m.; If ha doesn't
Has always been a
put to bod at 7 p. in.
sleep in tho afternoon he
Kooil sleepot at night and nlr1B till about 8 a. m.
Began to walk at aga
1 year.
Never liaa had a full, exoopt fell out of bed ahout a week ago.
aotlve and quick physically, but not nervPlays very strenuously, la
ous. Takes phvalcal exercises with both his f.ither and mother when they
la
are taking theirs. Takes tho Wallaco exercises with his mother to
music.
ood memory. Commlla without difficulty. Quick
MENTALITY
Especially
and alert
PTSPOSITIOX
Always rhoerful aril h:ppy.
FAMILY HJSTOUY OF V ATI IWK l'ntlier iiled at 74 years. No disease given.
i hcr Ik,. iioeuHvo.
Mother llvlnK. age TFAMILY HISTOJtY OP MOTH KH Jieihcr died at SS years of kidney dlsesM
from
high blood pressure. Father living, In good
resulting in paralysis
honlth.
The boy'g mother haa never turn sick sine grown, except to" havg Influenza.
The abova ia correct.
MltS. C W. BOOQS, jfother.

has been unable to find or have reported to him a spine more perfect
than that of Charles.
The contest was started to stimulate interest in the proper examination of spinal conditions among school
children. In tho past year tremendous Impetus has been given the
movement by Dr. Millard throush din.

himself erect.
Through untold
centuries man walked on all fours.
The quadrupedal position Is the normal one for the human body. When
man raised himself from the stooping
position of the apes he weakened his
npinal structure. Unusual strain was.
put on the "strung" spine. Man
kained, in his ambitious way to walk

(

Wt

Bc'Jk

too soon. Tho result is the same that
may be found in the child who develops bow legs by walking too soon.
It is highly significant that heredity
has little bearing on the development
of a perfect spinal column. At the
beginning of life the spine is usually
normal. In external appearance every child's spino conforms to a nearly
uniform typo. It is when voluntary
control appears that abnormal conditions begin to appear in the spine. In
other words the vertebral column is
structurally and functionally inadequate to sustain the weight of the
body. As tho child begins to walk, and
physiological curves begin to appear
the inefficiency of the spine becomes
more apparent.
It Is significant that In all the examinations that have been conducted
throughout the United States there
has been no case repored In which a
curvature In the spine of a parent
was approximated in the child.

TTOUR spine may woll be compared
with the stem of a tulip or a
lily. It Is hollow and is made up of
sections called tho vertebrae. Through
the hollow in the vertebrae runs the
spinal cord. It extends from the
brain and Is Just as Important to the
well being of the individual as Is the
brain, Without it one would bo unable to move, i
Balanced at the top of the backbone is the skull. The bas0 ot the
column rests on the pelvic bones. Jtujt
as it is the tendency of a long flower
stalk to bend so does the head bend
the spinal column. This bending Is
natural and the flexibility of the spine
takes care of it. But often the spine
becomes set in an unnatural curve.
This curve is called "Schollosrs,"
mora commonly spinal curvature.
Through this curvature that impor- -

tant mass of nerve matter becomes
constricted or bent out of perpendicular. Certain stresses or strains are
put upon it. Oftentimes irritations
are set up where the ends of the vertebrae touch each other where they
are out of alignment.
Charles Boggs Jr., the most perfect
example ot correct spinal development
In America, is the most fortunate boy
in America.
His good health Is assured,

ill

qARENTS should seek to remove
from the circumstances of the
birth of their children, their growth

ft

and development, most of the morbid
things that tend to retard normal development. Home surroundings should
be cheerful. A child has an advantage when the parents are lovers of
art. Pride in home on the part ot
parents means pride in children and
children react to the pride of parents
by unfolding beautiful lives.
Care and study should be put into
the work of developing a child morally and spiritually. Physical
Is only one slde.ot existence. It is vitally important in that
bad
health
oftentimes
Inclines
one to morbid thought, and concepts,
of lifo become warped unless unusual'
strength is brought to bear on the
side of

'
'

J

t.

!

H

right.

Character development should be
encouraged in a subtle manner. The
child should not be made realize that
suggestions for character building are
made with that end in view. Everything should be spontaneous and
natural. Nagging and undue scolding
devglpp self consciousness.
Home atmosphere may not develop
a perfect spine, but it will be conducive to the creation of a state of mind
that is healthy and normal. After
all normal conditions alone are to
be desired. The Boggs boy is
uct ot a normal, happy American
home.
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ANOTHER AVIATION PERIL ELIMINATED
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Fifteen Robed Figures Present Pastor With Money
and Letter of Commendation During Service.

Albuquerqueans Return From
International
Convention
Impressed With Influence
of the Club.
filling tho gap
thn church and the world:
it is bringing about a brotherhood
of man thut is drawing all races
of mankind nearer to international
peace and prosperity." This is the
spirit of Rotary as seen by Rotar-i.u- i
Dick (lucst of Albuquerque, a
delegate (it the 18th annual Rotary
convention at I..OS Angeles.
Captain Guest, who heads the
Salvation Army corps here, has
returned home filled with enthusiasm at tho mission Rotary is performing and its further possibilities for good in teaching mankind
serves
that "ho profits most who Rotar-ians
best." Captain Guest saw,
from Cuba, Japan, Hawaii,
England, Ireland, France, Canada
and the United States rubbing elbows, exchanging friendly greetings and putting Into practice Rotary principles, in perfect harmony
and with decided unity of purpose.
H was impressed particularly, he
said, with the work RotaTy Is doing in cities and towns of this and
other countries in behalf of the
boys, giving them opportunities to
obtain education and to develop Into useful men. These activities
wore shown graphically by means
cf motion pictures.
The true hospitality of the California people was shown when the
native sons, upon the request of the
chairman, left the Philharmonic auditorium, where the convention was
held, to allow 2,000 visitors from
other states to enter. Tho Immense
hall, seating 8,000 neople, was filled to overflowing when the convention was called to order.
Perhaps the most Interesting observation made by Captain Guest
was that the motion picture artg
ists are
people and
that their lot is no more romantic
and their jobs no "softer" than
those of other folic who work for
a living. After seeing Douglas
Fairbanks and other stars at work.
Captain Guest felt confirmed within him, ho says, a conviction that
he would not care to be a picture
artist. He said last night:
"1 could never become a motion
picture artist. The few hours atI
the studios
spent in and around mo
all my life.
Hollywood will laat
I saw two machines make the same
small fraction of a scenario 10
times before It was done to the satI was
isfaction of the director.
told that it will be Christmas time
before It is completed. The picture
to show Is
that may take an hour and
the
months in the making
is terrific."
The beauty and realism of the
stage settings impressed the Albuquerque man.
To become an operatic star In a
which few
single night is aoffeat
those who have
accomplish. One
succeeded Is Miss Florence Austral,
an Australian girl now appearing
In opera at Covent Garden. Until
her present engagement she had
never appeared on any stage, and
she took the
yet on her first night
in "The Valkypart of Bnmhildemost
trying charrie," one of the
acters In opera. The next day a
Ixjndon was talking of her marvelous rendering of the p:.rt.

Fifteen persons clad In the ful1
y
regalia of the Ku Klux Klan
night visited the Methodist
church nt Belen at 8:40 o'clock
Sun-dn-

I

hard-workin-

mid

mnn ftrnsucil In

King Gcorgewatching mechanical starter about to swing
British royal couplo witnessed a
During a visit to the royal air
force aerodrome at Cove Comthrilling display of aerial war
fare. Aviators went through
mon, Furnborough, England, the

UNCLE W1GGILY
MAKES BOW IN

MOVIEDRAMA
Uncle Wiggily Longears, the well
known rabbit gentleman of bedtime fame, has been engaged to
appear in motion pictures and in
the marionette drama productions
of Tony Karg. the illustrator and
creator of the "Tony Sarg Marionettes."
Howard R. Garis, the author of
the Uncle Wiggily Bedtime stories,
will take films and color pictures
of Uncle Wiggily on a tour. At
each appearance Mr. Garis will appear in person and toll the stories
as the films and pictures are flashed on the screen. Motion pictures
of real animals, taken in their natural haunts, together with color
pictures illustrating the amusing
adventures of Uncle Wiggily, and
showing how he escapes from the
Pipslsewah and Skcezlcks will be
presented.
How Lansing (Lang) Campbell,
who illustrates the Wiggily stories,
does his drawing is shown by motions pictures of the artist at his
work.
Tony Sarg has arranged the marionettes and scenery for his miniature theater production of Undo
Wiggily. Mr. Garis has written the
play around the sedate rabbit and
the Sarg puppets portray his adventures quite amusingly and

Plaid and Plaid Ratine
Attractively Combined

MANY

SEP MEN

TO ATTEND MEET

HERETOMORRQW
Duo to the importance of the
report of the special tax committee which will be given at
the executive board meeting cf
the New Mexico Wool Growsis
Association at the chamber of
commerce parlors Wednesday, it
Is expected that
wool
growers
from all sections of New Mexico
will attend the meeting, l'rager
Miller, president of the association, is expected to arrive todav.
A special committee has been
making a survey of tho taxation
values throughout tho state as
applied to sheep, cattle and grazing lands, and tno report is expected to cover every New Mexico county.
Tho question of the general
dipping order will also be discussed and it is probnble that
recommendations will he made to
the New Mexico Sheep Sanitary
board, which meets here Thursday, suggesting that the general
order be modified so that only
sheep in sections of the state
which are effected with scabies
will be required to be dipped. It
is claimed that only a few sections are troubled at this tim?
with scabies und t'uat tho unnecessary dipping is a burden to
the other growers.
Tho board meeting will start
at 10 o'clock Wednesday mori-in- g
and will be concluded late
In the afternoon.

ALVARAD0 PHARMACY
PURCHASED BY BLINN

PAINFUL TIMES
Read This Letter
and Statement Which

Mothers

Follows

propeller of airplane.
their battle stunts for the benefit
of the royal party and were congratulated by the king.

'AROUND

THE

COURT
HOUSE
A

referee has been appointed
by the district court in the case
of Joseph A. Lindsey
against
Boulah Lindsey.
Acting upon the report of the
special referee, the district court
granted a divorce yesterday in
tho case of W. W. Kobinsou
against lla B. Kobinson.
Two suits based upon alleged
notes
promissory
have
been
started against XV. T. and Meta
Muphey by sheriff Tony Ortiz
successor in trust to 1. F. Mc
Canna as trustee of the Mutual
Building Association of Albuquerque and tho company Itself as
one of the plaintiffs.
John Anderson started a dam-ag- o
suit against the city yestsr.
day asking for $411.95 as actual
damages sustained to his automobile when it was wrecked in the
accident at Fourth street and
avenue several weeks ago,
and $500 as exemplary damages
The car was being driven by
Herbert Ball at the time
of the accident.
Divorce proceedings were filed
In tho district court
bv
Lena Smiley against E.vesterdny
B. Smiley

rfOUT

in

mm m

Tennessee Lady Says 'She
Was Greatly Relieved By

John Vj. Blinn, formerly a memTaking Cardui and
ber of tho Alvnrado Pharmacy,
sold out his interest in the business
Recommended It
a few months ago to William K.
llauer, ofter which Mr. Winn took
a vacation to southern California.
to Daughter.
Ho returned to the city tho other
day, and as ho likes Albuquerque
he made a proposition to Mr. L'aucr
Fountain City, Tenn. Mrs. Jett
to buy him out. Tho offer was a
good one, and Mr. Raiter sold, Mr. Weaver, wife of a substantial,
farmer on lioute 2, this
Blinn accepted and the latter Is
says she has known of Carduiplace,
now in chargo as solo proprietor.
for
niany years. She gave the followIt is a tradition that no married ing statement of her experience
woman shall take part In the fam- with this
purely vegeous Passion l'lay at Obcrammcrgau. table tonic for women:
"I was in a
weakened
condition.
I was thin, with poor
appetite, and in every way worn
out; could hardly go; would be
. and dizzy.
miserable, .
"Many mornings I sat down In a
chair to make niy bread.
"I would cot discouraged, and
wonder what my troubles were, and
where they would end.
"I had known of Cardui for
years, and I began using it as a last
I took one bottle and felt
resort.
somo better. Continued using until I had used three or four bottles.
"The result was marvelous. 1
felt altogether different In fact,
felt so much relieved, that when
my daughter wrote she wasn't well
I wrote her to go to the store and
get ome Cardui.
"She did, and it certainly benefited her.
"Since then, I have tried to scatter the good news that would help
n

run-dow-

her girls took

Lydia E.
ham's Vegetable
iiiii
i
h compound ana go;
wel,
I
60 mothst
l
II HlUaid she guessed
me
J she wouldislet
try it It doing
me good and I praise it highly. You
are welcome to use this letter as a
testimonial."-STEi- XA
NEWTON, R.
R. 8, Portland, Indiana.
You should carefully
Mothers
jruard yourdaughter's health. Advise
her tof the danger which comes from
standing around with cold or wet feet;
from lifting heavy articles, or overworking. Do not let her overstudy.
If she complains of headache, pains
WOMAN'S
in back or lower limbs, or if you noINSTITUTE
nervoustice a slowness of thought,
ness or irritability on the part of your Fashion Service
daughter, give her careful attention.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is an excellent medicine
for your daughter to take, as it is
especially adapted to relieve just such
.Remember it contains
symptoms.
By MARY BROOKS PICKEN
nothing that can injure her.
CPORTS clothes, so distinctively
American, seem also to be
feminine.
blouse with jaunty
This
collar and simple sleeves plays an
interesting part in combining attractively with the straight plaid
skirt, which is finished with an
inconspicuoui band at the waist
line so as to avoid any clumsiness
here. The slash in the skirt portion of the blouse and the binding
finish are repeated both in the
sleeves and at the neck line.
Simulated pockets may be used
in the blouse or they may be enSoofhinq and HuJinq
Buttonholes are
tirely omitted.
tedious for ratine, so wee straps
and snap fasteners serve to hold
the front section up. The buttons
are then used entirely for decorain.i
lit

,

slip-ov-

How quicfcjy

CORNS

Lift Off with Fingers

others.

"Fraternally,

"KEREKO CIjAN NUMBER 1,
"Helen, N. M."
Mr. Calkins said yesterday that
to knock out
t,a,iM
anv of the klansmen who exhibited
"
tendencies.
anv
"You can imagine bv relief," ho
said, "when it all turned out to be a
friendly manifestation."

CREDITORS OF THE
COLUMBIA COMPANY
ARE NOW SATISFIED
"Six months' work on the part
of the Columbia
Graphopone company has culminated in a satisfactory arrangement
of the
whereby tho indebtedness and
incompany, both principal
reterest, at the discretion of a
is postadjustment committee,
years,
poned for a period of three
from
free
leaving the company
Individual
embarrassment through
actions and in position to proceed
ogresslvely with its new policies of
production nnd dealer
says H. U Willson, president of the company, in his public
statement since tho readjustment
plan was effected.
"The Columbia company Is not
and never has been in the hands
of a receiver. A petition for such
action wns filed by small holders
of stock but the plea was dismissed promptly. The agreement of a
majority of note holders against
the company to deter payments
both on interest and principal
from April 1. 1022. to August 1,
1925, after deducting an amount
not in excess of aggregate bank
deposits on September IB, 1921,
is healthy indication of tho faith
they have in the earning capacity
of tho Columbia company under
normal conditions. This plan could
have been blocked by objections from 25 per cent of the note
holders, but not three per cent
objected.
"All of this means that the
company hus cleared its decks of
tho unfortunate situation created
by the sudden stoppage of business, tho sudden falling off in
sales and the accumulation of Inventories, and the management is
in a position to devote its entire
energies to carrying forward the
business of serving
company's
the public demand for the best
that can be produced in the way
of instruments and records, and
it is the earnest intention of the
management to devote itself to
carrying out this policy. In
the
"Tho volume of business
last month, considering tho season and tho uncertainty as to the
success of efforts to effect a
plan that would
reorganization
fully meet the approval of all
been more than
has
concerned,
satisfactory.
Improved products,
the closest possible relations with
our family of dealers and strictest
economies in production we are
confident will combine to develop
business
a steadily Improving
outlook for the company. Through
of
the period
depression, we did
not let up on experimentation
tending to improve our products.
As a result, we can say definitely
that discoveries have been made
in our plants that are of the
utmost significance to all lovers
of phonograph music."
With the financial policy of the
additional
determined,
company
confidence
has
been
created
through the type of man at the
head of the company. Mr. Will-so- n
has 18 years of practical experience in all phases of the business and Is rccognlned as being
fully familiar with the details of
dealer policies and
production,
publicity. His record is one of
progress tempered with conservatism.
of tho creditors

VapoRub

WINS SEVENTH

ROY

CONSECUTIVE

ten
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CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache 4'

INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
"
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SOLO EVERYWHERE- -

'

Cuticura Takran Is
Soothing For Baby's Skin
After a bath with warm water and Cuticura Soap there is
nothing more cooling and refreshing for baby's tender skin
than Cuticura Talcum.
mlocM.Pl.ur.iiailkl.lfaM." S.M -.- rr.
BntpUt, Qlntm.iitaiMlOe.

'"'

LubCBra Soap

bTi

ON

The Fortnightly Music club will
meet this evening in the downtowi
studio of Miss Louise Nichols to deon
termine finally
the concert
courso for next year to be given
under the club's auspices.
It Is understood that artists of an
unusually high ralllher aro to be
presented in recital here. It has
lieon arranged by Maurice Klein
that, at the meeting tonight, phonograph recordings of thn artist's under consideration will he played.
The last meeting scheduled was
postponed because of a lack of a
quorum.

Every person, sometime or
other, has had ft longing for a
home of his own. Here is a
freo booklet which will help
you gratify that desire by aiding you In the selection of the
type of home most suitable to
your wants.
This booklet gives exterior
views and floor plans of 60
homes which are architecturally correct. Almost every type
of home Is shown the dainty
cottage the inviting bungalow
the dignified colonial home
comfortable
the
house.
All of these plans have been
prepared by experts with a
vlow to offering the utmost
convenience and
in comfort,
attractiveness at the least cost.
are
masterpieces of the
They
architects' skill.
No prospective
builder can
afford to be without this bookcan
let. You
get your copy
from our Washington Information Bureau If you send In
your name and address with
two cents In stamps for return
postage. In filling out the coupon bo sure to write clearly.

FREDERIC

J.

Joseph Collier, the pushing real
estate agent, will leave today for
southern California, where ho will
spend the balance of tho summer,
expecting to return to Albuquerque
In the fall, probably about tho first
of September.
He has built up a
pretty good real estate business
here, which will bo looked after
by Mr. Howell during his absence.

Tlcoae.

without mui.

3

What I
know

about
.COLGATE'S,
RIBBON DENTAL CREAM
I know that if a better dentifrice coul J be made Coloatb
would make it.
I know that more dentins
prescribe and use Colgate's
than any other dentitrke. I
also know that dentists have
a pride in their work end
prescribe that which best
keeps teeth, in condition for
the time between patients'
visits.

REAL ESTATE AGENT
COLLIER TAKES TRIP

I know more dentists
mend COLGATE'S than any
other dentifrice.

HASKI.V,

C

CALOMEL

IS

A

DANGERQU S DRUG

Name

w

if youd

Street

Next Dose may Salivate You,
Loosen Teeth or Start
Rheumatism

.'V.v...

City
State

.

R0DEY BUILDING. AT
THIRD AND GOLD, IS
BEING

Calorie! Is mercury: quicksilver.

It crashes Into sour bile like dynamite, cramping and sickening you.
Calomel attacks tho bones and
should never be put into your system.
Improvements on the Rodey
If you feel bilious, headachy,
Realty building at the corner of constipated
and all knocked out,
Third street and Gold avenue are
go to your druggist and get a
progressing rapidly, according to just
of Dodson's Liver Tone for
Pcarco C. Rodey, owner of the bottle
a few cents which is a harmless
property. Mr. Rodey is building vegetable substitute for dangerous
y
a
building next to his calomel. Take a spoonful and If it
other structure, which will be com- doesn't
start your liver and
pletely reflnlshed Inside and out. straighten you up better and quick-e- r
The exterior of the building
calomel and without
than
nasty
will be finished In white

Today is the day of the
Learn
specialist.
the
thing that appeals to you
and you have a good
chance to prosper. Inves-

proper
concrete. Mr. Rodey said last night
thut additions may be added later
to both buildings.
The building on the corner will
ho occupied largely by real estate
offices, said Mr. Rodey. A barber
shop, a tailor shop, a Jewelry store
and a mortgage company will occupy the rest of the space.

3
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Mif

course we are teaching
and learn about the success of our graduates.
Keep on Heading Mr.
Educator's Talks.

1

.

ft

making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
Don't take calomel! It makes you
sick the next day: it loses you a
day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone
straightens you right up and you
feel great. No salts necessary. Give
It to the children because it Is perfectly harmless and can not
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JVhat zMore beautiful Than
An Snameled Stairway?
It is no exaggeration to say that many

homes have been
lifted out of the ordinary, onto a plane of
and refinement, thru the use of McMurtry
Chinacote Enamel Finish.
An unsightly stairway becomes a thing of beauty and
justifiable pride under the magic of Chinacote.
Nor is the expense nearly so great as many think.
Chinacote is so easy to apply that the labor cost is greatly reduced. This makes the original expense less but
Chinacote's greatest virtue, beyond its beauty, is its long
wearing quality which keeps it looking new and fresh
for many years.
made ocer

Chinacote Enamel

Finish Comes in White, Ivory
ll
Finish

and French Gray; Gloss, Flat or

ttt

i

m

lAf

Egg-She-

Sold by Reading 'Dealers
Manufactured by

Cfc
'PieMcMuriryHfg.
Paint and
Varnish Makers

DENVER, COLORADO

N. M.,

Urn-plie- s,

B

I
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one-stor-

GAME

June 19. Roy's
baseball team won Its seventh consecutive victory Sunday by mauling the Tucumcarl crack ball team
10 to 5.
Pitcher Williams, Roy's
had the Tucumcarl
southpaw,
ouncn at nis mercy throughout the
game, allowing but six hits and
striking out lg men. He had perfect support. Graves, in tho box
for Tucumcarl, was hit hard.
'llugan and Justus. Roy has
one of the best teams In northeastern New Mexico,

j

First woman teacher of Journalism In America Is Miss Ether It.
Outland, a professor of Journalisr:
In Coe college.

Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D.
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage
on a free copy of the Modern
Homes Booklet.

SSw

Hoy,

No.

two-stor- y

i

the visitors wera Pres!
dent of the Association and Mrs.
J. H. Brlnkmyer of Bt. Touls, and
Secretary and Mrs. W. W. Bell of
Chicago. Other guests represented some of the largest bill posting
companies In the world.

Ova 17 Million Jon Und Yttrlt

tion.

Birmingham, England, claims tho
distinction of having more
women than any other
British city.,

in

city.
Among;

eruptiorv
That's

A tested skin treatment
For sale by all druggists

flowing capes and long white robes.
The minister stopped talking as
soon as he saw tho mysterious fig- urH enter the church. The
according to Rev. Calkins, "sat very still."
the leading klansman
rert.'lipii tho milnit ho handed the
minister an envelope and signed to
him to opn it. uauuns louna a letter and $26 inside the envelope.
The letter read as follows:
".Mr. Rev. calkins;
"Hear Sir:
"Wn
henrtltv In svnlDalhV
with tho work you are doing in thU
community and present you wiui
$26 as a token of appreciation.

DNEUMONIA

healed that

Fabric sports hats invariably
harmonizing color note.
carry
In this case, wool embroidery'
nukes the color.

CHDJi

"My present health Is very good.''
If you suffer as many women
do,
and need a tonic, try Cardui. Thousands of women who have suffered
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little have written
that Cardui helped BILL POSTERS ARE
"Frcezono" on an aching corn. In- them.
ENTERTAINED
HERE
Take
Cardui!
corn
that
Tour druggist sells
hurting,
stops
stantly
then shortly you lift It right off
with fingers. Truly!
Directors of the National Bill
Tour druggist sells a tiny bottle
Posters' association who are on
of "Freezone" for a few cents, suftheir way from eastern cities to at
ficient to remove every bard corn,
tend the national conference of
soft corn, or corn between the toen,
association directors arrived in Alb
and the calluses, without sorenes
buquorque yesterday. They were
or irritation.
met by local members of the asso-- i
elation and a committee from the
Chamber of Commerce,
The visitors were taken on short
trips through the city. The enter-- I
Call a physician. Then begin
I
tainment was under the direction
I
of Mrs. C. A. Hudson, of the
"emergency" treatment with
son Bill Posting company of this

RESIHOL

Gingham, Japanese crepe, and
fishermaiden net are good substitutes for ratine when such fabrics
better meet one's purpose.

npHked

BOOKLET
HOUSE PLANS

"hard-boiled-

well-to-d- o

Portland, Indiana. "I was troubled
with irregularity and constipation and
would oiten nave
to lie down because of paim.
One Sunday my
aunt was visiting
us and she said

touches the sick
skin,itching stops
and healing begins

HoV.

d

GIRL HAD

Almost the moment
fhis gentle ointment

luiutni

Thomas V. Calkins, with an envelope containing $20 In bills and a
letter.
Calkins was half through
his sermon when the doors opened
white-robemui a
figure currying
tlw.
tni,r!,nn f n n nnteffili the
church and marched up the aisle,
followed by fourteen other Klan:;- -

1

the point!

4Via

FORTNIGHTLY CLUB TO
HOLD SESSION TONIGHT

FREE

A

PEACE-GUES- T

"notary

Page Seven.

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
N. M.
Albuquerque,

'I

1

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
in a little difficulty

this country had with Great
Britain more than 100 years sco are fewe
now
than In years roup by. Their objections wci. never
taken seriously. That it . xnressi s ,,.ltri,-,- k,,,
ta inly not a reason discaniin;; it.
As well erase
from history all reference to the Revolution
and
the Second War for Independence on the
ground
" "
nines a wciijfc or
be
tween tins country and firent Britain.
Francis Scott Key expressed the sentiment of
that moment in a manner to impress it nnd it has
lenmiiied. Because our feelings have been altered
is not a reason for wiping out
history. If we are
so desirous of avoidance of hurt to Urn reclines of
our former riipniiis, observance of the I'ouitli of
.Inly would follow next in the unpatri'ttie process
of submersing
our nalional cxitrcssinn. Were
America to adopt such a spiritless com .? of coiirmiu
favor, doubtless none would exceed the Briti-m
despising us.

Albuquerque RIorning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT

Publisher

NEWSPAPER

.lOTRVU, PtBUSIIIM;
M. WEIL,
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President.
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.Publisher

n E PJ1ESENTA Tl V E S
J. ANDERSON
Martmette Rdg., Chioaso. III.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. ,S li. 4LM St., New Yuri;
Entered us seeond-i'las- s
matter tit the posiuf fire
nf Albuqiiernuc, N. M.. nnd entry in Santa
N.
M.. pending, under . ct of ConRi ess of .March 17.
C.
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Bedtime Stories

,,

t

For Little Ones

ARMY FLYER BREAKS ALTITUDE RECORD;
PASSENGER JUMPS FROM ROOF OF SKY

Copyright. 121. Dp McClurt
Newspaper Syndicate.
M I.K
1'nele

K.t,ll,V

AND SA.MMILJs

Wissily, the bunny rabbit

,
was
liopping alor.K
one niormn
ihroiiRli the wouilM
when be saw Summit' Littletail, the
r.ibbit bo, walkini,' slowly ulonfc'
IhoKiul; ' .'ui'fully at the ground.
"Wliai's Uic inattci', Summie?"
fi t;, ,1
ni'lc Wiwnlv "lin vim tm.
inn to find some (lowers to lake to
uic Muy ne.Mi.--- iLrtcini 111 mu nut- low stump school'.'"
nele Wiggily," answered
"No,
Hie. bunny boy, "though I will look
l"r some blossoms as soon as I find
what I've lost. I never thought of
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12.00.

Kansas City.
Kansas, City, June 19. Cattle
Receipts, 18,000; all classes, slow:
better grades beef steers, 10c to
15c lower; parly top, $9.35; some
held around $9.50; bidding unevenly lower on qther grades; yearlings, Go lower; she stock and ca lbulls,
iners, weak to 25c lower;
$4.00,5.25; prime lot. $7.00;
bulls, steady;
$2,20(3)2.75;
bolognas, $3.75(g)4.00; few butchers, above $5.25; calves, 50c lower;
better grade vealers, $7.00 0 8.00.
Tlogs Receipts, 20,000; slow, 10
to 25c lower; mostly 20 to 25c lower; top, $10.40; bulk, 10B to 250
bulk
pound light, $10.13(ffl0.30;
of sales, $10.00(&)lfl.35; throw out
stock
$S.7.'39.00:
sows, mostly
pigs about steady, best, $10.75.
sneep.
Sheep
Receipts, 4,uuu;
light fed
strong to 25c higher;
$10.50;
ewes.
$5.50;
'yearlings,
lambs, 25c to 50c higher; best nabetter
grade,
tives, $5.25;
bulk,
cau-ner- s,

$11.75

DRESSMAJKJTNG
Hc?rr7nT???r?7itf
IIiipiv. ;i") Smith P.r..ni1o). ph.
lain a nd riiney
(j

777--

f

UKK.SS.WAK1N

-

King-

ham dresses a specially. i)0i NortU
Tweirih.
PLAIN fKWl.Vil ..f all kllHls done
Mrs. liljrm. riione IS116-331
N'nrlh Fuurth.
ld
acciTTdlnn,
PLUATINO.
and biz;
mall orders.
215 Nirtlj
V.
Crane.
Seventh.
Orane Auartmrtils. phone 31.
l'LAlN'"
OK
FANCY
VkWING"b1
FOIl
reaRfinahla rates, with qulfk srrvlce anil
t Isi'act fori
Call at 1103
guaranteed.
South

High

Office Room.

FORjVT

Fori
and

US

II

e'TppTpTiiit..rticS

Ol fli

I'

ohainher
commerce,
Fourth and Oold.

nntldltiK

FOR RENT
ull

Wright

Ranches

;uu acmi of kooU mountain
nKrleutiiral land; Rood
grazing
Jtrasa met winter protect ion ; good four-roo- m
.u an
Call
iter sear.
hour;
at 1'J07 VliclnlH lioiilevur.l.
l

nnrl

FOR SALE

12.00.

Real fc.atate

I'OU

PRODUCE

SALE Oils
ood fifty-foo- t
lot en
East Silver, near Highland park, nn
easy terms. J. A. Hammond. 8i4 Eaet
Silver.

Chicago Produce.
Chicago, June 19. Butter. lower; creamery,
35c; firsts, SOtfcdi)
34c; seconds, 2S29y3e; standards,

FOR HUX'I
Kxi'ellurit pastura for dairy
Htnrk
PhnrtB A. W. T'eKHIl. 2410-8-

I

'.'

PHtry-Eg-

'
hatiril
BU K P
egfiS
blue ribiiun winners.
Phmia 1472-R1S V.'est Krm.
;
KUti t'ALE Ten White heyhorn ycari '
519 tinutU Hifili, i
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TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION"
carrier or by mail, one month S5c;
yearly, in advance, fiUMj.
"The Morning Journai has a higher circulation
rating than is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico."
The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper in New Mexico issued every day
In the year.
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IIAtil K MEET WH.r, l .MI.,
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but those, others to whom boons were oui guinea m or ten dollar fine In lieu of a more severe pun- into the eye of the needle when it's 4 7ft if, . BelRium demand, 8.1 ... ca mostly, $6.50: very good dry fed,
demand 87
to enforce the imishment
docs
or
little
Ocrman
.
life.
of
nothing
wide
to
in
to
the
of
the
cat's
ranges
bio.
8.12.
sleep
trying
gT
explorations
pound yearlings, $11. CO, rrood
perative demands of safety. It Is certain that nei- cradle. I'll tell you next about Un- 30i- - cables, .30. Holland de- 105 pound fed Texas wethers.
ther the courts nor public opinion are severe cle. Wiggily and Susie's Bun shade. mand. 25.BB. Denmark
$7.50; top light ewes to killers,
IT SIMS AMEMCAXS.
Sweden
enough in their attitude toward drivers with a
$6.50.
way demand. 1S.85.
"
OenmarrU
light sense of responsibility.
8S.BB.
The Chinese are a ration of
I' is apparent also that automobile
fatalities i r.. .lis. There is scarcely an indi- 2135. Switzerland demand, 18..M).
St. Joseph Livestock.
Since more than a century has failed to produce must come
is rot to be- vidual In Iheir vast
down. If pleasure-drivinfit. Joseph, June 19. Hogs Redemand, If,. 3. Greece .decommunity
as
thel
Banner"
"Star
the
to
successor
Spangled
a
come more dangerous Hum war.
Wetter traffic who is not more or less competent Spain
demand.
Poland
3.97.
mand.
ceipts, 11,000; slow, packers and
national anthem of the United States, It is safe lo Oder, licencing of drivers and heavier penalties to pooJc himself a respectable
demand, 193. Ar- shippers bidding 10c to 20c lower;
defor
nnd
disobedience
reckless
of
road
Brazil
will
rules,
speed
packing sows, 15c lower; hulk,
gentine demand, 3:..7r..
predict that Francis Scott Key's composition
tr.av help lo check the slaughter.
JN.85 (fit 9.00: average cost Saturday.
mand. 13.70. Montreal,
endure as long" as this republic. Dedication of a
I'.evond these, however, drivers and the public
A scientist has calculated
.unds: averthat
$10.26; weight, 226
most
was
come
fitting.
monument to Key
to feel that automobile accidents are Ihe eyelid of the. average man
oiiisi
Liberty llomls.
age cost last week, $10.15 for 228
are
and
social
individual
iust
"Star
a
disgrace. They
open and shut no fewer than 4,fton,.
Those who hold
New York, .luno 19. TJberty
grudge against the
this, for they reflect a barnbarlc abuse of freedom tmo limes in Ihe roiire of a single bonds closed: 31..i's, $l(i0,0: first pounders.
Cattle
Receipts, 1,400: beef
flpangled Banner" because it recounts an incident when leisure is ample for duo restraint and tare. year of his
existence.
i s, J10O.0O bid; second 4'o; $39.98; steers, steady to Blrong; All other
Daily,

packers, dull; yearlings, butchers,
cows and bulls, weak to lower; top
early, $8.25; no strictly choice beef
cattle here; cows, largely $j.D0
down; calves, mostly 60c lower.
fat
1.200;
Sheep
Receipts,
lambs, uneven, strong to 50c higher
in spots; top fat lambs, $11.50;
drive in, mostly, $11.00;
culls,
$0.00; one deck of 00 pound Texas
yearlings, $S.00; ewes, steady, $3.50.

CA

'JunT 20 I92U

"

By Howard B. Garlg.

I

4",i' "

' (I

"i

SUe.
Fgga higher;
receipts, 42,479
eases; firsts, 2222,,ic; ordinary

RENTPasture

FOR

PERSONAL

3

MEN'S

HMRCUT, 6o; children. 35a at
gQ58-.-

fhftr home.

Plum

miscellaneous, J. W. RltAsriKLR
firsts, 20'! tfi'ile;
an!
watch,
21((f21'ic: storage packed extras,
1p t":')ll,h Second.
24e; slorage packed firsts, 230. - ,,'1JL"
uixiir-man
to kTm n toucli wit
uu'm;
Poultry, alive, unchanged: fowls,
oartv motoring tn i.nn AnirPleP.
21
'ic; broilers, 3242c; roosters, R'ix iV'6 nr IlJirwoud Beys School, North
T'.--

Fourth stwt.
Potatoes, steady.
Receipts, 154 Ft'UM TUttli; ivp;ilrrd, refinishedTand
; overstuffed
cars; total United States shipments,
rockers, ehaus
and divans made to order ; all worle
1,116; Alabama, Louisiana. OklaSI a pic ton's
Uphnlslerinv
homa sacked Bliss Triumphs No. 1, Kuarani prd.
phonr " 7 .T.
$2.50(3)2.75 cwt: Alabama Spann- Shop,
i iJs
Ot'iToi
TsTVTt
a
'm-ia
'.'.25
t
it ehs-- 4
ing Hose, tacked No. 1, $2.0Ufi
KM'it m;in:isiTipt typtn end revising.
ewCNorth Carolina stave barrels. Have
In
technical
your
proper
Irish cobblers, $ 1.50 & 4.75; Nor- form so themanuscript
editors will give it considerfolk stave barrels, Irish cobblers ation. It will pay hiff dividends. Call
No. 1 best,
poorer ''nwrlfn, "SI North Fourth. Phono lROfi.W
?4.755.00;
I WII.T, PAY YOU 10c
grade, $4.25 (if 4.50; eastern shore
every ri'sldence, nainn nnd sddrefD
Virginia sales to Jobbers, Irish cob- FOR
can
you
give me ct thor afflicted with
blers, $5. 75 (fl 8.00 cwt; old stock ltilemilosi?.
raynifiit mad whn namc
steady, Wisconsin. Michigan sacked
are
Frederick
vnififd,
Graham, 611
round whites, $ 1.75 ic 2.00 cwt: Ida- Security I'd dir., I." Angeles. Calif,
ho sacked rurales. $2.15 cwt: Idaho
sacked russets. $2.40 fr 2.75 cwt.
Mr.

WANTED

Position

wan ri:u Ui.sl.iiiK. Phone l.iiM.
Kansas City I'rmluoe.
Phono
Kansas City, June 19. lOggs, un Vi ill, WANTS .lay v
changed; firsts, 20c; butter, un W A NTkD 11 ousew.tr It by the day. rhon
changed: creamery. 39c; panting.
22c. Poultry, unchanged; broilers, VA NTKD Butulln
washing to brine
.
lifiino
I'honfl
37c; hens, 19c; roosters, 11c,
1H73-.-

.

I'OS'J-.T-

houspwork or coukJ
'a1l171-J- .
i
Phuu
hy tho hour,
1"3-M- .
after 6:SQ p. m.
W. NTEDi.iuinUi'y
wttrk to take hom
or hy Hi (lny.
Phone IM01-.W a s h fs, sluglff men or ivn
WA N J
)
mm and sm:i!l family. 1'hoiie
0 K.VERA h RKPAl REWORKS
RKPATR anythinsr. fin-W- .
ask for W.
HCH.'SK
floor
lawn
waxing,
iloitninp'.
wttrk.
('all ,T. V. T.nwc. plume 143Q-N l liSli wishes penriKncnt pusiLlmi,
mnnnement rriHi's, finl South Walter.
Tfi l(j typewriting nnd stenWANTKI'i
ographic work. Room 8, Mellnl
W

New York Cotton.
New York. June 19- .- 'otU.n fuOctotures. Fteady. July,
ber. $22.70; December, $22.4 8; Jan;
uary, $22.34 March, $22.20.

ARTESIA BOY GOES TO
ENTER NAVAL ACADEMY
(Special

rorrcsponilrnt'C to Ton .louriml.)

June 19. Ben
Artesia, N. M
Kaiser, a graduate of the Artesia
comhigh school during the last
mencement, left this week for Ansubnapolis, Md., where he will he
jected to the physical examination
entering
required of nil students
this great government institution.
an extook
Kaiser
recently
Young
amination with scores of New
Mexico boys, prior to the appointment by Senator A. A. Jones to tho
naval academy, and was one of the
Ho receivthree first candidates.
ed the appointment and recently
passed the entrance examination
prescribed by the government, nnd
was ordered to report for the physical examination at Annapolis.
Clarence Stoldt, Emmctt
and C. O. Brown, Jr., were
subjected to the first examination
and were appointed as alternates
to the three successful candidates.
,

Klop-fenste-

ADVANCES APPROVED.
Washington, June 19. Approval
advances for agriculof fifty-on- e
tural and livestock purposes aggregating $959,000 was announced today by the war finance corporation.
Distribution of the loana include
Arizona, $45,000; New Mexico,
$76,000 and Texas, $22, 000.

A N

ci n e rat

T

hlli-

,,a,Lllnij

Work

WANTED

r.

t

WOMAN' wants day's work
Wt'dno.sday,
Thuifflny anrl next Mon- ,'Ihv. rail bclwcft! r, and 8 p. in. Thon
TI.VW,
A N'I'Kf
Posit iuii hy exprrt aceount
tint, honitkepprr nml typlKt, svstemizer,
full charge, an' husine?s; b anywhere;
'
1
AJdrcfSJ
refrrenct.s.
fxperlfni:td:
V.
II., rar .Joiitrml.
W7 NTKlT-At'TiH- -o
hy uUh'W ladv, po
siilnii rs hntwUpppor r.r eenernl hnusr
If s.mltnfy;
work; im nhjrptlon tn
of taUlni; full ehiitRe; refcrcncfs.
A. M.
raro .T.uirn:il.
A'lilr

Col.ORKn

FOR" RENT

Storeroom

t:ioo Ninth
FOR !UON'lJ-Jiiir(li-

r

nt 4J2"Weat Copper; suitable fnr Rimce. Inqnlrn IT. K.
Phermnn, nt Vivvl Pavings Iiank and
'J'ruftt Cnmnanv, tmnim 3.
Will, hi raiiRe tu suit tenant a
flint brlrk huihling: Rood cnndltion ;
opposite Sa nta Ko shops; reaFonabl
terms. Peo or write. L. TTeyman, 109
rth First. AlhiMiuernuo. N. M.

t

r
i

-

WANTED
VANTi;i)--

T(i

furnished
Rlafed-l-

ir lonffpr.

rent

hmixa
plriir
Aililress

sh'

Houses
fmir

or

ft

apHrttnent, with.
fnr six month
Box X.. care .TniirnnU
op

pnr'-h-

Journal Want Ads ijrtng Result.'

.....

,

"

ic-lr,- '

...........

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

LIVESTOCK

'

A Safe Shine
Because Perkins, is

a leather;preservative

,

-

"f.

1

vr

it

is

pre-eminent-

the

ly

safe shine for fine shoes

AtYour
Dealers

1

y.

1

.i

.!,...

i,,.-.r-

Perkin'

Pol-ish-

es

are also
made for Dark
Brown and
Light Brown
Shoes.

:?

VICTORY

d,

g

Czccho-SIovak-

la

.99.

A. E. Perkins
Corporation
DAULAS, TEXAS
.7. S.

BItOW

l

CORPORATION

""jffl
tH",l'Ji

MEKC.Wm.K CO.. AlUuqnornne
IkiIcsiiIo IHsd lliuKii's.

I

P.

i2K

Ue

June 20, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?
!

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

KOLUMN

K!NGSBURYjS

COLLY- - ITS,

BV

FOR SVLE
SOMJE CHEAP OXES.
For tho man of moderate
means, who wishes to Bet away
from those high rents. Easy
terms.
2 Rooms
and sleeping
porch, furnished
....$1,250
3 Rooms, furnished
....$1,000
6 Rooms (in U. Hei&hts) $1.6B0
B Rooms
(in U. Heights) $1,750
2 Largo
rooms,
adobe,
new
;..$l,n00
2 Room frame, lowlands. $ 800'
Investigate These

'

GOOD TO BE
TRUE- - VGOTT
MAKE 6URE
TOO

r

v

-

.

s

VELt., SH3.
CrN v DO FOR,
VOW

1

s-J-

I

.

V

1921 by the International Xews Service.
Registered U. S- - Patent Office.

By George McMantv

f7

i'm Mi?.oiccs-j- e
wire
SAVS VOU CANCELLED
TWE LEASE. OF THAiT
A- CQTTAOE BY THE

VES, SHE BEGGED
ME SO HA,1?D TO GET
WE 15 OUT OF ITTM(T
I GOT
ANOTHER

St

TO

TA-K-

IT (1UPP,

THATS

Gt?EAT-V'SE-

YES - SHE

E

WE GOT

TOLD ME

SHE, MADE UP HE!?

TWO COUNTRY

MIND

PLACES AND IT
COSTS TOO MUCH

I

ANOTWE(?:M

J

.

READ THIS
Four rooms, bath, two

TOR RENT.
a number of houses
for rent, both furnished and
unfurnished. Tell us your wants.
We have

"'"-a-

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, shade, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent davs;
SOLD ON EAST PAYMENTS,
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

kgUyMt

m

J,

OWNER

and

FOR SALE

FOR

No.

Ill

Surety

8.

ronrlh St.

Phono

407.
A

WANTED

rent

Jas, M. Johnson,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.

Co.

er

--

216 W. Gold. Phone 240.

Apartment

FOR SALE
Five-rooframe, four blocks
off Central,
Second
ward.
Paved street. $350 cash; $1,.
800. This won't last.
Realty Sales Co.

FOR
Desirable apartment, clone
1".
3S3 North Fifth.
FOR KENT Three room modern brand
new apartment.
508 South' Ninth. $28.
UNt, bMAI.t, and one targe furnished
apartment, with hot water. 121S West
Jloma.
R.fr Two rooms and aleeplng
,
j."rrn; mmmtr ratea; modern, Phone
8128--

m

Co,

Phone

70.

kalso-minin-

603 West Copper.

WANTED $4,700
For a nlco cozy little home of
four rooms and a glassed In

rtATURE

Servic. Inc

sleeping; porch, oak floors, all
kinds
of built-ifeatures,
clothe closets, nice lawn and
shade trees. Weil located in
Fourth ward, (rood terms, for
appointment call

A BEAUTY

Realtors

It in ft beautiful
house within five blocks
from
the poutoffioe. THIS
HOUSE is equipped with a hot
water heating plant, in prrfect
condition, an extra largo
and garage. The rooms
In this house are of ample aize
and are all well lighted. The
lawn is well bedded with grass
and decorated with
and other shrubbery. Can be
handled on very convenient
terms. Let Ui show tlila plate
to you.

n

RESIDENCE
WHIN ESS ..
LEASES

MARTIX CO., REAITORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
82$ W. Gold.
rhone 156.

do

21 1

V.

MM!?

On

HELP WANTED

A

five-roo-

m

unfurnished.

Wm, J, Leverett,
Phone

110.

Better

Grade

Albuquerque.

FOR SALE

Fi8LKTwo

'&

e0.li,BALTbre' tfnumee,

Ea'at Cen"

F
crtw-.Ht,o-

n.

rt")".

F,r.,6LB

excellent

p,Mf

M

?"4t Bulca
touring carl
T.
--

..,.

J, LEVERETT,

Phone 110.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

CO.

218 West Gold.
Phono 407
OHOICR RESIDENCE
AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES AND
RANCHES

Select Residence,
Apartment and Business Sites
Triced Right.
nOBERTS-TCRXKCO.
218 W. Gold.
Phone 407

flIO.

ROEHL,

johx
ona

i'rini.Nt,i,

w. vils5n;
Artorner.
II, IT and 13. Cromwell Building.
Phone ms-J- .

PHYHICiANB
AND
UH. 8, L. Hi; It TON,

diseases

SlKORONuT

f tan Stomach.

. Barnett Bulldtn
Suite,
UK. 8. o. CI.AHKK,
Bye, F.nr, Noee and Throat.

Barnett

Building.
phone HI.
Office Hours

L.,.,..'1- - m- - "d to o.
W. M. SHERIDAN,
Practice Mmltetl to
B

OT

F. C. BAKES, M. D.
Diseases of tbe liye. Classen Fitted
Office removed tn 114 N. Sec.
ond st. Ground floor. Phone 843.
.CHjROPRACTORS

ll

R

FOIl

Chiropractor.
aod to ArmUo Building.

ORjAlELivMtock
Work home.

HA I, E

PhoneSSl

EPiALE
DweIIing

m.

GE.MTO
URINARY DIfvEAKEq
A.ND DISEASK
OF THK KKIN
Hos.emion
Labomtory In Connection.
OlHyrns Banh Blue;. Phono 888.

Have)

FOR RENT

J

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

LOTS
We

AUTOMOBILES,

North

and $10.00 per month.

McMMIiION & WOOD,
Realtors.
206 W. Gold. Insurance,
Loans.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

h"ue. fur

your lot now, you will
want your new home there.
Fifty foot lots, $10.00 down
Buy

WM,

New Mexico,

Route,

room tnn"1

GROW

n

$18.00.

McKinley Uan'd
Lumber Co.

Realtor.
Third and Gold.

KELFHER,

Realtor,
W. Gold.
Phone 410.

hr

rhone
WATCH THE
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

screen-

ed porches,
and
shade trees. This place Is in
Rood condition, has a good location in the Third ward and
is priced to sell. We are exclusive agents, call us $2,850
buys It.
BILLIARD PARLOR
We have one of tho most popular Milliard Parlors in the
city for sale. This la a paying
proposition and can be bought
on good terms at a price that
!
right. Owner has other interests in Colorado and must
leave Albuquerque. All the fixtures are of the best and In
excellent condition. Call, we
will be glad to show it.
UNIVERSITY HFIGIITS.
Ten dollars cash' and $10.00
monthly buys you a fifty foot
lot in the fastest
residence section in growing
Albuquerque.
Values are not dnrronsinoe are
general asonts and
ready.
H. CHAS,

Double apartment house, brlclt:
close in, jiiKnianus. A Bargain."
at $D,zbO. Terms.
SOLD ELEVEN LOTS
Five rooms, bath, glassed-lsleepIn fourteen days to nine men.
ing porch. ClOHe in, Highlands,
Want ten more to sell in next
$3,500, easy terms.
fourteen days. Have waitins
Five- - room brick,
hath, Fourth
customers. Misht sell a house
ward, furnished, ready to move
or two.
In,
$500
$4,300;
down, rest
BARTON KEIXER,
easy.
Phono 1032--

It Lasts

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

University
Heights,
adobe stucco home, garage, hot air heat, maple floors,

D.

OPPORTUNITIES

$10.00 Per Loa'd

FOR RENT OR LEASE

$2,100.

modern brick, 2 glass
porches, heat, lawn, garage, near
library, $4,200.
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phono 1522-Four-roo-

n

T?

McCTX'GHAN,

five-roo- m

Three rooms, modern, furnished,
50 foot lot, garage, South Arno,

rose-hush-

J.

As Long As

FOR SALE
modern, 4 toom house,
2 large
porches, shade and
lawn, close- - to Chamber of
Commerce. Price $3,800, $250
cash and monthly payments.
REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE.
409 W. Copper.

have

bane-men- t,

$3,700
Will buy a furnished adobe stucco cottage with four rooms and
nice front porch screened and almost new. Can arrange terms.

Building and Repairing
BECAUSE
the work myself. I havs no

Good,

,

Make us your REAL ESTATE
man. Thanks.

on Yonr

J90j

PROPERTIES
PROPERTIES

. . . RENTALS
INSURANCE
COLLECTIONS
SUBDIVISIONS

loans

A. Ij

R.

overhead expenses. Phone mt and
save money.
J. Ii. DUPXING,
Klone
- -

AVa

224 W. Gold. Thono 657.
INCOME
PROPERTIES

"

yi'

NEAR SHOPS

FRANKLIN & COMPANY

Realtor.

I Can Save Ton Money

I

HOME

room brick, hardwood
Five
floors, basement, hot air heat,
garasro, corner lot, In a good
location and priced to sell. To
see this call

City real estate salesman with
car. Steady proposition
for
right man.

FOR RENT

,'elepbone (74.

blocks

V. A. BETTS
For the best palntlnir.
papering and floor fin.
isher in Albuquerque.
Phone
1594-1"- ,.

Automobile
insurance,
Boi Is, Loans.

CO,

R

218 W. Gold.

Realtors.
309 W. Gold.

bunga-

A. FLEHSCiEIR, Realtor
Flft, Arcldrm,

three

Dieckmann Realty

furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine
location : Fourth ward,
f 4,000 Eight-roopebble
daubed dwell. nff, bath, etc.; alio two-rooadobe In. rear, lot 75x12; Third
ward, clogo In,
Borne good buy In Central avenue buil
nes property,
14.500
white itueco
frame
bungalow, modern, oak floor.,, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.

We have the largest
list of homes in the city. We
have always been recognized
as loaders in tho realty business and we are still holding
our position. We guarantee a
square deal to both buyer and
seller. At your service.

Roberts-Turn-

itueco

brick,

from Central avenue, Fourth
ward. Price f 5,000. Terms.
Four rooms, furnished, four
blocks from Central avenue,
corner lot. Fourth ward; M,
000. Terms.

SALE

Flvo-roowhtt
low, modern, hardwood

ROBERTS-TURNE-

Five-roo-

ACKERSOV
A GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
Phono 414.
ISO S. Fourth.

807--

iNT-- t

TOWN

LEAVING

Will sell
cement house
with fireplace, furnace, built in
features, walks, shade, rosea and
a real home. See

KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans
Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone

av

1922

five-roo- m

D,

.

five-roo-

in

J

THAT YOU

BOTH WOULD GO
TO EUROPE

FOR RENT

We have a
house
tho Fourth ward for rent.
This is one
of
the nicest
houses In the city both inside
and out, has all modern conveniences and la new, largo lot,
shade trees etc. Owner will
rent either furnished or

I

Jersey cow. Phona 2411R3.
bALL
Fine Collie puppies, cheap.
1001 Houth Walter.
FOR SALE A- -l mllK COW. rh.in a,ee

earn
Male.
FOR RENT Three-rooix.no.. union Co.,
rn
five-rooPhono 669. WAVTT.'r,
v.rr, at ISUo BOUtll Wallar
furnished house,
city
.n k..k ' - ufT-Mode. Inquire 613 Enst Pacific.
salesmen Tor A- -l run.
location, close in priced
(OR BALE Freeh Holsteln and Jersey
350 PUIZE
Good
RENT
iclc
vass proposition. Apply 1310 East Silver
,
Pu,
,eaV"
.
1932-Hcows.
FOR RENT Two-rooCUy-401w';.t Lea"
Apply 1311 North Fifth.
cottaees. Room 7, l'lrst National
rurnlshed
WANTED
with porch. 1022 South W...ter. house, FOR SALE
Bank nil! Rli.NT furnished rooms. 218 Sou'h
LINCOLN
Two snappy solicitors, city .irriT c a it.
apartments, newly furnished,
hulldlng.
Fifty milk bottles, milk
a4XL.iu
cool and cloae In.
812 South Third.
uy
pnone 10D7-ownei, BuburDan huiiiB.
FOR RENT Five-roowaiter,
oo paira.
itioo Bouth Elm.
furnished
- """Q
ileeDlil
-- oa
JAt:ttrkun2
mr appointment.
nnrnh
im
phono 941-FOR RENT rurmslten,
garuge. ,o. Inquire 323 South house,
?x,ra
V EE MAN It E 1 600 Bout h v.i'm '
Arno,
rruit
McIn""h
w"ir,
- WeM'cop,1Auto
tree,
1340-Co..
grap
arbor.
Pot,
729-OFOR RENT Modern sleeping room, eon- -'
,
Ill
phone
e,
eleventh,
rur
phone
.YAnijiij
rorm
carpenters
work, office box 31 S,
i'OH SALE Suntinn Ian.
811
No'rThThl'rr W'th
long job, iree transportation.
lui North
reeling bath. Averlll Apartmenta, 808 U
FOR KENT Furnished rooms; no chll FOR RENT Modern
four-rooEmploy- rem &AI.K
r
First.
home
North Second.
mod-"- 1
,,w
with two sleeping porches; summer FOR BALE One
":
dren. 110 Bouth Walnut
rV"Duroc-Jerse- y
Btud.hi,r
brick
hoiT
bungalow: screened West GouT
n6 FUUNKSHED moderr. rooms; no sick; do rates. Phone 2128-l'OR RENT Glassed
KAJltu-s- iw
mill lnj lumber vard
sleeping porch,
weight about 12S pounds: In aplendld
men at Rlordan. ArisonsL
a?M' ,lowir'' trr"- .
FOR RENT
MoGoniele i?
kltchi'tiotte, connected with bath. 410
.
cniiaren
36l)
III V jst Silver.
v-rHouses, an amds; rurnlsheo" condition. 1923 Bouth High.
phone ,919-MKiitnu
Lumber and Development
South Kdlth.
Co. Itlurdan, FOR SALE
and unfurnished.
flrst-ClaMcMllllon a Wood, FOR bAJ.E
FOR RENT Furnished room Lad sleep.
rnnl.ln..
Flemleh Giants, Rufus Red.
New
r.
Arlx.
FOR RENT Cool,
henltnrs, 208 West Gold.
three-rooNational Bank b
Black, Whites. Belgians, bucks, does
log poroh. 32.1 Houth Third.
I' Oil RENT
and
710 West Lead, nhone 197S-man to 1
apartment; gas range, no alck.
married
trustworthy
Houses
fryers.
four-rooI'OH
and
6
ALU
LARUE,
cuol
routn.
apartments,
Ford
210
sedan. r,r,.l,.0n
beautifully furnished,
Slo West Tl.leras.
take charge of ranch and small dairy North Maple;
rurnlshed or not. Phone 1522-In h.,r..,
r
terma Call 121 West Sll- BALE Flrat-clas- a
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
J l' UK
u
Holsteln milk
A.
fo
run Mit-T- uo
Two furnished rooma,
rarinerstup or rent. P. O.
East Silver
pnone I949-i'QR RENT
real eels te worth the monev. trade
cow. elvlnr thra. a
burners.
....k-- i.
Kooui
Hoom 15 i tin
and porch, near TO HammandJg24
in. Aiuuquerque,
stove. 1008 Bouth Edith. Perfecting oil
light housekeeping; adulta; no alck.
of milk a day.
RENT
10 North Rroarto,..
HERE
National
A new
Hank
803
home.
modern
jjrst
North
building
Edith,
boarding
house;
Til South Second.
wan r agents to sell the beat health and
FOR
with
and garage. Phone 1162-sleeping pnr"hX
bar.
TRADE
For touring car, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for 701 WestgasNew
doea. seven
accident Insurance In tha world for the ou"hw"h
01?.A,T'EPI"'
FOR RENT Furnished apartment; no
saln. 411 South Walter.
Tork.
with litters; 106 breeding
rabbits: forced
ino money.
.r.r,.ane ev"5",hln "n A- -l condition;
light housekeeping. 423 West Iron,
of Its
Largest
company
wni
children; no sick; $2 60. 621 South FOR SALE RTifier caniri
Three-rooFOR
RENT
to sell account 111 yming
llRl,t
health.
una
1923 Bouth
or
in
cottage,
tr,,ck
U
t"r
Soutb
America.
roadster
Live
FOR
1IS1-Two
RENT
furnished rooms for
High, phone
sgenta make big
Phone 1822-J- .
415 North Second.
Walter, ehona 167-J- .
furnished: all modern conven-le- i High.
"""ens-iurne- r
.
llsht housoKeeplng. r,7 West Silver.
ViV
Co., atate agents, POD C . t
a. 615 East Bllyer.
FOR RENT Apartmenta and homes,
i it A Ub For property In
COI.A AVr, t,.rxr
WILL
TRADE
...
.q ,
or
M.
"lrN.
three
war- aell,
"20 model, FOR RENT Nice, eean eleepmg and FOR RUNT Severa.
win, AlDUquerque,
:iBulck
.
furnished or not. Phone 1522-n and harness, for late mules,
J. THE Great A merle, n Ilrlnir
nou"'
modern furnished
model Font
porch,,
Female.
land for garden. thin
a., nnmmonn, s;4 naat Silver.
housekeeping rooms, 121H North Third.
l around, three
tires
a
30 and 835; on car car. W. J. Banders.
rent
cottages;
T
Mex-le125,
New
be
can
Pajarlto.
Wlk'
Mo,Hl?ULa.RlA!5"Z411-Rmo 6ov"- balance 'less " . .. n. tun j.iriverier.e extras;
Imported WANTED A girl for general housework.
seven miles south of Albiiouoroue.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished apart
h'n.ri company, FRONT ROOM for light housekeeping,
norm Twelfth.
Overland Hotel, S01H5 West Central.
mm, wun piano, juiy i't no afcK, inui.ininiy.
apply- 17 Wet Gold. 121 North Third.
nii.M Two rooms, furnished, gar-oe- n L.VRLOAD young Colorado horses, cheao;
iT"!
c
t t ci
W1D
douk
recase
ivAiMtbD
or
Girl
vuiving
ownerfor
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bedroom;
Hecond.
....
Some matched
general housework.
quireyiawortn
planted, city light and water; also
,i.iT
cottase
"""ae brothers'
volvlng spool stand. H12 East Silver.
,
V
ixortn fourth.
aleeplng porch, lot 67x142 feet
them. Albuquerque Horse Market, aor.
FOR KENT Three-rooprivate entrance to bath, l'hone 212S-furnished mod
roru touring with touring,
irrlgatjonwater. 705 Mountalnroad.
extras
renced; modern pigeon loft, hutches and
lr,.
ROOFlNa
WANTED
ern apartment, sleeping porch and gar
ner Mountain road and First; corrals
Woman
for
Five-rooFOR
ngnt
RENT
house.
truck,
large
body,
and
Bulck
general
EXPBfiT guaranteed work, phona 184-J- ,
brick, modern, baek of store.
nouse; an new; priced to sell.
work.
J- 1315 8. Edith.
well and completely furnished;
ay. tt.t.t poutn jiroadway.
room with or
j...
K"rbr
Co., Auto FOR RENT Furnished
.
no sick.
211 West Gold, or
Inquire
fUlt SAL. Good unfiirht Dlano. chcan wa.mld Ulrl for housework.
1923 South n.
without housekeeping. 612 North Sec- - 318 Went Lend, Inquire 703 West Silver. FOR BALE Ilorsea and mares, on the
I' OR 1!K.T Furnished modern outsld
hiitih. pnune is;i.
Apply High, phone 410.
for cash.
Call
ond.
211
Immediately
at
a. a. miss, nis weat silver.
.
bath.
Avarlll West Gold.
apartment;
Two-rooJune' la:J
iri-iRENT
r..
FOR
private
c
thereafter un
furnished
house.
K
I
i
vt OA1.I, WAIl-tlIH,rvERT-RRFOH
nnarimem.a, zoB'.j Korth Second.
...nrf
RENT Modern
TORD CO.
with sleeping porches; modern; $30 til sold, I will have two rnrlnarfa
WANTED
Woman to take charge of
sleeping room.
V...7'
builder, JB75 cash, or h..,
COLA AND IRON
young horses and mares for sale, prices
15o per mlla
Rates
Averlll
house: small family.
706
per
I'OH RENT Furnished apartment, four THE
80814
North
month.
Call
V"
apartments,
at
East
Fe.
Santa
715 Eaat Sliver.
"la"ea-- n sleeping porch.
ur mlnmni.
wm
oe
great double tonic, at all and WAN! ED
rooma and bath, modern; for three
"T
cnenp,
1
r,oo
1.000
from
rates
to
Special
weight
LihT your vacant houses with the City
Cook and second maid to so Electrlo and cltr water.
some broke to work, some
fountains,
The best In r..
tnemj ilso auto re FOR RENT One furnished room for
monins; ratea. 314 West Coal.
Realty Co.. for promDt and efrlelent pounds; Phone 1658-n.i.i
a.
airs.
McMllicn.
'
u!"
h.
ona
J;
Palmer,
310
MA.NZANO
North
Broad
(80.
inira, phone
ALB
704 West service. 207 West Gold. nhon.
7.
South
"
lifcNi J liree-roogentleman; also garage.
I'tjr.
"est .cntrai, phone
apartment THE home product GINGER
phone 1768-way.
Grande Wagon Tard, Bcott Illde- la Just a little better;
Coal.
FOR RENT Modern brick seven-roopartly rurnisnefl, Bath, water and light.
nour
rOR SALE Charming home. .Ii
boost It.
ALBUQUERQUK
A'JTO VVRECKINO CO. FOIl RENT Front bed room, four winei'w mortrr Kigntn, pnone BS7-.furnished
WANTED
house,
foe
suitable
hnarriara
Kxperlenced
aaleawomm.
recently
decorated,
beautiful
lawn.
ana
rtew
used
or
208
nome. 118 North Maple, phone 2372-...
dows, close to town; reasonabls.
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment, FC,,SALI?Black currents for making
Apply at "The Ecooomlat."
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Ilult jrees, large gar- Jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent-so- n
North Sixth.
three rooms and private bath. 916 H
FOR RENT Completely furnished four-rooIn Stock for All Crm:
""laentf"! district.
N IT1IRB ftEPAlfuWanoholelJ?- li". West Central, nhnn.
Ranch, phone 2417-RAT't'
iorin peconn. Ainuquernue Hotel.
Two
FOR
house with three screened porches.
RENT
furnished
housekeeptested
before
Mule
leaving shop.
Female.
i"K. rnnne oi.i-w- .
Krv n Bedd m Cit.
all makes,
or Inquire 1204 East
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooma and TYPEWRITERS,
rooms, with aleeplng porch. 609 Phone 1439-and up; WANTED Man ami
SALE
fOR
On south
ing
t
mcincai
tops,
bodies,
13 per month.
parti,
to do painting and wife
eUll B A l.r,
rooma of furtiltnraSouth Walter.
Albuquerque Typewriter
railroad emDlnvpe
lights, horns. Irnlilon
ft
for light Exchange. 123 Bouth
aleeplng porch, furnished
'
also
no
W.
coon;
Fourth.
ennlr ain..a .ii
S '1 Rmtttl WnTta
Paris
small
phonogrnnh.
nOIISflKPenlnff.
children.
makes'
Americans;
carried for
hhnn.
d
dwelling, with
ou.-sld- e
of cars. New FOR
fifty-foRENT Nice
lot
sleeping FOR RENT Four-rooB. Blue. Santa Fa railroad
modern, furnisha.u.w.
ui oale-w- iii
bridge and and Improvements.
aell all my fine Homer building
lvm
See house No. 418
ed house. With two noarhaa. hai.m.nr
P"'"i " ring gears looms. Albuquerque Hotel, 11614
i
norinjiniri.
M.
N.
foreman,
on
paint
FOR
Carmeaux
r
e
nr
nltunna
SALE
Wlngate,
'
Mr"1201 East Copper,
tl,nn.
" m mind. North Second.
FOR RENT Two-roocoal range, dresser,
on terms. NEW
At:,"ntlJL: vrln $2,760
210 North
furnished apart
Inquire
mr-rAttMEXICO'S
Ot.tlEST WRECKING IMPERIAL
lor a superior iioaitun 'y City Realty Co.. 20? w..f n.i
dining room table, small home-mad- e
' ment; hot and cold water, lights and George Rlglhofer. 508 North Kir.t
ANNEX, 1031, West Central, Cednr.
kitchen cabinet; will sell cheap. 801
HOUSE.
attenoing our Hummer Seaslona. Lifll
421 H FOR SALE
rent reasonable.
pnone paid;
new
under
Young pitt bull dog, very vldual
FOR
clean
and
SI3-5I- 5
RENT
airy.
management;
furnished
Nicely
bungalow
West Central.
Stfc i'OR SALE Direct from
Instruction; rapid progress.
Phone St.
boutn tiroaaway.
cheap, a beautv: Llarlr nrf t.t,n.
In highlands, one block from rentrat! South "Edith.
all outside rooms.
owner, beautilal aummer rate. Western
School for
SAVK 60- -, 5 per cent un dismantled
OR BALE Wicker baby buggy, Hamful five-rooDressed hrlnir
FOR RENT Four-rooCall 317 Bouth
modern, nicely larg- brass bird cage. Phone ?nni-- rt
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room Ideal for convalescents.
901-- J.
Becretarlea
Phone
Just
parte,
tires,
mond typewriter and table, chiffoniers.
batteries, springs, wheels.
OR SALE A new Colt's S2 automatic
completed; hardwood floors
new, close In.
jcurnisnea apartment,
for ladles. Close In. no sick. 713 West Walter, phone 1273-i ngs,
roll-to- p
out: fire place; breakfast nook throughwardrobe,
1
tenners, electrical equip' Gold. Phone 21.19-rims,
rhone 290, or Inquire Dodaon a Garage,
Pistol. With hnlfltAF. tvn llr,.
desk; largest stock o
all
Four-rooand
FOR RENT
cotfurnished
n
used
ouiii-iment,
furniture In town. 825 South First.
magnetos,
axles
and
gears,
yu Norm pourtn.
drive
icaiures; good location. 721 shnfs,
r'dges; $25. A. J. C. care Journal.
tage, garage, nlco place for chickens; FOR
FOR
RENT Furnished
hounekoeplng
West
a
rtdlators,
Lead.
of
r
Mrs
etc.;
line
Inaulre
wrA
complete
SALE
One
one
FOR
RENT
SAI E Used
FOR
troctiTI
block from Presbyterian Sanatorium.
Furniture,
lama and one small
almost new!
ITS WANTED Good horse and buggy, at mn, mo cnnin
rooms with sleeping porch; close In;
nana tor overland, all models; Willys
intra.
highly polished, oak dining table and
Call 114 North Cedar.
once. Phone 2408-.l- l,
with snns nlnwa
.apartment, furnished completely for
: Bulrk.
4. 6.
4: Rtilriehok.r reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
Khlgnt,
o
FOR
twenty-twSALK
sideboard;
215
Crane
cottwo
By owner,
housekeeping.
Department, J Korber 4 ComDan.
green window
small
Apartments,
, e;
WANTED
For. RENT Four-rooGood, heavy porcb. awing and
uiiaimers, Reo 4; Pnlge, 4; Overland,
FOR RENT Room with ail convenlencea
bungalow, modtages, In south
Nerth Seventh, phone H14.
Call at 614
price reasonable.
FOR SALE Fresb buttermilk mi!
priced close n; nupmoDlle,
ern and furnished; large sleeping porch; shades:
,,t.
davenport. Call 1925-Maxwell,
and connecting bath, new home, cool
South Nltitlr.
for oulck turning:highlands,
pleasure
one has four rooms,
ou trucKs: tjnevco et. 4ytl-m.iiu
FOR niiNT 117 (A) Harvard avenue,
cneiiae! aian
use
Just
what
B
near
car
and
2349-Mlirhell
want;
line
you
WANTED
Phone
location.
lean on good first screened porch, water, lights, chicken
to
Money
one-ha- ir
BALE
10R
One
SS4-;
.
s
I
Booster
kitchen
Saxon,
A
duplex apartment, furnished,
1915-good
itn ry. pnone
A
owning
complete line new rings, FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for grocery, rhone
house end varrl. fx!
i... . . i
mortgagee. McMllllon 4 Wood.
two rooms and bath, two perches, :16, In.
cabinet, two ranges, one porch ewlng
gears,
pinions and transmission gears
OK HALE Pianoa and player Dlanoa: WANTED
FOR BENT Modern seven-roounfur- and
cottage has three rooms, bath, screened nnn
reasonable;
adults;
two
A
light
housekeeping;
used
for
one
one
oil
shades,
tank
porch
developing
ror
stove,
eluding lights and water. Key at 110
sunns
car.
ariv
axie
llelntosh no sick. 613 South .' rno.
K.
nished house; desirable location. In- bed
vHiuea.
porclr, built-i- n
rqone jus. ueo, F,
features, well furnished,
post card aize films,
and mattress, pictures, one
Harvard.
ait-i- s
West
west Copper.
Learnara Piano Co., 214 8outh Walter.
quire Mr. Sherman at First Savings Bank work spring
garage, corner lot, one block from car into I.O.,
table
and
Two
FOR
kitchen
fourBENT
furnished
housekeeping
utensils,
RENT
Three large, cool rooma and OR SALE Standard make used
FOR
and Trust Co.. phone 3.
WHEN IN NEED OP
line; easy terms; (100 and 1300 down,
teen volumes Stoddard's Lectures, 810;
ulavtr KALSOMININO; also cleaning kalaomine resneetlvelv.
rooms, with sleeping porch; no chll.
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining.
TIRbs, rims, carburetors, springs, mag. dren.
hntinta 111. .... . ni
in A- -l
pnnn u nn, win
.1
FOR KfcNT Three-roofurnished cot- twelve volumes Richard Harding Davis,
110J South Edith.
and paper;
work guaranteed, Johu sn. or call st HOP. South Walter.
neloe generators, wheels, rears. aTtaa.
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat bargain on easy payment plan. Phone
.
bath
and
Phone
tage,
sleeping
porclr.
Inquire 1524 North Second.
Gnndson. phone II4-- J.
and clean; desirable summer locatloo. 1S
IMPERIAL ROOMS?: e. clean rooms SS1-uenrwigs, norns, accessories
call for kye at 1524 East Cen- FOR SALE
Dln-tn- g
is west coal.
Rent-Roo- m
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime tral, between
Used furniture!!
e
r"s HAVE aeveral
mort-gag- e
first
nine
and
twelve.
,v ohucj
i wo wan
cases and one
WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE Theater. 21H4 West Central.
table, 111.75; chairs, $1.75; bed,
FOR RENT Fu niied apartmenta, oun
Who wioia tbemt Mo- noor
case. In aoori eonttinn. t.ttMn. Million loana.
RENT
Two
FOR
furnished
19.00:
bed,
AND
nOQM
&
MAKES
single
60S
spring mattress, $18.75;
BOARD.
OF CARS:
Wood.
DULtlWlNQ
venlent to sanatorlums; four rooms. aoie. rremont
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
West Copper.
bungalows, 214 and 218 North Maple; chiffonier, $16,00; Ivory dressing table.
Grocery, 410 West Central, WANTED To
Bulck
C25. DH. D55; Cadillac,
rooms tn modern home. Apply Mrs. will
glassed-l- n
aleeplng purches, gasi on Eaat
Blfi-atroke gas BXCKT.T.BXT tahle board. 71E?sTcoal": unaimera, C!4,
buy
rent until September et 136 per $18.50; mahogany rocker, $5.60; wicker
Chandler, Chevrolet 490. FB, Fred Hamm. 023 North Second.
Central car una. call 132 Eaat Central. phone
and
pump
also
HOOM
.11
one
724
used
AND
tank;
at
pool
Please
month.
East
45
Central.
t,
BOARD,
FOR SALE One alrare in Albuquerque table. Write
chair, $14.00: wicker roevwr, $5.75; leathor see MCMimnn 4 wend, sh'ma V49.
per month; no Baby Grand;
Dodge, Dort.
E. K care Journal.
kitchen and
er rocker. $7.60. Call at American
re
Hotel Co., on which 120 has been paid.
rnrn, nup tv. h, k. N. J Maxwell. Mitch FOR RENT Unfurnished
,u,i riirreaier.
Modern, furnished, three-rooFOR RENT Strictly private, thoroughly Will
large porch; aleo three bed rooms, fur FOIl RENT
ell Olds I. Overland, every model; Saxon
sell my equity for 60 oents. Address UPHOLSTERING, general furniture re- FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
Company. 828 Bouth Second.
Kith
north.
house
with
124
modern apartment,
sleeping
reasonable
porch;
South Edlth
very
4 and I; Btudebaker 4 and
- nished partiy.
pairing, packing.
The
Art
board.
care
114
Craft
;
Shop,
Journal.
North
notei,
WillysMa;le.
be
must be seen to
Ideal
Albuquerque-Santa
rent, close In; two nice rooms, aleeplng
appreciated.
Pe- - Tnos
a
worm mird, phone 83J-FOR RENT Two modern rooms furnish location.
ninarrc, every moaei.
ROOM tvltli sleeping porch and board
SOFT SPOTS
1155 East
n. A.
t.
Heel and arch cushions
Central,
DAILY STAI1K
porch, bath, extra store room In
no sick: no clril- It you don't see your ear la tha above ed for housel-eepln410 North Sixth, or phone 1142-.Thorn, phone 1227-1679-prevent fallen Inatens: curee an fiuit MAX BARGAIN STORE, at Sla South
seniiemen only.
To Taoe (Read Down)
1680-nar,
f0
Arno.
North
dren.
Phone
rememoer,
First will pay the highest prices for ROOM AND .BOARD.
troubles. II. pisntar Arch Supports. Tboa
Leave
7:80 e. m.
35 ner month
WB ARE SALVAOTVI3 LATH MODEL FOR BENT
modern dupiex home,
strictly
r. Keleher Leather Co.. 401 West rkiitril. your second-han- d
clothing, a hues and
Large front room, ground NEW
BUSINESS
no sick.
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
611 Bouth Broedwa.
three rooms, glassed sleeping porch
(.ARB EVERT DAT.
furniture. Phone 151.
one block off car
four
wlndowe,
l
floor,
eave
u. in.
12:30
ASBESTOS
PAINT
ROOF
In
to the largest stock of nsed
and screened front porch; A- -l shop in.
204J-J- .
WANTED
FOR SALE Best rooming house In city. r OD for all klnde of roofs. 1
To exchange excellent violin, FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch nans addition
13:80 p. in.
i.eave
m tne etste, we carrr a COM line. 809 West Fruit, phone
per galn oqeireu. rnone 1340-cation; ISO month for one or two year
Address . Landlady, care Journal.
tor low pitcn
Arrive
y'liq
must be
6:00
lon.
Co..
flat
rooms
11n flnnth
and
p. m.
The Minxsnn
ELGIN
HOTEL
clarinet;
Sleepln:;
PI.ETE
Roberts-Turnline
of NEW raara. drive shafta.
lease.
company.
A- -l
To Albuquerque (Read I'p)
Sea J. R Pearca. 314 CANVAS aleeplng porch,
Instrument.
with board. axle shafts and general accessories, (or
SALE Small rooming Walnut, phone 1834-- J.
FOR QUICK
Try a built un
housekeeping apartments,, by the day.
em per weeg. H07 East Central.
will
or
KENT
summer
7:00
For
FOR
the
60214
week
or
West
Central.
Albuquerque
month.
...Arrive...
p.m.
H nniise;
car.
oargnm, sunt soutn Second. roof; will last aa long as the building. West Coal, or phone 2091-.cv.ry
Santa Fe
near Bishop's
lease country home,
ROOM AND BOARD Rates reasonable
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
OUIl PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with sleep- FOR SaLK wo-story
prick building. USB EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat WANTED To correspond with owner of
Santa Fe
N.
M., completely fur
p. m.
Santa
.Arrive.
Lodge,
,.12:46
Fe,
en
soutn
1971-VIADUCT
bull
OARADFl.
Boston
215 South First; location good for any
water
pur
phone
for
Mroaaway.
for
terrier
pcaigreed
Ing porch
light housekeeping;
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vale- Espani la
Arrive. ..11:15 a. m. .
S00 SOUTH SECOND.
of service.
nished, use of horses and poultry. Mrs.
Address
Walter L. WANTED Two or three women to room
awtlnd of business.
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
par. Valapar Enamel on automobiles. pose
Taoe
M. J. O'Brien, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Leave... 7: JO a. m.
M.
parts house In the state.
and board. POO North Fourth, phone
Cottage Print.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished.
120,000.00 TO LOAN on business property. Plymouth
FARE TO 8.4NTA FE, 4.M
Unm.,iaa Grace, general delivery, Gallup. N.
com
RENT
Floor
FOR
BUG
Nice
CLEANERS
of
and
use
Roof
close
Cement
house,
Will consider smaller loan.
In;
6atpaint.
Paint
bath,
TO
phone,
adjoining
TAOS, gll.M.
Address
1.2K.
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
Run Claanai
israotion assured. Trine. F. Kslebtr T.eath-Cn- ..
FOR BENT First -- class room and board
pletely furnished, for one or two famAlbuquerque Headquarters
jtpaitor, care journal.
Blngltng
MATTRESSES
40J Wes. Centrat.
electrlo
ilies: modern.
Thona J0E7-- J.
renovated. 13.60 and tip
bath,
lights. Brothers' figar Store. 110 West Central
045 a month . Mrs, Laura Maes,
and roof pointing. 1B24 FOR RENT
111 KALSOMININO
FOR SALE Crlspelta
nicely furnished screened
popoorn outfit,
furniture
ErvlD
cold
and
hot
and
water; large Aver. ,, Phoee 600.
repaired
packed.
porch,
noum
ronn. pnone 79.w.
Arno.
or
mountain
house
ieec
without
rooms,
with
central,
complete) good proposition for live man. FOR SALE A large shipment of fine Bedding Company,
phons tt-- 7.
fruit trees. See Broad BiSanta Fe Headquarters
Bank ConfecFOR RENT Delightful room aod porch I'ETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. keeping privileges. Apply 20714 West lot: bearing
Inquire 611 North First.
corrugated rubber garden hose which WANTED - Careful Kodak
cycle Co., 820 Bouth Second, phone 781. tionery, rhone S2.
finishing.
Gold.
was
All klnde of work.
In shipment beyond the eea- for convalescent! excellent meals. 715
Phone 1071-- J.
HOOD HOOMINU
HOUSE,
eighteen son delayed
Twice
satis
service.
Btmember,
dally
has Just arrived and rather than faction
e.ast woai. pnone I070-r. H. McCAFFREY, plumbing and heat- FOIl HUNT Ground flour, front room,
town In aouthwest;
rooms, In best
Bend your finishing
guaranteed.
to factory we are aulhorlaed to
furnished for light housekeeping: pri
money-make- r,
all year round. Address return
a oeclalty. phone
ing repair w
Uaona GOOD BOARD, room and sleeping porch- 1IT1-sell below the wholesale price of llo to a reliable, established firm.
401
boulu FOR SALE A email ranch, three-fourtJ
adults.
vate entrance;
Box liia. Gallup. New Mexico.
with two tingle beds. Highlands; prlft Hanna Master Photographera.
foot
.First
per
come,
first
anttel
terved;
Seventh.
nome.
vaie
mile weat ef bridge) modern house.
iszo r.aat Hllver.
I WILL ESTIMATE ell or any part of
SMALL saw mill and timber proposition, pate your next
ORCHESi HA AND BAND
year'a need now and ben
furnished
J. James,
well
FOR
RENT
Exoluslve,
on railroad, tor sale, leaae, let on aharea em
I
a
BENT
FOR
your work; make
specialty of lath
Large front bed room and
SCHOOL
thla aavlng; you cannot go wrong
room, with large sleep. ng porcn, not ROBERTS-TURNEend
or will consider a partner. J. F. Bran-so- nere. by 'ins
ing
In.
with
YOU
IP
Wm,
aleeplng
shingling.
Conner,
an
porch,
have
band
phone
company. 218 West
or
orchestra
120
board;
West
Gold.
private
Ezctisnsa.
1238 North Seventh, Albuquerque.
water heat and bath; centrally located.
063 Bouth. High.
strument and wish to learn to play iiiiiijr,-sH,uiBin- en.
Oold, have established a epeclal land
phone 1111.
1744-621 West Coal.
Phone
FLOOR
JAMESON
SANDING
and
Instruction
receive
can
FOR SALE Grocery stores, merchandise, FOR
clise
department.
RANCH
We
resurface
Reduced
rates for
SALE Closing out my entire etock correctly
In
candy-soft
musical arithmetic,
drink and soma other high-clas- s
we summer, cooi ana
your old floore and make them like SPECIAL OFFER One well furulshsd- FOR SALE
reeding,
Ranch on North Fourth
gltuated new
of Airedales at bortom prices for the time,sight
tone, tempo, scales, chorda, trans two miles north of snady,
room, etx large wlndowe, Datn aajoinbusiness proposltiona not adverWISTBGUK.- and make your new floora perfect.
Dally.
town,
Phnnt
street, six miles from town, on main Train.
fourteen
no
to
I20i
(lualltyj
2231-our
females,
lis
J.
I'none zomi-tised locally.
Join
Ituberlsvruraer Co., Ill runts In
posing and ensemble playing,
Ing; private out side ent nee: new modArrive. Denart.
ditch;
paved road; eireet car eervlce; No. 1 The
the bunch i ready for delivery school now, Fred K, Ellis,
1949-S03-In.
Phone
close
ern
home,
West GoUL
Sooat.... 1:14 pm 1:1 pra
LKT ine figure your new house or re
phone
tn alfalfa, balance In wheat
acres
sixteen
FOR RENT Large
now; one Oorang brood matron, at $7S,
front
room
and
No. I Calif. Llmlted.lu:J0 am 11:04 am
PRIVATE family has room for one or Phone 84I4-Jreasonable prices; work guaranFOR SALE Indian trading atora and cost me 1125 lesa than a year ago; one
sleeping porch with board. Everything pairs; estimates
No. 7 Fargo Fast. ,10:60 am 11:15 am
two eentlemen: hot and cold water lu
TO
B.
free. Call 1755-new and modern.
ranch, located near Gallup, N. M. ; good brood matron, black and sn. i;,o; one
Call 110 Nnnh u.ni. teed;
FOR SALE OR TRADE Five acra In No. I The Navajo. .11:88 am 1:41 am
B. Johnson, 610 John.
corral is,
room, bath, large closets, newly furnishor phone 1463-building,
fencing, etc.; fully brood matron, 135 one beautiful black il UN ailf "TO iXlAN Oo watutiea, "
9211
near
Fruit
vale,
flue
road;
grape
paved
SOUTHBOUND.
references
excellent
Inquire
ed,
required.
equipped;
place fur healthseakei; and tan dog, weight aeventy-flv- e
DO ODD
JOB carpentering
and South Fourth.
pounds,
or chicken ranch-- ; easy terms to right No. 84 El Paso Exp
guns and evsrjthlng valuable FOR RENT For two. glassed-i- n .leenlui WEhouse
10:14 pm
plenty fine water. Addiesa Box 117a. city. house and car broken, good companion. Mr. B. Marcus,
Bouth Plrat.
building,
reasonable;;
investigate
, phone 693, or apply room 15. First No. 27
party
with
room,
porch,
dressing
El
11:11 am
Paso
outside
All
riXt-rour low prices: estimates free.
Exp
Phone OCCIDENTAL HOTBu
' 1 NT E It EST "in ihell order and price r,0. C. Papere furnished on all. Ad- MONBf TO LOAN on diamonds, watches trance to bath, and garage nri.,.,.
National bank, or 1100 Bouth Walter,
If
desired.
2.10-EASTEOUND.
new
- agency
rooms
ana
lurmsneu
813
J.
care
P.
Kluken.
rurniiure,
Tale.
article, to party that will dress W.
Eltanola
Malrstnn,
Drug and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, oon- - 07 Eaat Central.
also sleeping FOR BALE Hlglity-acr- e
ut.furnlshed apartments;
ten No. 2 The Navajo.. 1:10 pm 1:44 pm
ranch,
1 WANT you to
finance; In big demand; little capital company, Estancla. N. M.
fldentlal. Qottlleb Jewelry Co.,
Investigate my low prices
N. 1st,
not nu
miles from James Springs, four miles No. 4 Calif. Limited. 4.04 pm 6:40 pin
Ul'IiClAL summer rates. Ui per month;
on any Kino oi a building proposition rooms at 14 to $7 per ween;
required; havi men wnltlng; let me show
new
r. Eight.. t:15 pm 4:10 pm
manageIn
on
CONFIDENTIAL
each
cold
loans
room;
water
from Sulphur Hot Springs; thirty acres No
West Lead,
vou. W K. Johnson,
Jewelry,
nrlvai.
i.h y, have tn view. A, H. Palmer. Bungalejoellent board.
watohes. Liberty bonde, pianos, sleeping porch and tray service.
ment. 8!24 East Central. W. F. Barnett. In timber, balance In cultivation, fine for No. 10 Tbe Sooat.,.. 1:10 am t:IO an
Ht. ow Builder, box 41, city. Phone 1768-FOR SALE Only garage and filling sta.
1638-JAll
fwjWfUTttlttt
lowest
makes
overhauled
ratio,
automobiles;
Rnthman'e, John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 4S1.
phone
potatoes; log house; potato cellar; cold
ll n In A-- l town in cantral New Max-tand
Ribbons tor every ma- 117 Snuth FlrsL Bonded te the atate.
No. $1
water springe near house. Nancy
from El Paao 4:16 pna
on national highway; modern and chine, repaired.
MRS. CARL BERQLUNDB Private Ban- Typewriter
Albuquerque
Jemex Hot Springs. New Mexico. Nil. 10 JTora ni Paao 7:SI am
Ht
MONET TO LOAN
13,000 on first mortfifty feet and 100 feet. Dandy change, phone
aOi-- J.
121 South Fourtf
LOST On June , dark bay horse, scar
Boula
No.
14
connects et relen ,.1t No. St
estate.
real
gage
Write
phone
with,
city
description,
In
modern home
f,,ur-roo1306-FOR 8ALE Ranch, twenty-tw- o
connection,
Two lota on East Lead.
on front foot, grey halra In tall: finder FOR BALE
acres, for
for
Peoee Valie- -. Kama: City and
lot snd block number, time loan wanted; tubercular Private rooma and
uoiui'sa equipment,
will trade for small house.
house, garage, fine orchard, 0 Clovia,
Address 11
fresh vegetables and nollfy 1418 South Fourth: reward.
,ti!ny lui uiniic-- ,
patlenta;
no
B.
I.
oavra
AddreSa
broktrs.
g.,
four-year
Oast
on
leas
klnde cf fruit, berries, alfalfa. Implefrulte and plenty of milk; troy service; LOST At
iSiock furniture wlllj
rare
Journal.
Cheap,
SJ
oenaeot- - at ZitUm with N&
No,
Country club tennis court, one
must sell im- MATTRESS RENOVATING. 13.60 and UD
all toe tor m, vuu
ments, hifsee, cows; owner leaving ac- from
graduated nurse attendance If desired;
tour-leClovle end polnte ea- - end
clover stick cln. with small
of sickness; no phone
count of health; two miles from
-Rug cleaning, furniture rsnsirina-- . fur. FOR
and
mediately account
summer
lot
Estatej0
(nr
months.
Roberta-Turnediamond! finder will be rewarded by re
r
old
information,
Co., 811 nlture packing.
Towo boulevard.
Phone sia.w Krvln
Phone
8417-RCop- - IF VOW have business property for sale, owner,
nins to Ii. Weinman, TV! West
or 848. Poetufflce box
.
.Vest 0014,
ii y
Bedding Corapanf,
.Wiia. Coal,
list it with McMIUIoo
Jgarna SLtn Adu grjng Results, tot, ,
.Wood,
193, Old Albuquerque, N, It.
a
114 S. Second.
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Roomi

Furniture
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WANTED

Miscellaneoui
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ill

iiiiu.

For

with Board

v,

CHANCES

a
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CARPENTERING

lilt

FOR SALE

MONEY

Ranches

TIME CARDS

LOAN

til

lot

f

a

TYPEWRITERS

"Tost and found

tech terra.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

WANTED

Real
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RENT
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TIMBER FIRE

TODAY

New Mexico
see them.
should
You
crown qrcen beans.

CASH

STORE,

ENGINEERS WILL

Oil.

Forest Service Officials Believe Fire Can Be Kept
Under Control Unless
Heavy Winds Develop.

Are New Mexico grown also. Nice and
tender.
508 West Central.

i

II

The Whitewater canyon timber
fire in the Mogollon mountain?:,
which has burned over a tremendous area of heavily timbered land,
checked yesterday.
was reported
More than 100 miners from the
mine were sent to aid in tne
as
fire fighting Sunday nighttheand
ere
the wind had died down,
of almost 400 men ww
make headway and to check tin.
iSPAldo Leopold, assistant district
ho. hnri charge of in.
past few days
operations for the from
the Datu
being transferred had charge oS
section where he
n
resulted
which
the operations
the largest fire in that section being
cut under control.
nas
The Whitewater canyon fire o nlready cost the forest service
000 to fight, it IS ucniu l.-- v toextra heavy winds develop
will not again break
night,... the firelimit
i
set hv the in.
k.

Phone 28

Orders Delivered for 10c

Mo-coll-

"'.."

LET'S GO

PASTIME

LAST

TIME

i

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

SHIRLEY

MASON in

"THE RAGGED HEIRESS"

01

TOOK GIRL WHO WAS RICH
THE ROMANCE OF
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of I lie lay.
KID."
HAROLD I.LOYI) IN "NOX-STORegular Adtnlwlon Prices.
A

P

COMING WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20TH,
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE"

FOREST SERVICE

LOCAL ITEMS
6.
Coal Supply Co Phone 4 and
There will bo a regular meeting
the
of the board of stewards of

CONTDnCOUS

Several building engineers in the
city have agreed to assist the city
manager and the special city commission committee in drafting a
plumbing ordinance which will provide for Durham system plumbing
in the city.
ordinance
The new building
which was adopted by the city com
contained
mission last summer
plumbing regulations whifch have
met with the disapproval of the,
master plumbers who submitted a.
new ordinance which was passed
several weeks ago and which only
p'ermlts.the lead pipe system of
Several commissioners
plumbing.
in voting for the ordinance stated
with the provision
voted
that they
that a proper ordinance be drawn
sovering the Durham system.
Such an ordinance has not yet
been submitted and it was decided
at the last meeting to ask the assistance of local building engineers
ordinance which
in drafting an
would allow both the Durham and
lead systems to be used in the city
under proper regulation.

yes-terd-

FROM

at

J.

Funeral services for Mm
Mildred Davis were held at Strong
Brothers' chapel yesterday morning at 10:30 o'clock, Rev. T. F.
DAVIS

S

DISCUSSED

At the school board meeting last
night, the educational budget for
the coming year was discussed and
considered, and will be taken up
withj ohn Joerns, educational auditor, this morning by John Milne,
cltv school superintendent, representing the board.
The three new school buildings
were named by the board as follows:
Washington school, in the
lowlands; Lincoln school, in the
highlands, both junior high schools,
and John Marshall school in the
lower highlands.
The board authorized repairs on
the
all of the school buildings in concity to get them Into excellent
school
C. R. CONNER. M. n. D. o.
of
dition for the opening
various
ftoienpnthlc Specialist.
sessions in September,
Stern Bldg. Tel. 70 J. 825-bills were paid by the board.
1 --

S

FOGG, The Jeweler

SHRINERS,

Juanita Godinea, Inat the station this morning fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
at 9:20 with your car. Many Miguel Godines, died yesterday
Shriners are to be here.
rvenlng at the residence of her
GODINER

ave-

WILLIAM R. WALTON,
parents. 423 West Cromwell
Chairman Committee. nue The hodv was taken to Crol
lott's funeral parlors. Funeral arTODAY rangements will be made today.
AUCTION

prescribBulgarian Milk served
at
physicians;
Butt'a
Drug
Cafeteria.
Bracy's
s
Store, BVigg'B Drug Store, Fee
Candy Shop, or phone 2413R4.
YALE
ed by

RODDY'S

Mnblo SkeoK D. O., Citizen'
Bank building. 881 W anil 2022-.- I
Gynecology mid Obstetrics
S.

--

,

J.

Home and Furniture
at Sacrifice

Bloomgren & Ecton
Piano

Expert
Local and
Moving. Call 7C9-Long Distance

adobe, white

co bungalow, and all my furni-

"Manualo"
ture
player piano, rugs, dining room
set, living room set, range, etc.
M.S00; $2,600 cash. Call at
Kahn'a Store. Ask for George.

including

DTERS AND HATTERS
RUG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. tb and Gold

First class salesmen
the best Investment propo-

Wanted
for

sition in the state. Excellent
leads. Confidential. Address
Care Journal,
BIS11,

WANTEDfire

good prices for
auch aa Rifles, Shot
Guna, Pistols. . Must be in
Acondition.
213 South First Street
We pay

arm!
-l

SALE
FOR
Business Opportunity.

half interest in paying
business. Liberal terms to right
Confidential.
Address
party.
MASTER, Care Journal.
One

FOR RENT

Ground Floor Office in Journal
Building. Inquire

Journal Office.

Standard Furniture Co.

401 South First St. Phono 619
We buy. sell and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
complete line kitchen utensils,
etc.

NOTICE

RONEY'S
fj3.

PHONE

act or i ore : me

AT

PUONF
Flglult nnd Mountain Road.
Wa give S & h ureen Stamps.
Free Delivery to all Tarts of
the City.

e

creetv-th-

chiraclenthey

Vepresentj

it

LOST
2,

i

215 South Second

' C

FOR RENT
apartment at

Sum-

West Central.
porch,
sleeping
apartment at 1023 West Central. Reduced rates.
Three-roo-

1005

,

I

(2gcuumounlQieture

"CURRENT EVENTS"

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION:

REGULAR PRICES.

I'tmm

boy

1

Monologuist, in High Class Vaudeville Act.
REGULAR PRICES.

CYCLONIC

.

CRYSTAL OPERA HOUSE
6 JOLLY

NIGHTS-STARTI-

TONIGHT

NG

VAUDEVILLE
1ST

The

DAYS STARTING TODAY
fffl

RRa

ROY

H

aM

Ir

IN PERSON

I

Imitation of Musical Instruments and Anlmiils
the Throat
Expert Ventriloquist.

s'00
Cun
'

run

and Banjo Artist

Monclegtiist

1

L.J

All Done with

In Addition to Regular Picture Program.

Advance in Prices.

w

i

w

!

LYRIC THE ATE

$YV

X

EVER IN
ALBUQUERQUE

oh

Direct from a tour

of

GUY'S TRANSFER
371

176

TAXI

25

324 South Second.

Sunday Picnics a Specialty.

DON'T

THE IMPERIAL

OVERLOOK THIS

LAUNDRY CO.

If you are Interested in a home,
I have a beautiful new
modern house in Fourth ward.
I can sell below market value.
breakfast
Hardwood
floors,
Fine
features.
nook. Built-i- n
place. Basement and garage.
See this before buying.

"THE LACNDR

m.

Call Owner,

1010-- J

I'l Aram
Li

and

si
Ifoisotmlo
iJUIuUtlllllto l:n
HUl r
-i-

-

,

I

ft. 1

.

Entire Change of Program Every Night
Doors Open 7:30
Curtain Rises 8:30 p. m.
A DOLLAR SHOW AT
Entire Lower Floor SOc; Balcony 35c;
Children 25c. Tax Included.

449.

AniP'

TnH Coupon will Admit One Lady
FREE to the Opening Performance
ncst Scnt) Tuesday Night. Juno
20, if Accompanied
by Another
Person Holding a Paid SOc Ticket.

TrVS-i- V
1

CERRILLOS

o
o

IIVHysaUI.hu
You've Never Seen Hypnotic Fun Until You'va
Seen Lorenz Don't Come If Your Lips
Are Cracked.

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, flats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
cleaned
latest process.
by

14S

to

rss

aa

MimFiftSnf"

&C

E-.-

OF QUALITY"

Phones

Pacific

Coast.
IT'S A RIOT!!
Tim Cyclonic Senof Vaudesation
Fun
ville. "More
Than a Circus."

LIE"

cents to Any Part of tlio City
Special Rates to Picnic Parties
Large Seven In Passenger Care
Stand
Alley By
Meyer & Meyer Tailor Shop.

the

FREET7""P
lUrvil

1

SENSATION1!

EGG COAL
CONVENIENT TO 17ANDLE

UNIFORM SIZE.

Hat Units per Pound.
More Founds per Dollar.

More

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient Fuel for
.
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.
(

COAL CO.

Phone 91

SPECIAL NOTICE
Wo wish to Introduce ourselves to the public.
Wo are
dealers In groceries, fresh meats nnd general merchandise,
We have just started In your locality, and If yon wish an
store for your convenience, Just give us a trial as
we need your assistance to make this business a go.
We will deliver anything nt any time, Just call us oil the
phone, and your wlHhcs will bo fulfilled In five, minutes by
.
our special nuto delivery.

bar-Rain-

mer rates

1
m

GteenlemptaiiottH

A Goldwyn Sport Review

IIAIII1

s,
Which is tioted for big
in Jewelry, Watch
Repairing, etc. Try us.

Two-roo-

rf-- H

-

WAY CHAMPIC

CITY

I S E M A N

-

A brilliant melodrama of Apache den and gilded caba
ret of the dancing darling of Paris and the shado
that menaced her love.
ADDED ATTRACTION!

Reward.

w

7itiftMT1

rv.

like the theatrenwreafteree-- '
Jing'Our Mutual Friend" 'V"

A Bunch of Keys.

BOX

1

author's noveli i flawlessly pre-- ;
tented and will be teen with un-- )

ATTRACTION

ADDED

The Most

The Little Place

Buy Your Groceries

Pat McCaffrey has opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third, liepair work a specially.
1870-J- .

flagging intereat by every type
of motion picture patron
you U

hare

thii'world-known'nov-

Phone

SALESMEN

EMPIRE Cleaners

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

stuc-

'of

H'"

Adolph. Zukor.

and Furniture

JERSEY FARMS,

Let U Send a Man
To replace

This"

come'to life"on the

II

"of "a famou

should know Charles
Dickens. "'Our Mutual Friend
is an old friend. jThecharacters

You

O"'

'npPi

rrcHtu.1

Iftk--J

NH!jSTO

No

JSALE

The Glldcrslrcvp Electric Co.
Through a misprint the auction 211 East Central. Phono 797-for
scheduled
this
afternoon,
sale,
will not occur at 517 South Sev- IR. FRANK
MacCRACKEN,
enth street, as announced, but will DR. DA1SV it. MacCRACKEIJ.
'
take place at 415 South Seventh
Osteopathic Physicians.
street. Sale starts promptly at K. I' Uulldlng. Plne Office 89-89-!:30 this afternoon, and a big list
Residence
of furniture and household goods
will be offered for sale.
PINON NUTS
MY SIHXLED
will be delivered from the Fred
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS Harvey News Hliiml. Albmiuerque,
NON. M., t'NTIL FURTHER
rbone 821-S19H South lirat
TICE. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth.

IP?

OUR
j
MUTUAEPRIEND

.

Even though everv city fireman
(Via ioh fiehtinz a fire, ac
tion can still be obtained in case of
another fire. This i.t due to Tie
new alarm and receiving system
recently installed in the Central
fire station. Heretofore it has been
the case that when the entire department was out, there was no
one to receive a second alarm,
should one be turned in.
A telephone alarm Is i vr
at both the Central and
Highland station and at the police headquarters, extension phone
service connecting all three of the
offices. In case the firemen atfa
by
out, a call would be answered
police headquarters, and as the
desk sergeant already knew where
the firemen were, he would be
able to notify them at once of the
new fire and arrangement t"uiu
be immediately made for transferring some of the apparatus and
crew.

S

novel

B

ta nn

1

last complete

LOCAL GIRL WINS A
TYPING SPEED AWARD

i

Be

DAYS STARTING TODAY

NAVAJO RUG AS
TRIP SOUVENIR

The first Underwood medal to
be awarded in this state for proficiency in typewriting 70 words a
minute for 15 minutes was given
te Miss Adele Morelli of this city
yesterday. Miss Morelli made the
typing proficiency test before the
closing of high school, but the
medal only came yesterday.
Her record was 75 net words a
minute for 15 minutes. She mado
errors, each error being equiv
alent to 10 words. Her score,
therefore, was close to SO words a
minute, without the discount for
mistakes. This Is the second medal
Miss Morelli has won for excellent
typing.

NEW ALARM SYSTEM
AT
FIRE STATION
KOW IN OPERATION

TO 11 P. U.

CHARLES

MEETS: BUDGET

Harvey officiating. Entcrment was
Albuquerque Tigers trimmed the in Fairvicw cemetery.
Santa Barbara Sluggers 19 to 8 and
PARFENOFF The body of MM.
the New Mexico Yankees 21 to 2
in the double header played Sun- Lottie Parfenoff was sent last nignt
in Chelsea.
day. Batteries: Tigers Cochran to her former home
and Sandoval. Sluggers Sllva and Iowa. Her sister. Miss Anna Bcrka.
the
Wrong
body.
Archuleta.
Yankees Ortiz and accompanied
Brothers were in charge.
Campos. Tigers Madrid and
GONZALES The funeral of Abel
Gonzales, who died Sunday morn
FORESTER INSPECTS
iui
ing at his residence,
RHEUMATISM-NEURITIavenue, will he noio. tomui- SOUTHWEST DISTRICT Tijeras
Treatment.
m. Ostcopnthic-Vlnlct-Ra- y
row morning at i o ciock
to
DR. D. R. MURRAY,
tne Bacreu
residence
family
After a three week Inspection Heart church where services win 5 N. T. Armljo Bldg. Phone 741.
Burial will be in hania
be held.
trip through the southwest forest
Crollott is in
district, Col. W. B. Greely, chief Barbara cemetery.
forester, left the inspection party charge.
nt Flagstaff yesterday and went to
GURL'LE Maria Gurule died
California, where he will make a
EXPERT WATCH MAKING
at her resi
similar inspection. District For- yesterday morning
Jewelry, Repairing
out
Engraving,
ester Frank Pooler, who has charge dence on Soutn Mecona sireei.
Opposite Postofflce.
of the trip, will probably return is survived by one brother besides
118 South Fourth.
her narcnts. The body was taken
from Flagstaff this week.
to Crollott's funeral parlors pending funeral arrangements.
ATTENTION

k

THREE

1

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

R0TARIAN WANTS

e.

Central Avenue Methodist church
this evening at 7:30 o'clock In the
THE ARMY
pastor's Ktudy.
Mrs. Robert Lembke and her
daughter Charlotte, loft last night
for southern California to spend
Two carloads of road building
the summer.
were received
ill. equipment and tools
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Pli. new
yesterday by the forest service from
All installing officers and
Chicago, where they were turned
officers of the I. O. O. F. and
over to the district forest service by
lodges will meet at the Odd
The equipauthorities.
the
Fellows hall Tuesday evening for mentarmy
has been in storage at Camp
practice.
Grant and was recently Inspectsa
Albuquerque Camp No. 1, Wood- ly C. A. Long, district forest enmen of the World will meet at K. gineer,
who selected tools which
of r. hall this evening at 7:30 will ho especially adapted to fores:
o'clock.
service work in New Mexico and
Triple Link Rcbekah lodge No. Arizona.
10 will meet tonight at 8 o'clock
Mr. Long went to El Paso last
in I. O. O. F. hall In regular ses- night to inspect seven automobiles
sion.
which are to be turned over to the
Miss Vivian Halthusen, of the district forest service by the mill
V. S. veterans' bureau, was operat- tary authorities at Fort Bliss. The
ed on yesterday morning at a local machines will be shipped to AlbuShe was querque and will then be used for
hospital for appendicitis.
forest service work. Ingeneral
reported to be doing nicely.
truck load, cluding the road work now being
Factory wooc. iu
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company. done, especially In this state.
Phone M.
John A. Sedillo, who has been PHOENIX BOXERS
unistudying at the Georgetown
WANT BOUT HERE
versity at Washington, arrived yeswith
terday to spend the summerA. SePhil Moore, manager of Cllne
A.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
his parents.
Is scouting
Johnnie.
and
dillo. He will return to Washing- aroundTiger
In an effort to locate an
ton In September.
promoter who can ar
The PhlliD Bible class of the Albuquerque
a bout here tor eitner or
range
Methodist
Lead Avenue
Episcopal both of his welterweights. Cline Is
church will hold Its regular month- making considerable progress in
at the the world of things fistic and is
ly meeting this evening
home of Miss Edna Williams, 217 open to meet any welter that can
South Edith street. A "pot luck" be brought against him. He has
supper will be given at 6:30 o'clock. recently completed a successful trip
Mrs. E. C. De Baca and family
through tne pacific coasthis cities.
Uft yesterdaw for Denver, Colo., to Moore
headIs making Phoenix
spend the summer.
for the summer.
quarters
nt
seller
Miss Mabel Hay, ticket
the Lyric theater, will leave this
AND HJNERALS
afternoon for Chicago and Detroit DEATHS
on a two months' vacation.
VeHUTCHISON Ella Louise HutchMrs. J. F. Sutherland of Las
gas, who has been in a serious con- ison, 21 years old, died
afternoon at her home
dition since her operation here last
Miss
avenue.
Tuesday morning, has passed the cn East Hilver
came here from Horn
Hutchison
crisis and Is doing nicely, according
Lake, Miss., about nine montt-to her physician.
Alfred Bunn, who has been at- ago. She is survived Dy ncr taine-,Horn Lake, Miss., and three
tending college for the past two
Hutchison, ot
years In Arkansas, returned to the brothers. Dr. S. N. and
H. H. and
iLong .Beach, Calif.,
city Sunday night.
of
Albuquerque.
Ijohn R. Hutchison,
Tn
I.
French
charge of f.mera
Orchestra and Band
Fred '
arrangements, which will be an- K. Fills. Phone 802-.
r.ounced later.
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PLUMBING RULES
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GETS EQUIPMENT
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were received
from other fires in the state,
offiit is believed by district forest
cials that they are all now undei
Nava.lo rugs may soori cease to
control, with the possible exception
be a novelty In the eastern section
of the Mount Taylor fire.
of the United States.
The rugs caused considerable
THIS SEASON S FIRES
WORST SINCE 1901 comment and Investigation on the
part of the thousands of Rotarlans
jousnali
nnciu. OIPTCM to monih
and Shriners who visited Albuquer19.
June
SI.,
N.
Silver City,
or. que en route to their conventions
After destroying millions of feet
on the coast and dozens of them
valuable saw timber, the Ore were purchased here by delegates
which for a week has raged in the who arrived on the special trains
Mogollon mountains on the Win
during the past three weeks.
unforest, has at last been brought
Such an Impression was made
a stateder control, according to
lata upon the mind of Fred W.
ment by forest officers Issued was
general manager of the
todav. Control of the fire
Lynchburg Foundry company, at
the
splendid
about
through
brought
Vfl.. that even after
fire fighting force organized and Lynchburg;
leaving New Mexico, he was undirected by forest officials. Tn.s able
combat
to
the desire to posses
on the forests
year's fire season
190 4. one of the rugs to take home as
has been the worst since
a remembrance of the trip west.
Lightning has caused a succession
t widelv
Yesterday, M. E. Hanna, who was
blazes
of destructive
in active In entertaining the visitors
forest
on
the
points
separated
taking many of them on short trip"
un extremely rugged mountain
throurh the city, received a letter
from Mr. McWnlne askinir that Mr.
Hanna purchase a fine Navajo rug
for him and 'enclosing a check for
the me.
SCHOOL BOARD
"I have seen nothing on the entire trip from Virginia which appeals to mn more than the wonderful Navajo rugs," Mr. McWalnc
stated In his letter.
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AUCTION SALE
Tuesday, June 20, at 415 South Seventh.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.
Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Dresser, Tables, Beds,
Springs and Mattresses, one nice Oak Bedroom Suit, Hall
Tree, Dining Table, Chairs, Sanitary Cot. Buffot, Refrigerator,
Porch Swing, Lawn Mower, Lawn Hose and Irons, fine screen
Ostermoor Mattress, Oil Cook Stove. Dishes, Cooking Utensils
You can not afford
and many othor articles not mentioned.
Be on hand
to miss this sale as these goods are all sanitary.
promptly and bring your friends. For any information reSouth
garding this sale, call at Oober's Furniture Store, 216
'
Second or phone 808.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

,
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Phelps & Davis
PHONE

865--

Corner Mountain Road nnd Flrsi St. '

J.

ICE

I

OF SUPERIOR
AND
FLAVOR
QUALITY
CREAM

Bottled whole
Buttermilk.

milk,

clarified,

pasteurized.

Butter, Cheese,
.

,

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank You! Call Again.
Phone 351

;

v

'
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321 North Second St.;

